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Abstract
Establishing the iden,ty of asylum seekers in the absence of credible
documents represents a signiﬁcant challenge for governments. To support
decision-making processes in iden,ty determina,on and veriﬁca,on
procedures, Germany’s Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees
introduced three digital iden,ﬁca,on systems under the “Integrated
Iden,ty Management - plausibility, data quality and security aspects (IDMS)” programme. Because these algorithmic systems are deployed in highly
poli,cal seangs aﬀec,ng vulnerable popula,ons on the move, this
research inves,gates how the Federal Oﬃce legi,mises the policy and use
of IDM-S that indicate a new direc,on of governance driven by so-called
“innova,ve technologies”. In this context, legi,macy - considered a core
virtue of just, democra,c ins,tu,ons - is understood as a jus,ﬁcatory
concept seen in conjunc,on with (good) governance and the right to
privacy as guaranteed under Ar,cle 17 of the Interna,onal Covenant on
Civil and Poli,cal Rights. The data jus,ce framework is applied to structure
the evalua,on of state prac,ces. In addi,on, the qualita,ve content
analysis is used to ﬁnd paBerns in publicly available documents. Expert
interviews were carried out to include experiences of aﬀected individuals
and to verify iden,ﬁed informa,on provided by the government. The
analysis revealed that eﬀorts to legi,mise IDM-S included four paBerns:
referring to the rule of law and na,onal security concerns, non-disclosing
delegi,mising informa,on and limi,ng accountability, emphasising
performance eﬃciency and the systems’ high level of innova,on, implying
objec,ve opera,ons by means of a mathema,cal-technical approach. The
results underscore profound discrepancies between jus,ﬁca,ons and state
prac,ces, outlining severe privacy viola,ons as well as the lack of
compliance to qualita,ve values in governance that pertain to par,cipa,on,
transparency, accountability, impar,ality and scien,ﬁc soundness of state
opera,ons.
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1 Introduc5on

Chapter 1: Introduc,on

1.1 Topic and research ques+on
The Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees (BAMF) is the main
government body responsible for the implementa,on and management of
asylum procedures in Germany. Decisions on asylum claims are
substan,ated in iden,ty determina,on and personal hearing procedures
where the na,onality of a person is veriﬁed and the individual history of
persecu,on is established. However, the veriﬁca,on of informa,on can
prove to be problema,c in cases where applicants lack iden,ty documents.
To cope with these challenges, the so-called “Integrated Iden,ty
Management - plausibility, data quality and security aspects (IDM-S)”
programme paved the way for the use of new digital iden,ﬁca,on systems
at the Federal Oﬃce. The following new components were implemented:
the name translitera,on and analysis developed to achieve standardisa,on
in the translitera,on of Arabic names, the automa,c dialect recogni,on
intended to recognise the applicants’ spoken language and dialect, and the
analysis of mobile data devices intended to determine asylum seekers’
iden,ty and origin (BAMF, 2017a). These digital systems assist in decisions
pertaining to asylum claims through the analysis of personal informa,on
provided by asylum applicants. Developed in 2017 and s,ll in use today,
they indicate a new direc,on of governance in the context of asylum.
Because these algorithmic systems are set up in highly poli,cal and
sensi,ve seangs aﬀec,ng vulnerable popula,ons on the move, it becomes
increasingly important to ques,on the legi,macy of this governance mode
that is onen characterised by the desire for greater eﬃciency through the
use of Informa,on and Communica,ons Technologies (ICTs). As more and
more governments resort to digital means in the management of migra,on
and asylum, this paper seeks to contribute to understanding these new
data-intensive governance direc,ons and their implica,ons by inves,ga,ng
one speciﬁc, recent example. The policy and implementa,on of the Federal
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Oﬃce’s digital iden,ﬁca,on systems represent the subject of this thesis,
explored in the greater context of democra,c legi,macy, governance and
the right to privacy. This paper addresses the following research ques,on:
How does the Federal Oﬃce legi,mise the policy and use of the digital
iden,ﬁca,on system “IDM-S” as part of a new direc,on of governance in
the context of asylum?
To not only iden,fy but to make sense of the main paBerns directed at
legi,mising decisions in regard to IDM-S de jure and de facto, this research
inves,gates contradic,ons between the ministry’s obliga,ons, its
aspira,ons and poli,cal reality. It focuses mainly on iden,ty determina,on
procedures where the three aforemen,oned IDM-S systems are u,lised. It
neither engages with Germany’s en,re asylum governance system nor with
all legisla,ve frameworks that underpin the asylum process. Only the most
essen,al legal references are made, however, the main focus remains on
the right to privacy as guaranteed under Ar,cle 17 of the Interna,onal
Covenant on Civil and Poli,cal Rights (ICCPR). This research does not
adopt a child perspec,ve and disregards the par,cular rights of
(unaccompanied) minors.
The introduc,on outlines the socio-poli,cal and academic relevance of this
research topic. Sec,on two presents the key theore,cal framework of
poli,cal legi,macy that informs the analysis. As legi,macy relates to the
exercise of power and legality, the no,ons of governance and the right to
privacy are discussed. These discussions also include cri,cal reﬂec,ons of
common fallacies related to the implementa,on of ICTs in public
administra,ons. Sec,on three describes the interpreta,ve research design,
the analysis methods, including the data jus,ce framework as well as the
qualita,ve content analysis, and the available data sources. The subsequent
analysis proceeds in three parts. The ﬁrst presents the studied case and
situates it in its poli,cal environment. The second and third sec,ons
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cri,cally assess the legal background as well as the implementa,on and
eﬀects of IDM-S as part of the Federal Oﬃce’s governance. In sec,on ﬁve,
the empirical ﬁndings and emerging legi,misa,on paBerns are summarised
and discussed based on the presented theore,cal concepts. The ﬁnal
sec,on engages with the study’s core implica,ons and suggests direc,ons
for further research.
Ul,mately, this thesis encourages searching for beBer alterna,ves to the
currently applied tech-heavy programme - alterna,ves that are ﬁrmly
grounded in democra,c governance principles and that adequately account
for asylum seekers’ right to privacy as well as their vulnerable status.

1.2 Social, poli+cal and academic relevance
The way how European states respond to the humanitarian costs of civil
wars and conﬂicts forcing people to ﬂee their homes shows the Union’s
struggle to live up to its proclaimed self-image (Guterres, 2014; Pai, 2020).
Europe’s restraint in response to the suﬀering of millions is not least
expressed by the controversial debate about the proposal of the president
of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen. It echoed far-right
language in rela,on to migra,on as the porvolio suggested “Protec,ng our
European way of life” (von der Leyen, 2019) as the ,tle for the new
migra,on commissioner. Such harmful rhetoric not only stoke fear and
xenophobia against vulnerable popula,ons. They are also used as
jus,ﬁca,ons for increasingly hardline responses of states in migra,on
management and the implementa,on of ever stricter asylum procedures at
European borders that are accompanied by digital iden,ﬁca,on systems
which rely on automa,c decision-making technologies (Sánchez-Monedero
and Dencik, 2019). Germany is no excep,on. The Federal Government
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supports stricter rules in the Union, as the EU-Turkey deal indicates, and
adopts a harsher response in its own jurisdic,on, as evidenced not least
through the introduc,on of the so-called “AnkER-Zentren” - admission
centres for asylum seekers largely cri,cised due to their health and safety
risks as well as their isola,on eﬀects on individuals (Eralp, 2016; PRO ASYL,
2018; Mouzourakis, Pollet and OB, 2019).
These rejec,ng modes of governance are now aided by digital means. The
experimenta,on with emerging technologies, contested digital
iden,ﬁca,on methods and other algorithmic systems, par,cularly in the
area of migra,on and asylum, lead to increasing governmental power over
vulnerable individuals, threatening personal en,tlements, human rights and
civil liber,es (Molnar, 2018a; Molnar, 2018b). The eﬀects of technological
systems on the lives of refugees and asylum seekers are extensive as
studies in the EU show: On the one hand, they indicate unfair social impact
through bias of prac,,oners entrenching unjust policies and shining control
of governance toward unaccountable private actors who develop digital
plavorms (Latonero, HiaB, Napolitano, Clericea and Penagos, 2019;
Schoemaker, Currion and Pon, 2018; Reidy, 2017). On the other hand,
when they have to engage with digital systems, refugees and asylum
seekers loose agency and control over their personal and sensi,ve
informa,on (Kaurin, 2019; Kin, 2016). In this context, it is impera,ve to
ques,on and cri,cally engage with these new digital developments in
governance arrangements that manage migra,on and asylum.
For governments, a cri,cal approach is important as they have the primary
obliga,on and responsibility to respect, protect and fulﬁl human rights. A
decision to implement digital iden,ﬁca,on systems in one country can set a
new standard for other countries to follow as “technology travels” (Molnar
and Gill, 2018: 62). Thus, governments may be responsible for human
rights viola,ons not only in their own jurisdic,on but also for those that
stem from the export of such systems to other states. Addi,onally, the
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dispropor,onate focus of decision-makers on technological trends in the
pursuit to ﬁnding solu,ons to complex governance problems may lead to
losing sights of policy alterna,ves beyond the digital realm that may be
beBer suited in addressing exis,ng challenges in the ﬁeld of migra,on and
asylum. Hence, a cri,cal and thoughvul approach to developing and
deploying digital systems is an essen,al condi,on for just, democra,c state
prac,ces and, therefore, relevant to decision-makers and policy experts.
The debate on how to best manage migra,on and asylum claims will likely
dominate the social, poli,cal and academic discourse in the interna,onal
and domes,c arena for years to come due to the increasing displacement
of individuals in “a world at war” (Guterres, 2015). As digital systems will
con,nue to play a role, researching and comparing cases will be crucial for
policy reforms. To date, only marginal informa,on is available about the
Federal Oﬃce’s development and implementa,on of IDM-S. This case of
IDM-S at the BAMF became known publicly primarily through journalis,c
work (Biselli, 2017a; Schuler and Schwarze, 2017) and legal cri,cism
(German Bundestag, 2017a; Gazeas, as cited in Podolski, 2017; Tabbara,
2019; Biselli and Beckmann, 2020). Apart from another iden,ﬁed study
which focused on the legi,macy of the automa,c dialect recogni,on
(Keiner, 2020), there seems to be a lack of comprehensive, empirical
evalua,ons of the said programme from a human rights-based perspec,ve
that takes into account procedural legi,macy aspects in governance. This
research sets out to further address this gap and push for broader
discussions among academic scholars and prac,,oners alike.
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2.1 The concept of poli+cal legi+macy
To understand how democra,c governance processes pertaining to policies
are jus,ﬁed, they have to be considered in terms of poli,cal legi,macy,
their qualita,ve and procedural features. Cons,tu,ons, na,ons, laws and
processes are only few of the examined objects of poli,cal legi,macy in the
ﬁeld of social and poli,cal sciences (Gilley, 2006: 501). It is a mul,-layered,
norma,ve concept that presupposes authority and power (Bekkers and
Edwards, 2007: 37). Legi,macy refers to moral judgements about the
exercise of power on the grounds of a legi,mate authority (Ibid.: 40).
A legi,mate authority is one that is recognised as valid by those who are
being governed, for example, through democra,c elec,ons. If this applies,
then decisions made by that authority are perceived as binding (Easton, as
cited in Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 37). Power can be broadly understood
as the capacity of the state to enforce policies and regulate behaviour: It is
“the ability to inﬂuence or control the ac,ons of others” (Wrong, as cited in
Beetham, 1991: 43). Power is not just rela,onal (e.g. between individuals)
but also depends on certain precondi,ons, such as material resources,
personal capaci,es and the ability to act free from obstruc,on by others
(Beetham, 1991: 43). While power is exercised at the expense of freedom,
the restric,ons thereof can be greater or less according to the seriousness
of the depriva,on inﬂicted upon people. In general, diﬀerences of power
between individuals or groups are to a large extent results of social
arrangements (Ibid.). In these seangs, power is subject to rules that
determine who has access to, for example, resources and authority
posi,ons and who is excluded from them. Because powerful actors have
the ability to deﬁne the goals of the collec,ve society and the means of
realising their own interests under their control, the inten,ons of exercising
power in a certain way need to be interrogated (Ibid.: 46-47). The exercise
of power in governance arrangements refers to poli,cal decisions.
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Decisions laid down in policies are legi,mate, if they are recognised as
lawful, just and righvul (Morris, 2008). These three condi,ons form the
features of poli,cal legi,macy.
First, legi,macy relates to legality and the rule of law. Poli,cal decisions are
legi,mate, if they are in accordance with established rules, procedures and
norms that address the issue in ques,on (Beetham, 1991: 16). However,
something that is legal is not per se just. Therefore, the second feature of
legi,macy refers to the jus,ﬁability of the rules by reference to beliefs
between those who govern and those who are governed (Ibid.: 17).
Jus,ﬁca,ons in democra,c socie,es can be based on the demonstra,on
that power is derived from a valid source of authority, that authori,es have
the kind of quali,es or abili,es that are appropriate to the exercise of
power, and that the exercise of power sa,sﬁes common interests, beneﬁts
and needs (Ibid.). Of course, no society has en,rely uniform beliefs and
suﬃcient jus,ﬁca,ons will be more open to disputes. In this regard,
Beetham (Ibid.) states that “clear limits are set by logic and the beliefs of a
given society to what jus,ﬁca,ons are plausible or credible within it”. The
shared belief system of people - how a society should be governed, and
what rights, du,es and liabili,es are associated with it - can be seen not
least in cons,tu,ons that form the codiﬁed belief system and guide
recognised democra,c procedures (Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 38). Lastly,
legi,macy needs to be conﬁrmed through the expression of freely given
consent (Beetham, 1991: 18). Ac,ons that provide evidence for consent
make contribu,ons to legi,macy in two ways. First, they are binding to
those who have taken part in them regardless of self-interests and other
mo,ves involved. They introduce a moral component and a commitment to
the rela,onship. Second, expressive ac,ons have a “publicly symbolic or
declaratory force” (Ibid.). Authori,es are enabled to use the conﬁrma,on of
legi,macy and demonstrate it to third par,es not part of the rela,onship. In
general, consent should be linked to an individual, free choice between
alterna,ves (Ibid.: 19). Non-coopera,on, passive resistance, open
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disobedience and other ac,ons of refusal of consent are measures that
erode legi,macy - and the more people engage in such public refusal or
withdrawal of consent, the greater the erosion of legi,macy will be (Ibid.).
Legi,macy improves the eﬀec,veness of public administra,ons because
with consent ins,tu,ons are beBer able to achieve their purpose in
governance (Ibid.: 33). However, it is not an “all-or-nothing aﬀair” (Ibid.: 20)
but what maBers in modern state prac,ces are judgements of degrees of
legi,macy, the devia,ons between ideal and reality. The following table
summarises the three features of legi,macy discussed so far.

Features of legi.macy

Non-legi.macy

1 Conformity to rules (legal validity) Illegi,macy (breaches of rules)
2

Jus,ﬁability of rules in terms of

Legi,macy deﬁcit (discrepancy between

shared beliefs

rules and beliefs, absence of shared beliefs)

3 Expressed consent

Delegi,ma,on (withdrawal of consent)

Table 1: The features of legi,macy
(Source: Following Beetham, 1991: 20)

Furthermore, binding decisions can be perceived as legi,mate, if the proper
processes have been followed in order to arrive at decisions (Bekkers and
Edwards, 2007: 38). The so-called “procedural legi,macy” (“Legi,mität
durch Verfahren”) (Luhmann, 1983: 28) takes into account the condi,ons
and quali,es of democra,c procedures. Procedural legi,macy can be
broken down into the stages of input, throughput and output legi,macy.
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Scharpf (2003: chapter 1) outlines that legi,macy rests upon ins,tu,onal
arrangements that are thought to ensure responsive governing processes.
Input legi,macy refers to the idea of “government by the people” (Ibid.). At
its core lie opportuni,es for par,cipa,on (Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 43).
Input legi,macy can be enhanced by guaranteeing that people have various
opportuni,es to express their interests in regard to the issue at stake,
including engagement in public debates of the policies proposed. It is
important to ensure that the voices and preferences of those most aﬀected
are represented at least by intermediaries, interest groups and other
experts in decision-making. Overall, the agenda-seang process for
demands and concerns should be open and enable relevant ins,tu,ons
involved in decision-making to be responsive to the expressed issues (Ibid.:
44).
Throughput legi,macy can be deﬁned as an umbrella concept for
evalua,ng the quality of procedures (Schmidt and Wood, 2019). According
to Schmidt (as cited in Ibid.: 729-730), throughput legi,macy consists of
the various ways in which “the policy-making processes work both
ins,tu,onally and construc,vely to ensure (…) the accountability of those
engaged in making the decisions, the transparency of the informa,on and
the inclusiveness and openness to ‘civil society’”. It focuses on how
collec,ve decision-making is realised and, more speciﬁcally, how open the
dialogues over policy decisions are. The greater the variety of interests
incorporated in the procedure, the more they contribute to improving the
collec,ve learning process (Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 45). Requirements
that underpin throughput legi,macy, among others, place expecta,ons
about the quali,es that policy-makers should have, such as “trustworthiness, integrity, fairness, impar,ality and credibility” (Schmidt and
Wood, 2019: 730). Trust is at the centre of throughput legi,macy as it is an
important component to the rela,onship between those making decisions
and those aﬀected by them (Levi, 2020). It pertains to the belief that
decision-makers act without bias while mee,ng “expected ethical and moral
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standards as well as legal ones” (Levi, as cited in Schmidt and Wood, 2019:
730).
Lastly, output legi,macy focuses on the no,on of “government for the
people” (Scharpf, 2003: chapter 1). The underlying quali,es refer to the
overall performance of governance bodies: to eﬀec,veness and (cost-)
eﬃciency, as well as the responsiveness to the interests of people. In this
sense, output legi,macy is concerned with the capacity of governing
ins,tu,ons to produce certain outputs and outcomes in order to remedy
collec,ve problems (Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 45). The focus rests upon
the intended and unintended eﬀects of policy measures that have been
realised, whereas in comparison throughput legi,macy focuses on the
process itself. Rothstein (2008: 15) argues that poli,cal legi,macy is more
dependent on the output side of the poli,cal system than on the input side
as it has more to do with “the exercise of government power” than with just
the access to it by par,cipa,on in elec,ons or the introduc,on of laws. In
other words, if what the state does result in life-threatening ac,ons, then
this magniﬁes the erosion of legi,macy (Ibid.). Authorita,ve decisions
require accountability for the results produced by those actors who made
the decision. Accountability refers to an organised process between an
actor and a forum about the actor’s performance in decision-making (Meijer
and Bovens, 2003: chapter 3). This account-giving consists of three
elements. First, the actor feels obliged to inform the forum about the
conduct by providing relevant informa,on pertaining to the decision and its
eﬀects. Second, in a deba,ng phase the forum ques,ons the adequacy of
the informa,on provided or the legi,macy of the conduct. Third, the forum
passes judgement on the conduct of the actor. It may approve or denounce
a policy, or publicly condemn the behaviour. This represents some sort of
sanc,ons that can be formal or informal, ranging from ﬁnes to nega,ve
publicity (Ibid.). Input, throughput and output legi,macy can be summarised
as follows.
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Procedural legi.macy

Quali.es
Par,cipa,on and engagement (directly or through
intermediaries), open and responsive agenda-seang

1 Input legi,macy

process
Accountability, transparency, inclusiveness and
2 Throughput legi,macy

openness towards civil society actors and minority
groups, con,nuous dialogue and delibera,on, trust,
impar,ality
Performance goals, eﬀec,veness and (cost-) eﬃciency

3 Output legi,macy

of results, transparency, accountability

Table 2: Quali,es of procedural legi,macy
(Source: Following Bekkers and Edwards, 2007: 43-46; Scharpf, 2003: chapter 1;
Schmidt and Wood, 2019: 729-733)

So far, the concept of poli,cal legi,macy has been outlined, including the
core features: compliance with legal rules, jus,ﬁca,ons by reference to the
belief system and expression of freely given consent. Adherence to
democra,c procedures in regard to input, throughput and output legi,macy
further jus,ﬁes decisions made by powerful actors. These quali,es help to
assess the measures taken in governance arrangements. The concept of
governance is discussed next as legi,macy in a modern state cannot be
understood without it.
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2.2 The concept of governance
With the rise of global markets and the growing complexity of the modern
world, the governments’ ability to solve persistent challenges from a
centralised posi,on was ques,oned (Bekkers, Dijkstra, Edwards and Fenger,
2007: 3). Ineﬀec,ve interven,ons were seen as the consequence of
insuﬃcient knowledge about the nature of complex problems as well as the
mismatch between policy goals and measures used to address them (Ibid.).
The shin from government to governance reﬂected the idea that actors
from the public, private and semi-public sphere needed to be engaged.
Through co-produc,on and learning a shared understanding of societal
issues can be achieved and translated into collec,ve ac,ons used to
produce beBer results (Ibid.). Governance can be deﬁned as “the process of
decision-making and the process by which decisions are implemented”(Kioe Sheng, 2009). Van Kersbergen and Van Waarden (2004: 143) iden,fy
three characteris,cs. First, governance refers to pluralis,c rather than
unicentric systems. Second, networks play an important role in organising
rela,ons between autonomous but interdependent actors (Ibid.: 151).
Third, the emphasis in governance rests upon processes of governing and
not on the structures in government. As opposed to tradi,onal processes
of coercion, command and control, governance processes concern
nego,a,on, consulta,on, coopera,on and alliance forma,on (Ibid.: 152).
Governance approaches prescribe an ideal as well as an empirical reality
which holds true, especially, in regard to “good governance” and “new
public management” (Ibid.). Both modes of governance inﬂuence modern
state prac,ces and, therefore, will be described in turn.
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2.2.1 Good governance and new public management
In the 1990s, good governance has been predominantly proclaimed in the
ﬁeld of economic development by the World Bank, OECD and interna,onal
(aid) organisa,ons by comparing best prac,ces in public management,
business-government rela,ons and social policy (Van Kersbergen and Van
Waarden, 2004: 145; World Bank, 1992; Agere, 1999; Pillay, 2016: 24).
Over ,me, the concept shined away from the focus on economic eﬃciency
towards a stronger value-based approach in public administra,ons (Teorell
and Rothstein, 2009; Keping, 2017: 4). Moreover, it connects public
administra,on processes to frameworks of human rights and, in turn,
underlines the state’s obliga,ons and du,es towards the popula,on under
its jurisdic,on. Good governance can be seen as “the process whereby
public ins,tu,ons conduct public aﬀairs, manage public resources and
guarantee the realiza,on of human rights in a manner essen,ally free of
abuse and corrup,on, and with due regard for the rule of law” (OHCHR,
2020).
There is a broad variety of good governance principles (Kioe Sheng, 2009;
Graham, Amos and Plumptre, 2003: 3; Keping, 2017: 5; OHCHR, 2020;
UN, 2007: 4; Pillay, 2016: 24). Following the main commonali,es of the
literature, ﬁve characteris,cs stand out. First, the rule of law forms the
founda,on of good governance prac,ces. It requires a sound legal system
and legal frameworks that are enforced fairly and impar,ally (Teorell and
Rothstein, 2009). Furthermore, it requires respect and full protec,on of
human rights, with special aBen,on paid to the rights of minori,es and
vulnerable groups (Keping, 2017: 5; Graham, Amos and Plumptre, 2003: 3;
Kioe Sheng, 2009). Second, the principle of accountability entails that all
actors involved in governance, including governments, must be accountable
to the public and to those who will be aﬀected by policy decisions.
Accountability refers to the exercise of func,ons and obliga,ons that are
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related to posi,ons of power. In this sense, accountability entails that
authori,es should respond to the demands of the popula,on in a ,mely
and responsible manner. This principles cannot be enforced without the
rule of law and transparency (Ibid.). Third, transparency is based on the free
ﬂow of informa,on that is relevant to the public and relates to processes,
rules, budgets, ins,tu,ons, decisions and their implementa,on. Enough
informa,on should be communicated ac,vely, be freely available and
directly accessible in understandable forms and media (Ibid.). Fourth, the
principle of par,cipa,on is key in good governance. Par,cipa,on can be
ensured either directly or indirectly through legi,mate intermediaries or
ins,tu,ons that represent their interest. It needs to be informed and
organised (Graham, Amos and Plumptre, 2003: 3; Kioe Sheng, 2009). Lastly,
the principles of eﬀec,veness and eﬃciency both relate to performance. In
line with good governance, processes and ins,tu,ons make the best use of
available resources in order to produce results that meet the needs of
diﬀerent groups of society. Administra,ve structures and procedures
should be designed scien,ﬁcally and operate ra,onally (Keping, 2017: 6;
Graham, Amos and Plumptre, 2003: 3; Kioe Sheng, 2009). These principles
outline a concept that allows to discuss the role of public administra,ve
bodies and other actors involved in governance arrangements. The
following table provides a summary for the aforemen,oned principles.
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Good governance principle

Quali.es
Legal framework enforced fairly and impar,ally,
protec,on of human rights (aBen,on paid to

1 Rule of law

minority/vulnerable groups)
Powerful actors are accountable to the public
2 Accountability

forum and those most aﬀected, responsiveness
in ,mely and responsible manner
Free ﬂow of informa,on, access and availability

3 Transparency

in understandable forms and media, ac,ve
communica,on
Direct or indirect (through representa,ves),

4 Par,cipa,on

5

informed and organised

Eﬀec,veness and eﬃciency
(performance)

Making best use of resources available with
regard to results, scien,ﬁcally designed
procedures, ra,onal opera,on

Table 3: Good governance principles
(Source: Following Keping, 2017: 5-6; Graham, Amos, Plumptre, 2003: 3;
Kioe Sheng, 2009)

The second mode of governance refers to “new public management”.
Developed in the 1980s, new public management ini,ally entailed two
meanings, namely corporate management and marke,sa,on (Rhodes,
2000: 7). On the one hand, corporate management has led to the
introduc,on of private sector management methods to the public sphere,
including methods that stress the importance of hands-on professional
management, standards and measures of performance, managing by results,
value for money, and consumer orienta,on (Ibid.). On the other hand,
marke,sa,on has implied the introduc,on of incen,ve market structures
into public service provision and condi,ons that facilitate them (Ibid.: 7-8).
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This logic includes greater compe,,on through outsourcing, disaggrega,ng
bureaucracies, and priva,sa,on (Ibid.: 8; Van Kersbergen and Van Waarden,
2004: 148). According to Rhodes (2000: 8), marke,sa,on became more
dominant aner 1988. Osborne (1993: 350) places great emphasis on
produc,vity and eﬃciency in public administra,on. In his view, the
“entrepreneurial government” (Ibid.: 352) encompasses the solu,on to the
ineﬀec,veness of old top-down bureaucracies. All these reforms that fall
under the term of new public management place the market logic at the
centre of public decision-making and policy implementa,ons (Van
Kersbergen and Van Waarden, 2004: 148).
Despite its far reaching acceptance in all spheres of governance today
(Pillay, 2016: 23), the concept has been heavily cri,cised: “[New public
management’s] stress on priva,za,on, performance management, outsourcing and the introduc,on of market-incen,ves within state
organiza,ons has led to a rather dysfunc,onal degree of fragmenta,on and
diﬀeren,a,on in the public sector organiza,on” (Fenger and Bekkers, 2007:
27). In similar cri,cal tone, other scholars argue that the dispropor,onate
emphasis on eﬃciency and market forces views people as mere economic
units rather than democra,c par,cipants in governance (Hankey and
Tuszynski, 2017; Pillay, 2016: 23). Therefore, while eﬃciency is important,
it cannot be regarded as a standalone value but needs to be connected to
other quality indicators.
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2.2.2 Governance, digital iden+ﬁca+on systems and
common fallacies
Nowadays, governance is determined by the implementa,on of ICTs that
are used to support the key func,ons of governments both within the
organisa,on and in its rela,ons with the outside world (Meijer and Bovens,
2003: chapter 2). E-government ini,a,ves deﬁned as the public sector’s
use of ICTs call for wholesale reforms with the promises of reducing costs,
enhancing eﬃciency and improving service delivery (Suleiman, Tsakuwa,
Abdullahi and El-Tahir, 2017; Magno and Seraﬁca, 2001; Juiz, Guerrero and
Lera, 2013). However, academic studies indicate tensions between popular
enthusiasm for such technologies and growing concerns with their societal
implica,ons (Clarke, 2017; Clarke, Lindquist and Roy, 2017: 457; Metcalfe
and Dencik, 2019). In the ﬁeld of asylum, ICTs and algorithmic systems as
their founda,on are increasingly used for decision-making and support.
According to Goﬀey (2008: 16), algorithms are instruc,ons fed to a
computer or machine in order to solve a par,cular problem: “Without the
algorithm (…), there would be no compu,ng.” Rather than seeing algorithms
as isolated technical objects, this research approaches them as sociotechnical systems that are embedded in culture and can be studied from
diﬀerent perspec,ves, including legal, technological, social and cultural
(Wieringa, 2020: 2). Because algorithms are “mul,ple” (Mol, 2002: 4-5),
composed of a variety of human interac,ons, they need to be considered in
a more holis,c, interdisciplinary way (Seaver, 2017: 5). Hence, the term
“system” is used inten,onally to shin the focus from mere technical
components towards their entanglements in processes of governance,
including the poli,cal context and interac,ons among the actors involved.
Digital iden,ﬁca,on systems are speciﬁc types of algorithmic systems that
rely on iden,ty informa,on. In turn, iden,ty can be divided in two
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categories: personal and legal iden,ty. Personal iden,ty refers to unique
individual, ﬂuid characteris,cs produced and reproduced through
communica,ve ac,vi,es and interac,ons with the environment (Whitley,
Gal and Kjaergaard, 2014: 19; Thomas, 2009: 5; Rahman, 2019). Whereas
legal iden,ty is based on the oﬃcial recogni,on by the state gran,ng
individuals access to en,tlements and rights, for example, through birth
registra,on and other forms of civil iden,ﬁca,on that recognises the
individual as a subject of law and protec,on of the state (Whitley, Gal and
Kjaergaard, 2014: 25; Molina, Carlos and Harbitz, 2010: 64). Iden,ﬁca,on
implies “a process (…) to describe a proof, a system, or a transac,on
involving a subject and an evaluator, centered around verifying a claim that
a person is one person and not any other” (Donner, 2018). Iden,ﬁca,on
processes rely on various mechanisms ranging from paper-based
documents, such as passports, to electronic systems, such as database
matchings and biometrics. Biometrics refer to automated methods of
iden,fying persons based on their unique physiological or biological
characteris,cs (Farraj, 2011: 893; Ng, 2006: 428). The most common
procedures involve facial recogni,on, iris recogni,on, hand geometry, voice
recogni,on and ﬁngerprin,ng imaging (ScoB, Acton and Hughes, 2005:
chapter 3.1).
Like all ICTs, digital iden,ﬁca,on systems have func,onal limita,ons. Green
and Viljoen (2020) iden,fy three common fallacies in regard to their
prac,cal applica,on. First, algorithmic systems are onen “argued for on the
grounds that they are capable of making ‘objec,ve’ and ‘neutral’
decisions” (Ibid.: 21). Such claims fail to consider that computa,onal
systems are not value-free but designed by human beings with speciﬁc
inten,ons and interests in mind. Through their engagement and interac,on,
actors project their values and beliefs (un)inten,onally onto the systems
they are developing. In the context of societal problems deeply intertwined
in history and poli,cs, actors are responsible for choosing how they interact
- which is never neutral (Ibid.: 22).
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Second, algorithmic systems operate within boundaries in which only
certain legible criteria and mathema,cally deﬁned features are recognised
(Ibid.). Hence, signiﬁcant but complex social and poli,cal aspects of the
world that don’t ﬁt into mathema,cal aBributes are treated as sta,c or len
outside of the system’s design. In prac,ce this onen means that the logic of
eﬃciency as the primary “language of algorithms” (Ibid.) is imposed onto
social domains at the expense of other values. Because of these trade-oﬀs
that inevitably occur as boundaries need to be made in every project, it is
impera,ve to consider “when certain factors can be ignored and when they
must be grappled with” (Ibid.: 23).
The third fallacy relates to universalism, “the sense that algorithms can be
applied to all situa,ons and problems” (Ibid.). This trend of “technological
solu,onism” (Morozov, 2013) or “technochauvinism” (Broussard, 2018) is
cri,cally explored by various scholars, presen,ng evidence that technical
deployments may be more disrup,ve or harmful than the circumstances
that they meant to improve (Baumer and Silberman, 2011: 2). Focussing on
the (root causes of a) problem is generally more insighvul than focussing on
the solu,on. The process requires exploring alterna,ve social approaches
as they contribute to building communi,es, trust and civic interac,ons.
Moreover, resources for maintenance and skill building that are needed to
operate technology-heavy interven,ons are onen underes,mated when
implemen,ng new digital systems (Ibid.).
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2.3 The right to privacy
The concept of legi,macy entails that state conduct follows the rule of law.
Addi,onally, advancements in technologies cannot be separated from
considera,ons of the right to privacy. Privacy is a ﬂuid and contextual
concept. What is considered to be private diﬀers depending on the history,
society, individual and situa,on (Lukács, 2016: 258). Consequently, it is
diﬃcult to deﬁne what it exactly describes (Solove, 2008: 2). In the 19th
century, Warren and Brandeis (1890: 195) deﬁned privacy as “the right to
be let alone.” With respect to our modern understanding, another deﬁni,on
suggests that privacy is “the presump,on that individuals should have an
area of autonomous development, interac,on and liberty, a ‘privacy sphere’
with or without interac,on with others, free from State interven,on and
from excessive unsolicited interven,on by other uninvited individuals”(Lester of Herne Hill and Pannick, as cited in UN General Assembly, 2013:
para. 22). Privacy is a fundamental human right and recognised in various
interna,onal and regional human rights instruments1, including the ICCPR.
With its ra,ﬁca,on in 1973, provisions of the ICCPR became legally
binding for the German government (UN Treaty Body Database, 2020).
Therein, privacy has been considered across three ins,tu,ons: home,
family, and correspondence (Bohlin, 2008: 35). Ar,cle 17 states:

1 For

example, see ar,cle 10 of the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
(African Union, 1990: 6); ar,cle 11 of the American Conven,on on Human Rights (UN,
1979: 148); and ar,cle 8 of the European Conven,on on Human Rights (ECHR, 1950: 11).
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“1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful aBacks on his
honour and reputa,on.
2. Everyone has the right to the protec,on of the law against such
interference or aBacks” (UN General Assembly, 1966: Ar,cle 17).

The UN Human Rights CommiBee (UNHRC) has given some guidance on
the meaning of the right to privacy in its General Comment No. 16. The
CommiBee (UNHRC, 1988: para. 2) states that protec,on should be
granted for every person and enshrined in state legisla,on. Privacy is not
an absolute right which means that excep,ons are permissible but must be
authorised by law and comply with the aims and provision under the
Covenant (Ibid.: para. 3). Furthermore, the terms “family” and “home” are
broadly deﬁned. The former includes all those persons that are part of the
family, while the laBer refers to the place where a person resides or carries
out his or her usual occupa,on (Ibid.: para. 5). “Correspondence” implies
various means of communica,on and should be delivered without
intercep,on, surveillance or other intervening means. The integrity and
conﬁden,ality of correspondence should be guaranteed de jure and de
facto (Ibid.: para. 8). As early as 1988, the CommiBee recognised the need
for data protec,on as an important aspect of privacy2:

2 Data
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“The gathering and holding of personal informa,on on computers, data
banks and other devices (…) must be regulated by law. (…) [E]very individual
should have the right to ascertain (…) what personal data is stored in
automa,c data ﬁles, and for what purposes. Every individual should also be
able to ascertain which public authori,es or private individuals or bodies
control or may control their ﬁles. If such ﬁles (…) have been collected or
processed contrary to the provisions of the law, every individual should
have the right to request rec,ﬁca,on or elimina,on” (UNHRC, 1988: para.
10).

The Human Rights Council has been working to further clarify principles of
the right to privacy in the digital age (UN General Assembly, 2018). The
report of the High Commissioner for Human Rights underlines that, with
the advent of ICTs and their increased processing power, informa,onal
privacy has become of par,cular importance. It extends to “informa,on
that exists or can be derived about a person and her or his life” (Ibid.: 5).
Moreover, the report points out that the protec,on of privacy extends not
only to informa,on contained in communica,ons but equally to metadata
because it “may give insights into an individual’s behaviour, social
rela,onships, private preference and iden,ty that go beyond even that
conveyed by accessing the content of communica,on” (Ibid.: para 6).
Equally important is the observa,on that the public and private spheres
tend to overlap (Hissenbaum, 1997). Nevertheless, publicly available
informa,on shared, for example, on social media is s,ll protected under the
provisions of the right to privacy (UN General Assembly, 2018: para. 6).
The report further states that “the mere genera,on and collec,on of data
rela,ng to a person’s iden,ty, family or life already aﬀects the right to
privacy, as through those steps an individual loses some control over
informa,on that could put his or her privacy at risk” (Ibid.: para. 7). Thus,
the risk is immanent even if data is not (yet) processed by a human or an
algorithm.
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In regard to personal data, the report contains six key principles and
obliga,on that ensure the minimum level of protec,on (Ibid.: para. 29).
First, the principle of lawfulness, fairness and transparency ensures that
personal data is collected and processed by fair and lawful means, including
through transparent policies. It should be based on “free, speciﬁc, informed
and unambiguous consent” (Ibid.: para. 29). Second, the principle of
purpose speciﬁca,on and limita,on provides that data processing should
be necessary and propor,onate to a legi,mate purpose speciﬁed further by
the processing authority (Ibid.). Third, the amount, type and reten,on
period of data need to be limited (Ibid.). Fourth, data must be accurate
(Ibid.). The ﬁnh principle provides for suﬃcient security measures
considering the vulnerability of the informa,on and the possibility of
unauthorised disclosure (Ibid.). Lastly, par,es who process personal data
should be accountable for their compliance with exis,ng legal frameworks
(Ibid.).
Permissible interferences with the right have to comply with the principles
of legality, necessity and propor,onality: “A limita,on can only be lawful
and non-arbitrary, if it serves a legi,mate purpose (…), [it] must be
necessary for reaching that legi,mate aim and in propor,on to that aim and
must be the least intrusive op,on available” (Ibid.: para. 10). Generally,
states have the responsibility to respect, protect and fulﬁl the right to
privacy. The obliga,on to respect requires states to ensure the right for all
individuals within their territory and subject to their jurisdic,on, without
discrimina,on (Ibid.: para. 23). The duty to protect against adverse human
rights impacts has extraterritorial eﬀects (Ibid.: para. 25). In line with the
obliga,on to fulﬁl, states must take posi,ve ac,ons to facilitate the
enjoyment of the right to privacy, for example, by introducing data
protec,on laws (Ibid.: para. 27).
The principles governing the right to privacy are applicable to individuals
who are not na,onals of the country in which they live (UN General
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Assembly, 1985: Art 5(1); Council of Europe, 1981: Art 1). While the term
“asylum seeker” has a social and legal meaning that maBers, this study will
refer to this broader deﬁni,on to include various groups that may be
aﬀected by IDM-S. An asylum seeker is “an individual who is seeking
interna,onal protec,on (…) [and] whose claim has not yet been ﬁnally
decided on by the country in which the claim is submiBed” (UNHCR, 2005:
441). For the examina,on of governance prac,ces in which digital systems
play a role, the provisions of the right to privacy will provide important
guidance.
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3.1 Interpreta+ve methodology
This paper follows an interpreta,ve research design that focuses on the
understanding of meaning and meaning-making in the lifeworld of the
actor(s) under study (Yanow, 2006: 23). Ontologically, an interpreta,ve
approach is based on the assump,on that social reality is constructed or, in
other words, shaped by human experiences and social context. It follows
that, epistemologically, the subject is best studied within its social, poli,cal
and historical context by taking into account subjec,ve interpreta,ons of
various par,cipants (BhaBacherjee, 2012: 103). Consequently,
interpreta,ve researchers engage in interpre,ng the reality through a
sense-making process by asking “How?” rather than “Why?” (Haverland and
Yanow, 2012: 8). This research seeks to understand how the Federal Oﬃce
legi,mises the policy and use of IDM-S as part of its new governance
direc,on. As the researcher seeks to encounter new knowledge from the
studied seang, it is important to link ideas or expecta,ons to evidence
found in the ﬁeld (Ragin, 1992: 217). Theories prepare and inform the
researcher but the research design needs to be ﬂexible and responsive to
the seang in order to account for possible tensions between expecta,ons
and lived experiences (Haverland and Yanow, 2012: 11-12). The logic of
inquiry that informs the research is both itera,ve and recursive, moving
between theory and prac,ce (Ibid.: 12).
Furthermore, this research approach is rooted in the hermeneu,c tradi,on
of interpreta,on as it focuses on the Federal Oﬃce as a poli,cal actor and
tries to understand how the digitally oriented direc,on of governance
related to IDM-S is shaped by the subject’s sense-making. Hermeneu,cs
acknowledges that meaning made by members of a situa,on is not
expressed directly but embedded in or projected onto a variety of artefacts
(Yanow, 2006: 15). In turn, meaning can be understood through
interpre,ng these artefacts vested with values, beliefs and inten,ons. The
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term “artefacts” needs to be understood in a broad sense to include text
and wriBen words (e.g. legisla,ve text), text-like objects (e.g. built spaces),
as well as acts and non-verbal communica,ons (e.g. ac,ng of subjects and
their agents) that are treated as text analogues (Ibid.). The aBen,on to
language brings in “considera,ons of power and power rela,ons, as well as
privileged speech and silences in collec,ve, public discourses” (Ibid.: 22).
When examining governance prac,ces, understanding who has a voice and
who does not is par,cularly important. Also, the language used by state
representa,ves plays a performa,ve role, for instance, by proving
arguments for a speciﬁc policy decision and by legi,mising speciﬁc ac,ons
and measures. According to Yanow (Ibid.: 19), the strength of interpre,ve
research lies in “its u,lity for studying situa,ons in which the meanings of
words and deeds are not or are not likely to be congruent.” This means
when word-deed tensions occur, researchers tend to trust the ac,on as the
more accurate reﬂec,on of a meaning (Ibid.). Considering the highly
poli,cal seang studied in this research project in the ﬁeld of asylum, it is
important to make meaning of words in rela,on to ac,ons because poli,cs,
in general, is understood as the struggle over idea(l)s and the struggle for
power (Hawkesworth, 2006: 42). While policy documents may express a
desired state of aﬀairs, the subject’s conduct may s,ll diﬀer greatly from
the overall experience with enacted policies on the ground (Yanow, 2006:
19).
Lastly, since the context under study is constantly changing, the author of
this paper acknowledges that one’s own interpreta,on is “likely to be
incomplete and even possibly erroneous” (Yanow, 2006: 16). While further
inves,ga,ons will be needed, this study seeks to make its approach and
research design as transparent as possible.
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3.2 Methods and approach
While digital systems play an important role in governance arrangements,
there is a lack of suﬃciently developed and tested research methods to
understand many of their cri,cal implica,ons (Orlikowski and Iacono, 2001:
133). To account for the mul,plicity of digital systems in governance that
inﬂuence decision-making, the choice of this research is to apply an
analy,cal tool-mix. The data jus,ce framework is used to situate, structure
and make sense of the studied seang. It is applied to analyse the Federal
Oﬃce’s implementa,on eﬀorts rela,ng to IDM-S. Addi,onally, the
qualita,ve content analysis is used which, in the hermeneu,c tradi,on,
examines leads in empirical data.
The conceptual data jus,ce framework is grounded in the rela,vely new
ﬁeld of cri,cal data studies, emerging as a response to limited perspec,ves
on the societal implica,ons of data-driven technologies and the
“dataﬁca,on” of society (Dencik, Jansen and Metcalfe, 2018; Kitchin and
Tracey, 2014; Dalton and Thatcher, 2014; Boyd and Crawford, 2012). This
academic ﬁeld seeks to broaden the debate to account for issues rela,ng to
democra,c procedures, the entrenchment of inequali,es and discrimina,on
of certain groups, or the dehumanisa,on of decision-making around
sensi,ve issues (Dencik, Hintz, Redden and Treré, 2019: 874). Confron,ng
technological determinism, the overall approach is to posi,on data
embedded in systems in a way that engages more explicitly with ques,ons
of power, poli,cs and interests, as well as with no,ons of legi,macy and
governance (Ibid.). This reframing and the shin in focus away from
technologies toward broader issues of data-intensive systems in
governance and human rights is what makes the data jus,ce approach so
valuable for this research. While the framework is currently being reﬁned
and tested, nevertheless, it seems to be suited to provide an umbrella for
sense-making and foregrounding the poli,cs of data as well as the
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signiﬁcance of context in which ICTs are implemented by governments. This
approach was chosen because it can be applied in the local context as, for
example, Heeks and Shekhar (2019) demonstrated in their analysis of the
role of data systems in the ﬁeld of urban development. A simpliﬁed version
of the data jus,ce model proposed by Heeks (2017) and the framework
suggested by Dencik, Jansen and Metcalfe (2018) provide a set of guiding
ques,ons for the analysis:

Dimensions

Ques.ons
Who are the stakeholders and how is power distributed

1 Structural

among them? Who is aﬀected by the data-intensive
system?

2 Procedural
3 Instrumental
4 Rights-based

How is data handled and transformed into results?
How is data being used in the system? What happens with
the results?
Does the handling of data adhere to privacy rights?

Table 4: Dimensions of the data jus,ce framework
(Source: Following Heeks, 2017: 11; Heeks and Shekhar, 2019: 995;
Dencik, Jansen and Metcalfe, 2018)

The qualita,ve content analysis was chosen because it has been applied
successfully in a variety of qualita,ve social studies and proved itself
reliable in the ﬁeld of interpreta,ve research (Mayring, 2000; Diekmann,
2005: 510-511). The qualita,ve content analysis explores and describes
complex seangs following textual accounts of individuals’ lifeworlds in a
hermeneu,c tradi,on (Erlingsson and Brysiewicz, 2017: 93). The analysis
proceeds in several steps as proposed by Kuckartz (2007). First, available
documents are read and re-read to get a sense of the whole. The text is
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roughly divided into sec,ons for beBer orienta,on. Second, meaning units
are iden,ﬁed in each text sec,on and condensed into smaller parts. Third,
these condensed units are then encoded. Codes are superordinate labels or
terms used to iden,fy ideas in the text (Ibid.: 60-61). To keep the analysis
consistent, each code is characterised by coding rules that determine its
content. They are formed deduc,vely (e.g. based on the theory) and
induc,vely (e.g. based on the text) to allow for suﬃcient ﬂexibility, the
review and adapta,on of the coding system aner re-reading (Ibid.: 60).
Forth, these codes are grouped into categories that are derived both from
the text itself (e.g. speciﬁc wording used by the actors) as well as the
theore,cal founda,on (e.g. criteria of legi,macy, governance, right to
privacy). If necessary, these categories are reﬁned further aner addi,onal
re-reading and the ﬁnal revision of the results. Throughout the analysis,
wri,ng comments and memos proved to be a valuable technique,
documen,ng impressions, ideas, interpreta,on possibili,es and open
ques,ons (Strauss and Corbin, as cited in Kuckartz, 2007: 133). For coding
and analysis the sonware MAXQDA is used. The coding system, including
descrip,ons, main codes and rules, can be found in the appendix (Appendix
A).

3.3 Data sources
The data sources on which the study relies include internal documents that
outline prac,ces at the Federal Oﬃce, such as instruc,ons for iden,ty
determina,on procedures, handbooks on the three IDM-S systems and
training manuals for employees. This material is made available through
public requests at the freedom of informa,on plavorm fragdenstaat.de.
Addi,onally, press releases, the Federal Oﬃce’s Digitalisa,on Agenda 2020
and published interviews with its leadership are taken into account. The
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majority of these sources is retrieved directly from the oﬃcial ministry’s
website at bamf.de. Furthermore, policy-related documents play an
important role in the assessment of jus,ﬁca,ons, inten,ons and oﬃcial
statements in regard to IDM-S. These sources consist of proposed
legisla,ons and dran laws, protocols of parliamentary debates and the
public hearing procedure, wriBen statements of civil society organisa,ons
and legal experts. Addi,onally, so-called “kleine Anfragen”3 (small requests)
of opposi,on par,es were analysed as they provide valuable insights into
the administra,on’s prac,ces and views. Answers to these requests are
given by the Federal Government in close coordina,on with the requested
authority (e.g. the Federal Oﬃce). All considered documents were
published between January 2017 and July 2020, other material is excluded.
Only sources that directly refer to the IDM-S systems as developed and
applied at the Federal Oﬃce were considered. The material selected for
analysis can be found in the appendix (Appendix B).
Between April and May 2020, expert interviews were carried out to verify
the available informa,on and to include (known) experiences of aﬀected
individuals through the involvement of intermediaries. The experts were
selected based on their proven, long-standing experience in researching
human rights and governance issues in rela,on to the Federal Oﬃce’s
asylum policies. The following experts were chosen: Bellinda Bartolucci, at
the ,me head of the legal policy department at PRO ASYL who was
involved in draning the organisa,on’s statement which addressed legal
issues related to IDM-S; Lea Beckmann, lawyer and procedural coordinator
at the Society for Civil Rights (GFF, Gesellschan für Freiheitsrechte) which

“Kleine Anfragen” (small requests) are informa,on and control tools of parliamentarians
that are used to request wriBen answers on speciﬁc policy issues from the Federal
Government (German Bundestag, 2020a).
3
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issued legal ac,ons against the Federal Oﬃce’s method to analyse asylum
seekers’ mobile devices as part of IDM-S; and Anna Biselli, journalist and
computer scien,st who inves,gated the IDM-S systems over several years
and was among the ﬁrst to raise (privacy) concerns. The interview design
was semi-structured and problem-centred, ensuring ﬂexibility for both the
researcher to react to narra,ves and for interviewees to add aspects
important to them (Diekmann, 2005: 450). With the experts’ consent, the
conversa,ons were recorded and transcribed in full for analysis. These
three qualita,ve, oral interviews were conducted in the language of the
interviewees’ choice, each between 60 and 90 minutes (Appendix C). In
addi,on, a wriBen interview was carried out with the Oﬃce of the Federal
Commissioner for Data Protec,on and Freedom of Informa,on (BfDI) that
supervises the compliance of state ins,tu,ons with exis,ng privacy
regula,ons. With the Oﬃce’s consent, the correspondence is used in this
research (Appendix D). The Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees
rejected the invita,on to par,cipate in this study.
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4.1 The Federal Oﬃce’s IDM-S system and its poli+cal
context
This ﬁrst part of the analysis examines the development of IDM-S at the
Federal Oﬃce and situates it in the broader poli,cal context in the period
between roughly 2014 and 2018. It clariﬁes how iden,ty determina,on
procedures of asylum seekers are carried out and how IDM-S is embedded
in this process.

4.1.1 Development and poli+cal mandates
The analysis indicates that the development of IDM-S followed a gradual,
strategic process on the Federal and Länder level. In 2015, the Heads of
State and Government of the Länder decided the digitalisa,on of asylum
procedures (IT Planning Council and BMI, 2018: 1). The IT Planning
Council, which organises governmental collabora,ons in rela,on to
ques,ons concerning ICTs, was tasked with the coordina,on of technical
implementa,ons (IT Planning Council, 2016: 23-24). Under the leadership
of the Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community (BMI), a
“project group on the digitalisa,on of asylum procedures” (PG DAS,
“Projektgruppe Digitalisierung des Asylverfahrens”) was established. Of
various subgroups, the Federal Oﬃce was heading project number three,
which focused on the documenta,on of the overall asylum process. It
produced a detailed evalua,on of data ﬂows and IT systems in the Länder
pertaining to asylum procedures, among other results (IT Planning Council
and BMI, 2018: 5).
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A direct outcome of these eﬀorts was the introduc,on of the Integrated
Iden,ty Management programme (IDM, “Integriertes Iden,tätsmanagement”) in May 2016 (IT Planning Council, 2016: 23-24). Upon
registra,on, personal informa,on of asylum seekers could now be stored in
a core data system that expanded the Central Register of Foreigners (AZR,
“Ausländerzentralregister”) (IT Planning Council and BMI, 2018: 2). The
system provided access to data for about 6.700 addi,onal government
authori,es, resul,ng in a total of 14.000 ins,tu,ons with access rights
(BVA, 2016). IDM’s legal basis, the Data Sharing Improvement Act
(“Datenaustauschverbesserungsgesetz”) from February 2016, was cri,cised
for its broad data collec,on, insuﬃcient data protec,on and the extension
of access rights for security oﬃcials (PRO ASYL, 2016; Burzcyk, 2016;
Classen, 2016; German Bundestag, 2020b: ID 18-71011). The extent of
this data exchange among authori,es was considered a novelty in Germany
(Grote, 2018: 28).
Inﬂuenced by the work of PG DAS and other internal project groups, the
Federal Oﬃce published its Digitalisa,on Agenda 2020 mid-2016. It
outlined over 30 ini,a,ves to improve exis,ng processes and IT, including
the central workﬂow and document management system MARiS
(“Migra,ons-Asyl-Reintegra,onssystem”) (Ibid.). Within two years, the
porvolio expanded signiﬁcantly to over 115 ini,a,ves, including the socalled “Integrated Iden,ty Management - plausibility, data quality and
security aspects” programme (IDM-S, “Integriertes Iden,tätsmanagement Plausibilisierung, Datenqualität und Sicherheitsaspekte”) (BAMF, 2019a: 11;
BAMF, 2018a: 8-13). IDM-S draws on the infrastructure of IDM and
consists of “intelligent systems to support decisions” (BAMF, 2018a: 12),
among others, the automa,c dialect recogni,on, the name translitera,on
and analysis, and the analysis of mobile data devices. The aim of IDM-S is
to verify informa,on provided by asylum applicants during registra,on
procedures and to check for the plausibility of their statements during the
personal hearing (Ibid.; BAMF, 2019a: 41).
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Early 2017, the decision to develop IDM-S was made by the Commissioner
for Refugee Management 4 (BFM, “Beaunragter für Flüchtlingsmanagement”), Frank-Jürgen Weise who was the former interim head of the
Federal Oﬃce (German Bundestag, 2017b: 4; BAMF and BFM, 2017). The
IT-department of the ministry, then under the leadership of Markus Richter,
was responsible for coordina,on and management (BAMF, 2020a; BAMF,
2016b). IDM-S was developed in coopera,on with a wide range of
commercial actors who integrated addi,onal products of other ﬁrms,
including SVA and IBM for the name translitera,on and analysis, Atos and
Nuance for the automa,c dialect recogni,on, as well as Atos, MSAB and
T3K-Forensics for the analysis of mobile data devices (BMI, 2018b: 1; BMI,
2017b). No public tender procurement was carried out due to priori,sa,on
requirements of exis,ng contracts, as the government claimed (German
Bundestag, 2017b: 4; German Bundestag, 2018a: 24).
While the exact development ,melines for each system remain vague, it
seems that the process was structured along three stages: a proof of
concept phase, a pilot phase and a transi,onal phase where components
were transferred into permanent structures (BAMF, 2018b). Tes,ngs took
place in a recep,on facility based in Bamberg, Bavaria. Regarding the name
translitera,on and analysis, two sonware op,ons were tested in the ﬁrst
half of 2017, the decision for the ﬁnal product was made in July (German
Bundestag, 2018a: 25). The order for the development of the automa,c
dialect recogni,on was placed on 12 April 2017. The pilot phase was
extended in September (German Bundestag, 2017b: 3-4). Informa,on

4 In

this newly established posi,on, the Commissioner was tasked with the development of
solu,ons for the implementa,on of asylum procedures, the facilita,on of return, and the
improvement of data quality across all competent authori,es and governance levels. The
mandate expired in 2017 (Grote, 2018: 29; BMI, 2017a; BMI, 2018a: 3).
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about the tes,ng and development phases of the system to analyse mobile
data devices is not available. As live demonstra,ons of all three
components took place on 25 July 2017, it can be assumed that these
systems were developed mainly in the ﬁrst half of 2017 (BAMF, 2017b;
BAMF, 2017c; BAMF and BFM, 2017). According to the Federal Oﬃce,
IDM-S was rolled out across all its branch oﬃces and recep,on facili,es in
the beginning of 2018 (BAMF, 2019a: 41; BAMF, 2018a: 34).

4.1.2 Applica+on in iden+ty determina+on procedures
As the main authority responsible for maBers rela,ng to migra,on, the
Federal Oﬃce is obligated to decide on asylum applica,ons (BAMF, 2020b;
BAMF, 2020c). Asylum is granted based on precondi,ons for interna,onal
refugee and subsidiary protec,on, evidence for poli,cal persecu,on and
whenever bans on deporta,on apply (BAMF, 2020d). Decisions are made
on a case by case basis taking into account the individual’s iden,ty and
history of persecu,on. In the area of asylum, iden,ty is documented during
registra,on and veriﬁed in the personal hearing procedure (Tangermann,
2017: 5). During the registra,on, personal informa,on is collected (BAMF,
2020e; cf. BMJV, 2019a: AZR-law, sec,on 1, para. 3). It is compared to
exis,ng data bases, such as the EU’s ﬁngerprint database EURODAC and
INPOL of the Federal Criminal Police Oﬃce (BMI, 2018a: 7; BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 1). If any security reserva,on or grounds for refusing entry exist,
authori,es responsible for decisions on residence maBers are no,ﬁed
(BAMF, 2019b: 16-17). In the personal hearing, asylum seekers are
ques,oned about the reasons for seeking protec,on and other details
regarding life in the country of origin that can corroborate their claims.
These interviews are led by a “decision-maker” (BAMF, 2020f) who veriﬁes
all informa,on provided to make the ﬁnal asylum decision. In general,
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asylum seekers are obliged to hand over any documents that can establish
their iden,ty and serve to illustrate their origin (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act,
sec,on 15). Oﬃcial documents are subject to a mul,-stage physical and
technical examina,on (PTU, “physikalisch-technische Untersuchung”) in
order to check for their authen,city. Travel documents (e.g. passports,
iden,ty cards) and papers indica,ng civil status (e.g. birth cer,ﬁca,ons,
driver’s licences) are accepted (BAMF, 2019c: Urkunden- und
Dokumentenprüfung PTU).
Following internal guidelines for iden,ty determina,ons, the name
translitera,on and analysis is used irrespec,ve of the individual’s
possession of a passport (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.4). Whereas the
automa,c dialect recogni,on and the analysis of mobile devices are carried
out if such documents cannot be provided or any doubts about the
individual’s origin exist. In the asylum procedure, IDM-S is used during the
ini,al registra,on but can also be applied before or during the personal
interview (Ibid.: chapter 3). For each system of IDM-S, a separate report is
compiled that contains the results of the data analysis. These reports are
used by decision-makers in prepara,on for the personal interviews (Ibid.).
The three systems are applied as follows.
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Illustra,on 1: IDM-S embedded in the asylum process
(Source: BAMF, 2017a: Übersicht

The name translitera,on and analysis (TraLitA, “Translitera,onsassistent”) is
used to transliterate Arabic names to La,n characters (BAMF, 2019a: 41;
BAMF, 2018d). At a computer, Arabic-speaking applicants indicate their
country of origin and their full name to prevent spelling mistakes, which can
arise from regionally diﬀerent phone,c forms or pronuncia,ons and can
dependent on the interpreter as well as the experience of the registra,on
staﬀ (BAMF and BFM, 2017: 2; BAMF, 2017a: Namenstranskrip,on,
Übersicht; BAMF, 2018d: 10; BAMF, 2019a: 14). Based on that name,
references to the country of origin are made as part of the analysis (BAMF,
2019a: 41). These references are indicated in the ﬁnal report as follows:
“The name is used [rarely/very rarely] in the indicated country [Syria].
Instead, in [the countries/ the country] [Lybia, Algeria and Morocco] it is
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used frequently”5 (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.4). According to the Federal
Oﬃce, TraLitA improves data quality as it is based on standardised
translitera,ons. This way mul,ple registra,ons of the same individual are
avoided and the need for follow-up correc,ons is reduced (BAMF, 2018d:
5; BAMF, 2017a: Namenstranskrip,on, Übersicht; BAMF and BFM, 2017:
3).
The automa,c dialect recogni,on (DIAS, “Dialektbes,mmungs-Assistent”)
determines the spoken dialect of an asylum applicant (BAMF, 2018e). This
informa,on is used to verify the region of origin (BAMF, 2017a:
Sprachbiometrie, Übersicht). According to the Federal Oﬃce, the system is
applied to applicants who claim to speak the following ﬁve Arabic (grand)
dialects: Gulf, Iraqi, Maghrebi, Egyp,an and Levan,ne (BAMF, 2018b;
BAMF, 2019a: 14). To start the proceeding, an assigned staﬀ member dials
an internal phone number. On the phone, the asylum applicants describe
one or more provided pictures in their na,ve language (BAMF, 2017a:
Sprachbiometrie, Ablauf; BAMF, 2018e: 6). These descrip,ons are recorded
and terminated aner approximately two minutes. Based on this biometric
speech sample, probabili,es for the spoken dialects are calculated
automa,cally (BAMF, 2017a: Sprachbiometrie, Ablauf; BAMF, 2019a: 14).
According to the Federal Oﬃce, the system provides for the speech-based
veriﬁca,on of origin early on in the asylum procedure (BAMF, 2017a:
Sprachbiometrie, Übersicht). The decision-making process is supported
with an addi,onal data point and put on a broader basis (Ibid.). It is argued
that “poten,als for misuse” (“Missbrauchspotenziale”) (BAMF, 2018b) are
limited and that the overall asylum process is accelerated. This way both

5 Own

transla,on. Original text: “Der Name kommt im angegebenen Land [Syrien] [selten/
sehr selten] vor. In [den Ländern/dem Land][Libyen, Algerien und Marokko] kommt er
hingegen häuﬁger vor” (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.4).
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transparency and security in the asylum process are increased (BAMF and
BFM, 2017: 3).
The analysis of mobile data devices (AmD, “Auslesen von mobilen
Datenträgern”) is the third method applied as part of IDM-S (BAMF, 2018f;
BAMF, 2018g). In its internal instruc,ons, the Federal Oﬃce dis,nguishes
between three stages: the read-out of mobile devices of asylum applicants,
the automa,c analysis of data contained on these devices, and the ﬁnal
evalua,on and use of the results during the hearing procedure. Currently,
smartphones, mobile phones and tablets are examined (BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 3.1). On a computer, the assigned staﬀ member records
informa,on about the devices, including the country name and purchase
date. Then, asylum applicants unlock their devices and, if necessary, change
exis,ng seangs. The read-out takes place in the presence of the individual
concerned at a specialised computer to which the phones and tablets are
connected. Extracted data are automa,cally analysed and the ﬁnal results
are compiled to a report. Unlike the other two IDM-S systems, this report is
not immediately available to decision-makers. It is accessible to them aner
being given speciﬁc access permission by a fully-qualiﬁed lawyer eligible for
judicial oﬃce (“Volljurist”). Only then the ﬁnal report can be used in
prepara,on for the personal interview (Ibid.: chapter 3.1.3). The Federal
Oﬃce argues that iden,ty determina,ons can be designed more
purposefully during the hearing as claims of asylum applicants can be
supported with an “addi,onal technical lead” (“weitere[r] technische[r]
Anhaltspunkt”) (BAMF and BFM, 2017: 6) - even if iden,ty documents
were lost.
In general, policy documents underline that the three systems only assist
and never replace the human decision-making process. If discrepancies
occur as part of the reports, asylum seekers can resolve poten,al
conﬂic,ng informa,on during the hearing (German Bundestag, 2018a: 26;
BAMF and BFM, 2017). According to the Federal Oﬃce, IDM-S provides
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leads to the claims. It does not have eviden,al value, meaning that the
systems’ reports cannot be used in court (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.4;
German Bundestag, 2017b: 7).

4.1.3 Poli+cal environment
In 2015, the number of individuals seeking protec,on from violent conﬂict,
war and poli,cal persecu,on signiﬁcantly increased in Germany, reaching a
peak with almost half a million individuals applying for asylum - more than
twice as many as in the previous year (BAMF, 2016a: 11). Public
administra,ons were struggling to come up with viable responses to the
complexity of migra,on, especially in regard to the ,mely registra,on and
processing of all ﬁled asylum claims (Grote, 2018: 32-36). The Federal
Oﬃce faced an intense need of addi,onal, qualiﬁed personnel to process
all new arriving asylum seekers as well as those who resided in the country.
Consequently, this led to an ever growing backlog of unregistered
individuals and long wai,ng periods for the beginning of asylum procedures
alone (German Bundestag, 2018b). By the end of 2015, more than
330.000 ini,al proceeding were pending at the Federal Oﬃce, while at the
same ,me the average process dura,on extended to almost eight months
(BAMF, 2016a: 55-56). The situa,on intensiﬁed in the following year with
up to 579.000 pending asylum procedures as of September 2016 (Grote,
2018: 34).
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To cope with these challenges at the Federal Oﬃce, addi,onal recep,on
facili,es were established, thousands of new employees6 were recruited
and allocated from other administra,ons, the dura,on of staﬀ training was
reduced, and more budget7 was secured to cover the growing expenses
(Ibid.: 39-40). Internally, emphasis was given on accelera,ng asylum
decisions and processes. On the one hand, various technical ini,a,ves
were introduced to support this development digitally as the expansion of
the Digi,alisa,on Agenda’s porvolio indicates (BAMF, 2018a; BAMF,
2019a). On the other hand, new performance targets required decisionmakers to make approximately two to three asylum decisions per day,
leading to excessive demands on both exis,ng staﬀ members and new
employees who were largely inexperienced due to insuﬃcient trainings
(Süddeutsche Zeitung, 2017). These consequences of mismanagement at
the Federal Oﬃce were addressed publicly by the media and the ministry’s
own staﬀ council, puang the leadership under pressure to act (Scheinost
and Hüter, 2015; Aul, 2016; Jehle, 2016).
Poli,cal developments were also fuelled by pivotal events, including the
aBacks in Ansbach (2016), Berlin (2016) and Würzburg (2018) - commiBed
by individuals who applied for asylum in part under diﬀerent iden,,es
(Tagesschau, 2016; Augsburger Allgemeine, 2018). The case of Franco A.,
the far-right German soldier who successfully registered as an asylum
seeker from Syria, subjected the Federal Oﬃce to harsh cri,cism (Schmidt

For comparison: As of January 2014, 2.132 individuals were employed at the Federal
Oﬃce (full-,me equivalent) while in 2015 only 350 new posi,on were created. As of
December 2017, 6.653 employees were enlisted, including 1.704 decision-makers (Ibid.:
52).
6

The budget s,pulated expenses of 159 million in 2014 compared to overall cost
calcula,ons of 782 million in 2017 due to the increase in personnel and premises (Ibid.:
58).
7
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and Erb, 2019). Since 2015, these situa,ons opened a window of
opportunity for restric,ve asylum policies with severe human rights
implica,ons for asylum seekers who were put under general suspicion of
engaging in criminal ac,vi,es (BMI, 2018c: 2; Klages, 2017; German
Bundestag, 2017c; Georgi, 2016: 192). About 30 new asylum laws were
introduced over a period of several years with the votes of the Chris,an
Democra,c Union (CDU), the Chris,an Social Union (CSU) and the Social
Democra,c Party (SPD) (Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C; Dernbach, 2019).
Legisla,ve ini,a,ves expanded the contested concept of “safe countries of
origin” (“sichere Herkunnsländer”)8, introduced the residence obliga,on,
and categorised individuals in groups with beBer and lower prospects of
permanent residence, resul,ng in the provision of services for one group
and even harsher restric,ons for others (Grote, 2018: 45-51). As a result,
the Federal Oﬃce’s decision-making powers were extended by legal means,
enhancing its authority vis-à-vis asylum seekers with the inten,on to create
“deterrent eﬀects for further poten,al arrivals” (Bröker, as cited in Grote,
2018: 40). The Federal Oﬃce was increasingly promoted as a “safety
authority” (“Sicherheitsbehörde”) - one that u,lises technologies to
enhance security par,cularly in iden,ty determina,ons (BAMF, 2019d;
BAMF, 2020g; Kastner, 2017). Furthermore, commercial consultancy
agencies, such as McKinsey, were hired to assess the “op,misa,on
poten,als” (“Op,mierungspotenziale”) for repatria,ons (McKinsey and
BAMF, 2016; cf. Federal Government and McKinsey, 2016; cf. Lobenstein,
2017; cf. Schneider, 2016). In light of the upcoming parliamentary elec,on
in 2017, these developments were used to demonstrate poli,cal

This means that by law, the concept establishes a “default presump,on” to certain
countries that there is no general risk of persecu,on and that the human rights situa,on
for all groups of society is sa,sfactory (BAMF, 2018h). Countries like Albania, Ghana,
Kosovo, North Macedonia, Senegal and Serbia are considered “safe countries of origin”,
among other countries.
8
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decisiveness and control over the unfolding situa,on (Biselli, 2020:
Appendix C).
Where public ins,tu,ons failed to provide the most basic of necessi,es,
ci,zens engaged in collec,ve prac,ces of solidarity which became coined in
the public discourse as “welcome culture” (“Willkommenskultur”) not least
because of its magnitude (Hamann and Karakayli, 2016: 74). In regard to
governance issues, volunteering played a major role in the maintenance,
compensa,on and provision of crucial services (Grote, 2018: 29-30).
However, cri,cal migra,on and border studies indicate limits of the
“welcome culture” in the poli,cal arena (Hamann and Karakayli, 2016: 73).
The term was used heavily from u,litarian standpoint, that is in connec,on
with the recruitment of specialised workers - a historic focus and main
driver in Germany’s migra,on policy reforms (Georgi, 2016: 190-193.;
Hamann and Karakayli, 2016: 73-74; Castro Varela, 2014: 42). Although
many engaged in volunteering, scholars observed that long-term commiBed
parts of the movement eventually had no say in asylum policies
(Fleischmann and Steinhilper, 2017: 19; Karakayli and Kleist, 2016: 4-5;
Funk, 2016: 289). The overall public aatude towards migra,on and asylum
remained stable and predominantly posi,ve as scien,ﬁc evalua,ons
indicated (Ahrens, 2017: 13; SVR Integra,on Barometer, 2018; Gerhards,
Hans and Schupp, 2016; Helbling et al., 2017).
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4.2 Poli+cal legi+macy: Legal background of IDM-S
So far, the poli,cal environment and condi,ons under which the Federal
Oﬃce developed and applied IDM-S in the area of asylum and iden,ty
determina,ons were taken into account. This second part of the analysis
focuses on iden,fying the quali,es of poli,cal (input) legi,macy and
paBerns of jus,ﬁca,ons in rela,on to the Federal Oﬃce’s governance by
examining ﬁrst the legal founda,on and legisla,ve proceedings of IDM-S.

4.2.1 Legal provisions of the Asylum and Residence
Act
The legal basis for both the automa,c dialect recogni,on as well as the
name translitera,on and analysis system is covered by provisions of the
Asylum Act. In general, the use of iden,ﬁca,on measures in asylum
procedures is permiBed to verify and determine the individual’s iden,ty
and the country or region of origin. Oral statements can be used, if the
aﬀected individual was informed beforehand. In regard to documen,ng,
establishing and verifying iden,ty, sec,on 16, subsec,on 1 of the Asylum
Act states:

“(1) Iden,ﬁca,on measures are to be taken to verify the iden,ty of
foreigners reques,ng asylum. (…) In order to determine the foreigner’s
country or region of origin, the foreigner’s oral statements may be recorded
on audio and data media other than at his formal hearing. Such recordings
may only be made if the foreigner is informed beforehand” (BMJV, 2016:
Asylum Act, sec,on 16, subsec,on 1).
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Regarding the automa,c dialect recogni,on, the government refers to this
sec,on accordingly to signify the legal foo,ng of the system (German
Bundestag, 2017b: 6). Also, the Act outlines that data on iden,ty
documents - including the name of the person concerned - can be read,
processed and used:

(1a) In order to check the authen,city of the foreigner’s document or
iden,ty, the biometric and other data stored electronically within the
passport, oﬃcial passport subs,tute or other iden,ty documents may be
read (…)” (BMJV, 2016: Asylum Act, sec,on 16, subsec,on 1a).
“(5) The processing and use of data obtained pursuant to subsec,on 1 shall
also be permiBed for the purpose of establishing the foreigner’s iden,ty or
iden,fying evidence for purposes of criminal prosecu,on and threat
preven,on.” (Ibid.: Asylum Act, sec,on 16, subsec,on 5)

While both digital systems are not explicitly men,oned, formally, the
automa,c dialect recogni,on as well as the name translitera,on and
analysis system fall under these legal provisions.9 Oﬃcial references of the
government to the legal basis of TraLitA could not be iden,ﬁed. The
analysis of mobile data devices was a new measure introduced by the Act
to Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on to Leave the Country
(“Gesetz zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht”), which entered
into force on 29 June 2017 (German Bundestag, 2020c: ID 18-80058). The
law amended both the Asylum and Residence Act. Sec,on 15a of the
Asylum Act authorises the analysis of mobile data devices that is only

To what extent these systems comply with EU’s laws, such as the GDPR, can not be
determined in this study. It is worth men,oning that the compliance of the automa,c
dialect recogni,on was ques,oned in the past (German Bundestag, 2017b: 6).
9
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permiBed insofar as it is necessary to determine the iden,ty and na,onality
of the asylum seeker and the purpose of the measure cannot be achieved
by other less-intrusive means. The Federal Oﬃce is the main responsible
authority:

“(1) The analysis of data carriers is only permiBed insofar as it is necessary
to determine the iden,ty and na,onality of the foreigner in accordance with
Sec,on 15 subsec,on 2 number 6 and the purpose of the measure cannot
be achieved by lenient means. Sec,on 48 subsec,on 3a sentences 2 to 7
and Sec,on 48a of the Residence Act apply accordingly. (2) The Federal
Oﬃce is responsible for the measures men,oned in sec,on 1.”10

The regula,on to cooperate was extended by sec,on 15 subsec,on 2
number 6: In cases where a valid passport or a passport replacement
cannot be provided, asylum seekers are obliged to assist in the acquisi,on
of iden,ty papers and, upon request, to present and hand over all devices
in their possession that may be important for the determina,on of iden,ty
and na,onality to relevant asylum authori,es (Federal Government, 2017b:
11; BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15, subsec,on 2, number 6).
The regula,on of the analysis of mobile data devices further points to
provisions of the Residence Act, namely sec,ons 48 and 48a that apply.
Accordingly, sec,on 48 of the Residence Act underlines limita,ons: “Where

Own transla,on. Original text: (1) Die Auswertung von Datenträgern ist nur zulässig,
soweit dies für die Feststellung der Iden,tät und Staatsangehörigkeit des Ausländers nach
§ 15 Absatz 2 Nummer 6 erforderlich ist und der Zweck der Maßnahme nicht durch
mildere MiBel erreicht werden kann. § 48 Absatz 3a Satz 2 bis 7 und § 48a des
Aufenthaltsgesetzes gelten entsprechend. (2) Für die in Absatz 1 genannten Maßnahmen
ist das Bundesamt zuständig” (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15a; cf. Federal
Government, 2017b: 11).
10
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there is reason to believe that analysing data carriers would provide only
insights into the core area of private life, the measure shall not be
permissible” (BMJV, 2017a: Residence Act, sec,on 48, subsec,on 3a).
Asylum seekers are obliged to provide access data for the analysis of
devices (e.g. unlocking their devices). The analysis can only be carried out
by employees qualiﬁed to hold judicial oﬃce (Ibid.). If insights into the core
area of private life are acquired in the course of the analysis, they cannot
be u,lised, and records thereof are to be deleted immediately (Ibid.). A
wriBen record is to be made of that acquisi,on and dele,on. Where
personal data acquired in the course of the said measure is no longer
necessary for the purpose of iden,ty determina,on, the data is to be
deleted (Ibid.). If individuals do not provide access to their devices, sec,on
48a of the Residence Act regulates that telecommunica,on service
providers are required to transmit the necessary informa,on to state
authori,es upon request (BMJV, 2017b: Residence Act, sec,on 48a,
subsec,on 1).

4.2.2 Aims, interests and jus+ﬁca+ons
Because the Act to Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on to Leave
the Country expanded the legal powers of the Federal Oﬃce by
introducing the analysis of mobile data devices, the legisla,on had to be
poli,cally jus,ﬁed and argued for. The legisla,ve proceedings provided
detailed insights into the aims, interests and jus,ﬁca,ons put forward by
the proponents of the law, including representa,ves of the Federal Oﬃce,
the BMI as the draning authority and the ruling coali,on CDU/CSU and
SPD. Arguments and inten,ons can be studied in the dran legisla,ons,
plenary debates and the public hearing procedure.
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As the ,tle and explanatory memorandum suggest, the Act aims to improve
the enforcement of the obliga,on to leave the country. The dran sec,on
refers directly to the migra,on of 2015 (Federal Government, 2017a: 8;
Federal Government, 2017b: 13; Federal Government, 2017c: 1). The
problem stated therein is that among those arrivals there are “numerous
persons” (“zahlreiche Personen”) (Federal Government, 2017c: 1) who are
not en,tled to asylum protec,on. As the number of returns increased in
the past years, it is generally assumed that “the Federal Oﬃce is likely to
con,nuously reject a high number of asylum applica,ons in the next
months concerning those persons who do not require protec,on.”11 The
most direct representa,on of this aim was put forward during the public
hearing procedure by Hans-Eckhard Sommer (CSU), then soon-to-be
president of the Federal Oﬃce (BAMF, 2020h).
Arguing in favour of the law, he stated that the legisla,on and its
interven,ons combined would contribute to “facilita,ng measures that
terminate the residence of persons who state a false iden,ty and of those
without prospects of remaining”12 in the country. The analysis of asylum
seekers’ devices is one interven,on of many embedded in the law that also
include the extension of deten,on pending deporta,on, the elimina,on of
no,ﬁca,ons prior to deporta,ons, surveillance measures and further
movement restric,ons (Federal Government, 2017c: 1-2). While the
analysis of devices is used to determine and verify the iden,ty and

Own transla,on. Origin text: “In den nächsten Monaten wird das Bundesamt für
Migra,on und Flüchtlinge fortlaufend voraussichtlich eine hohe Zahl von Asylanträgen von
Personen ablehnen, die keines Schutzes in Deutschland bedürfen” (Ibid.).
11

Own transla,on. Original text: “dazu beitragen, (…) aufenthaltsbeendende Maßnahmen
gegenüber Iden,tätstäuschern und Personen ohne Bleibeperspek,ve zu
erleichtern” (Sommer, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 21).
12
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na,onality of asylum seekers, it has to be interpreted in the context of the
law.
The plenary debates by large refer to na,onal security concerns,
emphasising the past aBacks (German Bundestag, 2017d; German
Bundestag, 2017e). The analysis of mobile devices plays an important role
in the line of reasoning as it was argued that iden,ty frauds could have
been avoided. For example, Burkhard Lischka (SPD) stated: “BAMF
employees have failed in the simplest test steps. (…) A look at Franco A.’s
cell phone, and the whole fraud would have been exposed.”13 Arguing for
faster deporta,ons based on na,onal security grounds, Sommer (as cited in
German Bundestag, 2017a: 21) underlined in his statement during the
public hearing that among the arrivals, there are persons who sympathise
with and ac,vely support terrorist organisa,ons. Throughout the legisla,ve
process, asylum seekers were portrayed as security threats, as individuals
who do not cooperate with authori,es and deliberately hide their iden,ty.
This general suspicion and the perceived need to improve iden,ty
determina,ons were onen coupled with the idea of an asser,ve state and a
strong rule of law. Thomas de Maizière (CDU/CSU), the Federal Minister of
the Interior, stated: “In a cons,tu,onal state, we cannot accept that asylum
seekers indicate seemingly without sanc,ons and at will diﬀerent names
and na,onali,es, do not provide useful informa,on and hope that the

Own transla,on. Original text: “Da haben Mitarbeiter des BAMF bei simpelsten
PrüfschriBen versagt. (…) Ein Blick auf das Handy von Franco A., und der ganze Schwindel
wäre sofort aufgeﬂogen” (Lischka, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017e: 23728).
13
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authori,es (...) will get stuck when seeking to obtain papers.”14 Sommer (as
cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 22) goes so far as to accuse asylum
seekers to ac,vely cooperate with embassy staﬀ in countries of origin to
hide their iden,ty. Proof for these claims was not put forward.
During the public hearing, more narrow arguments in favour of the analysis
of mobile devices were stated by Richter as the then direct representa,ve
of the Federal Oﬃce. He (as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 20-21)
argued that the overall measure would improve administra,ve processes by
increasing transparency and prac,cability, in addi,on to accelera,ng asylum
procedures. The eﬃciency argument is put forward in more detail in his
wriBen statement on behalf of the Federal Oﬃce: Compared to other
exis,ng instruments for iden,ty determina,ons that are complex and result
in longer processing ,me, the analysis of mobile data devices would
represent an addi,onal “fast and straighvorward” (“schnell und
unkompliziert”) instrument (Ibid.: 103). The extent of the measure is largely
rela,vised in Richter’s statements and responses. In regard to the legal
founda,on, he (Ibid.: 20) pointed out that the measure was already applied
by other authori,es and, consequently, would only be made usable for the
Federal Oﬃce. It was emphasised repeatedly that access to data contained
on devices would be carried out in a precise way, and that only necessary
metadata would be read out - not the content (Ibid.: 29; Ibid.: 39). At the
same ,me, the analysis of mobile devices would be applied only as a means
of last resort to a speciﬁc, well-deﬁned group - that is persons who do not
have iden,ty papers or any kind of informa,on regarding their iden,ty and

Own transla,on. Original text: “In einem Rechtsstaat können wir es nicht hinnehmen,
dass Asylbewerber scheinbar sank,onslos und nach Belieben verschiedene Namen und
Staatsangehörigkeiten angeben, keine brauchbaren Auskünne geben und darauf hoﬀen,
dass die Behörden (…) bei der Beschaﬀung von Papieren nicht weiterkommen.” (De
Maizière, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017d: 22524).
14
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na,onality (Ibid.: 29; Ibid.: 39; Ibid.: 104). Contrary to Richter’s statement,
the explanatory sec,on of the law outlines that approximately 50 to 60
percent of all asylum seekers cannot provide their passports and could,
therefore, be considered as a poten,al target group (Federal Government,
2017b: 15). Furthermore, Richter (as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a:
20) assumed that asylum seekers have the sole responsibility to ensure the
plausibility of their iden,ty-related statements in order to prove who they
are. However, circumstances that are not self-inﬂicted by the aﬀected
persons and outside their control, such as the way how governments
design iden,ty determina,on procedures, were excluded from oﬃcial
jus,ﬁca,ons. Representa,ves of the Federal Oﬃce did not refer to rights
and freedoms of asylum seekers to whom the authority has par,cular
responsibili,es, showing bias in the argumenta,on. The most signiﬁcant
statement for the use of the analysis of mobile data devices stems from
Richter’s wriBen statement on behalf of the ministry that included a “legal
assessment” (“rechtliche Bewertung”) (Ibid.: 103-104). It outlines the right
of the legislator to react to situa,on where asylum is not only “requested in
bulk” (“massenhan beantragt”) but is “unjus,ﬁably desired” (“ungerechtfer,gt begehrt”) in order to obtain residence rights (Ibid.). From the
perspec,ve of the Federal Oﬃce, this “aBempt to misuse the right to
asylum” (“Versuch einer missbräuchlichen Inanspruchnahme des Asylrechtschutzes”) (Ibid.: 104) has to be met at the level of iden,ty determina,ons.
Throughout the legisla,ve proceedings, the general lack of evidence for
these claims, the use of vague numbers to imply the relevance of the law
and the undiﬀeren,ated approach to the mul,faceted issue at hand were
largely cri,cised by civil society organisa,ons (Becker, 2017: 2; PRO ASYL,
2017a: 5-9; PRO ASYL, 2017b). Similarly, in its assessment of the dran
proposal, the Federal Council (2017: 12) pointed towards “substan,al
deﬁcits of due process” (“erhebliches rechtsstaatliches Deﬁzit”) as the law
did not provide for the evalua,on of the impacts and assumed
eﬀec,veness of the measures proposed. The Council concluded that “(…) a
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regula,on without the reﬂec,on of its steering poten,al calls into doubt
the meaningfulness and appropriateness of legisla,ve reac,ons.”15 Apart
from the aims, interest and jus,ﬁca,ons, the non-compliance of the
analysis of mobile data devices with cons,tu,onal provisions of the right to
privacy was condemned.

4.2.3 Unlawful interference with the right to privacy
The right to privacy and its main essence, namely that every person should
have an area of autonomous development, is protected by the general right
of personality derived from Germany’s Basic Law (Wehage, 2013: 11).
Ar,cle 2, sec,on 1 states: “Every person shall have the right to free
development of his personality insofar as he does not violate the rights of
others or oﬀend against the cons,tu,onal order or the moral law” (BMJV,
2019b: Art 2, sec,on 1, GG). This Ar,cle is seen in conjunc,on with Ar,cle
1, sec,on 1: “Human dignity shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it
shall be the duty of all state authority” (Ibid.: Art 1, sec,on 1, GG). The
general right of personality was further development by judicial decisions.
In 2008, the Federal Cons,tu,onal Court recognised a new fundamental
right to the guarantee of the conﬁden,ality and integrity of informa,on
technology systems (BVerfG, 2008: Judgement of 27 February 2008, 1 BvR
370/07):

Own transla,on. Original text: “(…) eine Rechtssetzung ohne Reﬂexion über ihr
Steuerungspoten,al [stellt] die Sinnhanigkeit und Angemessenheit der gesetzgeberischen
Reak,onen in Frage” (Ibid.).
15
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“The fundamental right to the guarantee of the integrity and conﬁden,ality
of informa,on technology systems is to be applied (…) if the empowerment
to encroach covers systems which alone or in their technical networking can
contain personal data of the person concerned to such a degree and in such
a diversity that access to the system facilitates insight into signiﬁcant parts
of the life of a person or indeed provides a revealing picture of the
personality” (Ibid.: Judgement of 27 February 2008, 1 BvR 370/07, No.
203).

In regard to the person aﬀected, the court stated:

“What is ﬁrst of all protected by the fundamental right to the guarantee of
the conﬁden,ality and integrity of informa,on technology systems is the
interest of the user in ensuring that the data which are created, processed
and stored by the informa,on technology system that is covered by its
scope of protec,on remain conﬁden,al. An encroachment on this
fundamental right is also to be presumed to have taken place if the integrity
of the protected informa,on technology system is aﬀected by the system
being accessed such that its performance, func,ons and storage contents
can be used by third par,es” (Ibid.: Judgement of 27 February 2008, 1 BvR
370/07, No. 204).

As the new legisla,on on mobile devices enables the access, analysis and
storage of personal informa,on of asylum seekers, it falls within the scope
of the fundamental right as deﬁned by the court. This was underlined
during the legisla,ve proceedings not least by the German Bar Associa,on,
the BfDI, and various civil society organisa,ons (German Bar Associa,on,
2017: 6; Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 4; PRO ASYL, 2017a: 19). It was argued that the
interference with the right to privacy takes place in such an extent and
under condi,ons that are not permissible under the cons,tu,on. Cri,cism
of the legal measure included the viola,on of the principles of
propor,onality and necessity, the lack of an adequate protec,on of the
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core area of private life and the absence of eﬀec,ve oversight mechanisms.
The principle of propor,onality requires that the severity of the privacy
interference is not dispropor,onate in rela,on to the jus,fying reasons and
objec,ves put forward. This means that the legislator needs to consider
both individual rights and common societal interests: In this case, the rights
infringements of a person greatly outbalance common interests (Voßhoﬀ,
2017: 7; German Bar Associa,on, 2017: 9). The dispropor,onality of the
analysis of mobile devices stems from its far-reaching scope in regard to
asylum seekers’ obliga,on to cooperate on the one hand and the Federal
Oﬃce’s authorisa,on to access, analyse and store personal data on the
other. First, the legisla,on refers to all devices that asylum seekers possess,
including laptops, mobile phones, USB s,cks, and other devices (German
Bar Associa,on, 2017: 10; Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 6). Second, it allows the Federal
Oﬃce not only to look through personal informa,on but, moreover, to
analyse, copy and store data contained on these devices without legal
limita,ons (German Bar Associa,on, 2017: 10). Third, the circumstances of
the most aﬀected persons need to be taken into considera,on to
understand the degree to which the gathered informa,on is par,cularly
sensible and deeply personal (Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 6). Asylum seekers’ mobile
phones represent the main communica,on channel with family members,
friends and other close persons in their country of origin and the outside
world. According to the German Bar Associa,on (2017: 11), it is likely that
these devices contain in,mate informa,on, notes and journey-like
observa,ons in the form of chat messages, videos and photos of their
journey and personal life. If authori,es read-out and analyse devices of
asylum seekers, this measure directly encroaches on the protected core
area of private life (Ibid.; Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 7). In consequence, this means that
much more personal data is accessed, analysed and stored by authori,es
than what is actually needed to achieve the aim of the measure, namely to
determine the iden,ty and na,onality of a person without valid documents.
The severity of the interference with the right to privacy is even greater
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since authori,es can poten,ally access conﬁden,al communica,on, for
example, with lawyers, doctors, and spiritual leaders - communica,on that
is especially protected by law (German Bar Associa,on, 2017: 13; Voßhoﬀ,
2017: 6).
Furthermore, the extension of the obliga,on to cooperate violates the
principle of necessity. While sec,on 15a on the analysis of mobile devices
refers to lenient measures, the obliga,on to coopera,on in sec,on 15,
subsec,on 2 does not entail provision to ensure that less intrusive means
are exhausted before the device is handed over for read-out (Voßhoﬀ,
2017: 4-5; BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15, subsec,on 2, number 6;
BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15a). According to the German Bar
Associa,on (2017: 8), this eﬀec,vely means that persons without
passports, upon request, must always provide their devices to authori,es.
Every employee has the right to make such a request, while at the same
,me the law does not impose requirements on staﬀ members by outlining
necessary condi,ons (Ibid.). This way, the obliga,on to cooperate amounts
to a liability notwithstanding an actual misconduct or refusal to cooperate
in the iden,ty determina,on proceedings (Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 5). The legisla,ve
provisions do not require substan,ated doubts as to the iden,ty statement
of an asylum seeker which indicates that the measure can be applied
arbitrary to every person without a passport, as was argued by the German
Bar Associa,on (2017: 15-16). In turn, this means that the necessity of the
said measure is assumed and not based on reasonable, eviden,al grounds
(Ibid.: 16).
The core area of private life is not suﬃciently protected although it is
referred to in sec,on 15a, subsec,on 1 (Ibid.: 18; Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 7). This
sec,on states that the use of the said method is restricted to cases where
the access to devices leads only to insights about the core area of private
life. However, considering the available personal data on devices and that
every single e-mail can poten,ally contain in,mate informa,on, a clear
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dis,nc,on between more or less sensi,ve areas cannot be made in
prac,ce, especially, before the method is applied (German Bar Associa,on,
2017: 19). Even if informa,on of the core area of private life is accessed
once, the interference does take place no maBer if by a human being (e.g.
conﬁsca,on of devices) or machine (e.g. analysis) (Voßhoﬀ, 2017: 5).
Lastly, the legisla,on s,pulates that access to analysed data of asylum
seekers’ devices is only permiBed to fully-qualiﬁed lawyers who hold
judicial oﬃce. However, these staﬀ members do not represent independent
en,,es, as they themselves are subject to the Federal Oﬃce’s hierarchy
and internal instruc,ons (German Bar Associa,on, 2017: 19; Voßhoﬀ,
2017: 7). According to Beckmann (2020: Appendix C), this regula,on
seems to be inspired by judicial reserva,ons that are applied to serious
encroachments of fundamental rights, e.g. imprisonment cases. In addi,on
to the legal qualiﬁca,on, such reserva,ons introduce the external, judicial
independence into control and oversight mechanisms (Ibid.). In regard to
the analysis of mobile data devices, these safeguards are missing de jure,
therefore, do not oﬀer suﬃcient protec,on against state interference with
the right to privacy (Ibid.).

4.2.4 Procedural quality issues
The introduc,on of the Act to Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on
to Leave the Country was characterised further by quality issues in the
legisla,ve process. The proposal was pushed through means of accelerated
proceedings without indica,ng reasons for its urgency (PRO ASYL, 2017a:
5): The cabinet decided upon the prepara,on of the Act on 9 February
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2017 (Federal Government, 2017d). The ﬁrst dran16 was issued for
comments on 16 February and was decided upon by the cabinet on 22
February (Federal Government, 2017e; BMI, 2017c; BMI, 2017d). The ﬁrst
proposal submiBed to the Bundestag dates back to 23 February, the
second was issued on 16 March, the ﬁnal on 17 May, 2017. On 27 March,
a public hearing procedure was carried out (German Bundestag, 2017f;
German Bundestag, 2020d). The ﬁnal plenary debates took place on 18
May, including the vo,ng on the bill. The Act entered into force on 29 June
2017 (German Bundestag, 2020c).
According to the Joint Rules of Procedure of the Federal Ministries (GGO,
“Gemeinsame Geschänsordnung der Bundesministerien”), authori,es are
obliged to involve various actors “as early as possible” in the legisla,ve
process (BMI, 2011: sec,on 47, para. 1, GGO). This includes relevant
governmental departments and civil society organisa,ons (Ibid.: sec,on 47,
paras. 1-3, GGO). In regard to the examina,on of dran laws, the deadline
for engaging other state authori,es is set to four weeks, in cases of
extensive bills it is extended to eight (Ibid.: sec,on 50, GGO). All
submissions should be considered prior to cabinet decisions and include
dissen,ng opinions as a result of the involvement (Ibid.: sec,on 22, para. 1,
no. 4; Ibid.: sec,on 51, no. 4, GGO). All federal ministries involved in
legisla,ve proceeding shall be equally accountable for adopted bills (Ibid.:
sec,on 52, para. 1, GGO). Since the Federal Oﬃce was involved in the
consulta,ons, these provisions equally apply to that authority.

The legisla,ve process dis,nguishes between “Referentenenwurf” and “Gesetzesentwurf”. The former are early dran laws that have not (yet) been adopted by the cabinet.
The laBer represent adopted legal proposals that enter the Bundestag procedure and
become subject to parliamentary debates (BMF, 2020).
16
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The analysis of procedural quali,es demonstrates the lack of meaningful
engagement. As the supervisory authority for data protec,on, the BfDI
(2017: 101) repeatedly cri,cised the short deadlines for consulta,ons that
did not meet the requirements of GGO. Rela,ng to the said Act, the oﬃce
outlined that about one month was available to assess the dran law at ﬁrst.
As the legisla,on was revised, however, only a few days were available to
issue up-to-date statements, leaving not enough ,me for suﬃcient
evalua,ons of the law and its measures (BfDI, 2020: Appendix D.1, 1-4).
Despite the cri,cal remarks on the unlawful interferences with privacy
outlined in the previous chapter, the concerns were not acted upon by the
legislator as the BfDI (2019: 66) records in its annual report.
The engagement of civil society organisa,ons and associa,ons was formally
respected to the extent that feedback on the dran legisla,on
(Referentenentwurf) was requested. However, in their submiBed
statements on the dran law from 16 February, civil society organisa,ons
argued that due to the deadline of not even 24 hours a suﬃcient
evalua,on of the Act could not be provided (Keßler, 2017: 1; BumF, 2017:
1; Amnesty Interna,onal, 2017: 1; Sedlmayr, 2017: 1; Loheide, 2017: 1). It
was concluded that genuine engagement was not aBempted by the
government (Amnesty Interna,onal, 2017: 1). As the cabinet decision was
made only ﬁve days aner the submission date, it is doubvul that even those
submiBed remarks were evaluated properly (Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C).
The engagement of civil society at this early point in the legisla,ve process
is crucial because once the dran passes through diﬀerent commiBees and
poli,cal discussions become increasingly deadlocked (e.g. during the
parliament debate), it gets harder to make changes, as Bartolucci (Ibid.)
points out. These short deadlines for engagement amount to a repea,ng
issue in regard to asylum-related legisla,ons (PRO ASYL, 2019: 1-2; BumF,
2017:1).
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During the public hearing, six experts were presen,ng their views on the
proposed legisla,on (German Bundestag, 2017a: 12). Interes,ngly, civil
society organisa,ons were invited on behalf of the opposi,on par,es,
whereas the governing coali,on appointed Richter and Sommer as
representa,ves. The fact that they both spoke on behalf of governmental
authori,es that were engaged in the draning of the said Act raised cri,cism
concerning the bias in the presented views. Ulla Jelpke (Die Linke) (as cited
in German Bundestag, 2017a: 14) stressed that the aim of the hearing is to
include exper,se outside of governmental ins,tu,ons to ensure
impar,ality. She (Ibid: 15; cf. German Bundestag, 2020e: para. 70) outlined
that such conduct is not in line with the Rules of Procedure of the
Bundestag and that excep,ons need to be conﬁrmed by the commiBee
ﬁrst, which was not the case in this instance.
Overall, a construc,ve dialogue and the adequate responsiveness to the
raised issues were largely missing on the part of the government. Despite
the various actors raising well-founded concerns in form of wriBen and oral
statements, provision of the law pertaining to the analysis of mobile data
devices were not adopted. During the interviews only one example was
referred to where the early dran law was changed: The analysis of devices
ini,ally outlined the addi,onal purpose of determining travel routes of
asylum seekers (BMI, 2017c: 22). These provisions were limited eventually,
however, it was not explained whether the collec,on of data for that
purpose was s,ll intended and simply postponed into the future (Bartolucci,
2020: Appendix C; PRO ASYL, 2017a: 20).
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4.3 Poli+cal legi+macy: Implementa+on and eﬀects of
IDM-S
The analysis of poli,cal inten,ons, the legal cri,cism as well as procedural
issues in regard to the legisla,ve background of IDM-S gave crucial insights
into the quali,es of legi,macy and governance on the input level. This third
part of the analysis focuses on assessing the quali,es of poli,cal
(throughout and output) legi,macy and jus,ﬁca,on paBerns by examining
the implementa,on and (known) eﬀects of IDM-S. By assessing the
prac,ces of the Federal Oﬃce, this sec,on seeks to account for poten,al
word-deed tensions to arrive at a more accurate reﬂec,on of meaning.
Following the data jus,ce framework, the structural, procedural,
instrumental and rights-based dimensions are examined.

4.3.1 Structural issues: Aﬀected groups and power
rela+ons
It is diﬃcult to pinpoint who of the large group of asylum seekers is most
aﬀected by IDM-S because only marginal informa,on is available on this
subject. According to the Federal Oﬃce, only individuals without passports
whose iden,ty cannot be determined with reasonable assurance are
aﬀected (BAMF, 2018c). Federal sta,s,cs show that 54,2 percent of all
asylum seekers were not able to present a valid document in 2018 (German
Bundestag, 2019a: 27). This rate depends on the country of origin and
varies accordingly. For example, most individuals from Syria provided a
passport while 19,2 percent were not able to do so. In comparison, 86,8
percent of all asylum seekers from Nigeria did not have valid documents
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(Ibid.; Biselli and Beckmann, 2020: 14). The reasons why individuals are not
able to provide their passports are as complex as their journeys during
which they are exposed to signiﬁcant threats, from the moment they leave
their homes, passing through camps and other temporal places, to the
country of refuge (Privacy Interna,onal, 2019: 1). Amidst these diﬃcul,es,
documents might get stolen or lost, or conﬁscated by traﬃckers.
Depending on the local administra,ve arrangements, some countries do
not issue passports to all na,onals or, in other circumstances, their
documents are not recognised by German authori,es (Tangermann, 2017:
33-34). For example, this is the case for all Somali documents issued aner
1991 (BMI, 2016: 41; Biselli and Beckmann, 2020: 16). These sta,s,cs
indicate that individuals from some countries are more likely to be aﬀected
by IDM-S than others. Every second asylum seeker who applies for
protec,on in Germany is likely to be subjected to iden,ty determina,on
procedures where IDM-S is applied.
Asylum seekers are recognised as members of a vulnerable group per se in
need of special protec,on (ECtHR, 2011: Case of M.S.S v. Belgium and
Greece, para. 251; UNHCR, 2013: 9). They are in precarious posi,ons as
they have less access to robust human rights protec,on and fewer
resources with which to defend their rights in the country of refuge.
Language barriers and insuﬃcient knowledge of local governing systems
put them at a general disadvantage, resul,ng in further power imbalances,
in par,cular, when facing government authori,es. There are categories of
asylum seekers who face dis,nct needs due to their physical, mental or
social circumstances (ECRE, 2017: 7). These groups include and are not
limited to vic,ms of torture and human traﬃcking, trauma,sed persons,
(pregnant) women, and persons persecuted on grounds of their gender and
sexual orienta,on. Because vulnerable individuals are en,tled to speciﬁc
rights, it is important for states to adequately assess the status and
situa,on of each individual to ensure that vulnerabili,es are recognised in a
,mely and eﬀec,ve manner (Ibid.). While general vulnerability assessments
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as part of the asylum process are somewhat in place in Germany, they are
cri,cised for being insuﬃcient (ECRE, 2017; Von Bullion, 2019). None of
the analysed IDM-S-related documents refer to or otherwise address the
vulnerability of individuals. Precau,ons concerning these groups are not
outlined which gives reason to believe that the vulnerable status is not
taken into account when IDM-S is applied in prac,ce.
The Federal Oﬃce has the most power over asylum seekers as it eﬀec,vely
decides over people’s lives by issuing asylum decisions. These decisions are
binding and can only be disputed in court. Over the last years, the
ministry’s power, resources and competencies were extended consistently
by law. In the area of asylum, the Federal Oﬃce is the primary authority to
engage with vulnerable individuals, as Bartolucci (2020: Appendix C)
underlined. It cons,tutes an essen,al body for asylum seekers as it is the
ﬁrst en,ty on the government’s side to carry out hearing procedures and
engage with very personal, onen trauma,c experiences (Ibid.). Establishing
trust is, therefore, a core element in the rela,onship between the ministry
and asylum seekers to ensure that individuals describe their stories as they
happened. Privacy-invasive digital system, such as IDM-S, can signiﬁcantly
disturb this rela,onship very early on in the process as they can reproduce
inequali,es and feelings of powerlessness (Ibid.).
Where state actors seek to develop and apply digital systems, it is onen
companies who oﬀer technical resources far beyond governments’
exper,se (Rahman, 2017). Such public-private arrangements can build in
long-term dependencies of administra,ons on actors with primarily
commercial interests. Concerning IDM-S, various interna,onal ﬁrms were
involved in the provision of digital infrastructure and technologies that built
in technical and social dependencies. These dependencies exist in regard to
IDM-S, for example, owing to ownership rela,ons over sonware and
components. While Richter (as cited in Frank, 2018: 24) argued that the
“solu,on” rela,ng to the automa,c dialect recogni,on and all its linguis,c
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models belong to the government, the ministry’s budget contains regular
payments for licensing fees, among others (German Bundestag, 2018a: 14).
Other issues occur in the area of corporate accountability in regard to
privacy breaches and human rights viola,ons. MSAB, which provides
products and services for the analysis of devices, faced harsh cri,cism in
the media as it is known to be specialised in the forensic extrac,on of
mobile data for primarily military, border control, police, and intelligence
services - areas that are en,rely opposed to requirements in the ﬁeld of
asylum (BMI, 2018b: 1; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C; MSAB, 2020; Greis,
2018; Meister, 2018). In worst cases, such partnerships can lead to state
disengagements with vulnerable popula,ons and the outsourcing of
responsibili,es to the private sector where poten,al human rights
viola,ons may remain undetected (Lethbridge, 2017).

4.3.2 Procedural issues: Par+cipa+on, transparency,
accountability
In the implementa,on phase, procedural aspects play an important role in
regard to legi,macy. These aspects touch upon opportuni,es for
par,cipa,on and feedback-giving as well as the willingness to provide
informa,on and ensure responsive communica,on as part of a transparent
and accountable state prac,ce.
In the analysis opportuni,es for involvement outside the Federal Oﬃce
could not be iden,ﬁed, sugges,ng that the implementa,on of IDM-S was
closed oﬀ from public view. In response to a freedom of informa,on
request, the ministry explained that feedback - as described in the digital
agenda in rela,on to IDM-S - refers to the exchange of departments
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involved in the development of the systems (BAMF, 2020i: 4). Rather vague
references concerning only the automa,c dialect recogni,on were made to
“various ins,tu,ons and scien,ﬁc organisa,ons” (“verschiedene
Ins,tu,onen und wissenschanliche Einrichtungen”) (German Bundestag,
2017b: 5). Ini,ally, it was stated that the Federal Oﬃce was working with
the University of Pennsylvania, instead, a press inquiry to the said
ins,tu,on revealed solely the purchasing of a language package (Biselli,
2020: Appendix C; German Bundestag, 2018a: 14; Bewarder and Flade,
2018). Without further clariﬁca,on, Richter (as cited in Frank, 2018: 22)
stated in an interview that the ministry was “working primarily with experts
for algorithms” (“primär mit Experten für Algorithmen zusammengearbeitet”), sugges,ng a rather technocra,c approach.
The overall communica,on was hesitant, restric,ve and did not allow for
broader debates on the implementa,on and func,oning of IDM-S. The
responsiveness of the Federal Oﬃce was insuﬃcient. Considerable delays
occurred in rela,on to freedom of informa,on requests. While state
administra,ons are required to respond within four weeks by law, it took
BAMF several months to provide informa,on (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C).
Other paBerns demonstrated a general unwillingness to engage by ignoring
subques,ons and/or providing only brief answers to ques,ons that would
not contain new informa,on (BAMF, 2018i; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C;
Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). Other freedom of informa,on requests
about IDM-S were rejected, for example, those concerning the planning,
func,oning, tes,ng, risk and privacy assessments. The reasons put
forwards related to poten,al threats to public security, iden,ﬁca,ons of
sonware vulnerabili,es, aBempts at manipula,on in asylum procedures, the
impairment of federal ﬁscal interests in commercial transac,ons and the
poten,al disclosure of trade secrets (BAMF, 2020i; BAMF, 2019e; BAMF,
2019f; BAMF, 2019g). The communica,on with journalists was shaped by
similar reluctance. According to Biselli (2020: Appendix C), it was diﬃcult to
receive up-to-date material and sta,s,cs for the ,mely repor,ng of current
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developments around IDM-S, although at ,mes informa,on was already
published elsewhere. Compared to other public administra,ons within
Germany and the EU, where objec,ve answers were generally provided in a
reasonable ,meframe, the Federal Oﬃce was much less willing to give
access to informa,on, crea,ng barriers for journalis,c work (Biselli, 2020:
Appendix C). ABempts at in-person conversa,ons with the Federal Oﬃce’s
employees about IDM-S during public conferences were likewise
unsuccessful (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C).
While the provision of cri,cal informa,on was kept at a bare minimum,
other occasions were used to generate publicity and demonstrate a techsavvy self-image as “leader in technology” (“Technologieführer”) (BAMF,
2018b). The Federal Oﬃce received an e-government award (organised by
the industry) in the category “Best Digitalisa,on Project 2018” (“Bestes
Digitalisierungsprojekt 2018”) for the automa,c dialect recogni,on (BAMF,
2018j; BearingPoint and Cisco, 2020). The Federal Oﬃce repeatedly
referred to this event as a success and public conﬁrma,on for its ac,ons
(German Bundestag, 2018a: 15; Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 22; BAMF,
2019a: 32). In an interview, several aspects rela,ng to this new approach
towards a so-called “digital, breathing public authority” (“digitale, atmende
Behörde”) (BAMF, 2019a: 5; BAMF, 2018a: 3) were emphasised as a
general success, including being the ﬁrst public administra,on worldwide to
use such a technology, having developed the approach within only six
months, and having used agile development methods (Richter, as cited in
Frank, 2018).
While the Federal Oﬃce claims that it aBaches importance to the
transparency of results (Ibid.: 22), the analysis shows that decision-making
processes that are supported by IDM-S remain to a major extent
intransparent. During the interviews, this aspect was conﬁrmed and
repeatedly men,oned in rela,on to accountability issues. The lack of
transparency represents the largest norma,ve category concerning
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procedural aspects. For an independent assessment of how results are
obtained, the source code and algorithmic func,oning with the distribu,on
and weigh,ng of the underlying data samples - which are used for
comparisons and the calcula,on of probabili,es - need to be transparent.
Despite clear recommenda,ons, for example, by the Data Ethics
Commission, IDM-S does not sa,sfy these requirements (German
Bundestag, 2017b: 3; German Bundestag, 2018a: 15; Beckmann, 2020:
Appendix C; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C; DEK, 2019: 25). Furthermore, it is
unknown what biases the systems have, how they are considered and
addressed in the decision-making process - from the moment the systems
make sugges,ons to their interpreta,on and usage in the ﬁnal asylum
decisions (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C). As policy documents and statements
of the Federal Oﬃce in regard to IDM-S consistently underline that ﬁnal
decisions are made by human beings instead of digital systems, it seems
that no jus,ﬁca,on issues exist from the administra,on’s perspec,ve
(Biseli, 2020: Appendix C). Nevertheless, the results of the systems have an
inﬂuence on the overall decision-making process of employees, which in
certain known cases can be traced back to asylum ﬁles, as Biselli (2020:
Appendix C) explained. Yet, decision-makers are not required to document
their decision-making and discre,on process, crea,ng space for risks of
abuse (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). The lack of transparency regarding
the interpreta,on of the systems’ results is even greater in the case of the
analysis of mobile devices: As the read-out data is immediately deleted
once the automated report is generated, decision-makers de facto have to
rely on unveriﬁable, summarised claims included in the reports (Beckmann,
2020: Appendix C; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C).
Insuﬃciencies rela,ng to the quality of asylum decisions, however, remain a
major issue for the Federal Oﬃce regardless of the use of digital
iden,ﬁca,on systems (Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C; Idler and Mantel,
2016; German Bundestag, 2020f). According to Bartolucci (2020: Appendix
C), it were primarily the courts that made a suﬃcient assessment of the
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facts because the hearing procedures at the BAMF were carried out poorly.
Indeed, sta,s,cal informa,on indicates that administra,ve courts
subsequently corrected 26,4 percent of nega,ve asylum decisions issued
by the Federal Oﬃce in 2019 (content-related decisions). The error rate
concerning asylum seekers from Afghanistan, for example, was as high as
48,7 percent (Jelpke, 2020; German Bundestag, 2020f; cf. German
Bundestag, 2017g).

4.3.3 Instrumental issues: Eﬀec+veness and eﬃciency
In line with poli,cal legi,macy, performance assessments need to consider
both the eﬀec,veness and eﬃciency of IDM-S. This requires making the
best use of available resources in rela,on to the set aims. All outcomes
should result from scien,ﬁcally designed procedures and ra,onal
opera,ons.
A response to a small request indicates that between 2017 and 2019 a
total of 17.356.342 euros was spent on IDM-S, among others, 2.062.159
euros on the biometric dialect recogni,on, 3.077.628 euros on the name
translitera,on and analysis, and 11.203.664 euros on the read-out and
analysis of data devices (German Bundestag, 2018a: 14-25; cf. German
Bundestag, 2018c: 32).17 Product tes,ngs during the proof of concept
phase amounted to 844.263 euros (German Bundestag, 2018a: 22-25).
Addi,onal costs for qualiﬁca,on measures of employees were as high as

Based on economic assessments by the government as of July 2018, gross amounts
(Ibid.).
17
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168.628 euros in 2017 (Ibid.: 15). While the expenses for the analysis of
mobile devices were ini,ally es,mated at 3.200.000 euros, the actual costs
for this measure exceed these es,mates by far (Federal Government,
2017c: 3). Compared to technical components, costs for addi,onal
qualiﬁca,on measure were rather low. As sonware and hardware need to
be maintained regularly, it can be assumed that each year addi,onal
running costs, especially for support and licence renewals occur. A recent
freedom of informa,on request to disclose the cost-beneﬁt analysis in
regard to IDM-S was rejected by the government with reference, among
others, to poten,al interferences with future procurement procedures
(BAMF, 2020i: 4).
Of the three systems, the name translitera,on and analysis serves two
purposes: translitera,ng Arabic names and making references to the
applicant’s country of origin (BAMF, 2019a: 41). No performance
evalua,ons were made available on the former while some details exist on
the laBer func,onality. The database of TraLitA contains approximately one
billion names from all over the world, however, the system is applied only
to Arabic names (German Bundestag, 2018a: 24). Entries are broken down
into several parts (so-called tokens) for which frequency sta,s,cs are
compiled (Ibid.). Success scores for all Arabic states were tested based on
20.000 real names per country (Ibid.). For Syria and Iraq the system
achieves a success rate between 85 and 90 percent, whereas for Maghreb
states the rate reaches 35 percent. This result might be due to the historic
mixtures of French and Italian languages, as the government claims (Ibid.).
While internal instruc,ons imply that TraLitA should be used as a standard
procedure during registra,on for Arabic names, it seems that sta,s,cs for
only 1.443 use cases were recorded as of April 2018 - more than six
months aner implementa,on (Ibid.: 26). For the majority of these cases (39
percent) references to the country of origin were not veriﬁable, followed by
34 percent that did not support the claims of applicants. In two percent no
references could be made at all, and in 25 percent the results supported
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the claims of asylum applicants (Ibid.).
While the lack of transparency remains an issue, the quality improvement
of translitera,ons represents a legi,mate aim (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C). As
the procedure follows standardised rules (character A is transformed into
character B), it can contribute to elimina,ng spelling mistakes (Ibid.).
However, making references to the country of origin based on an
applicant’s name is problema,c. It seems the higher the diversity of names
in a country is, the more complex the analysis gets and the more useless
the result become (Ibid.). What’s more important: It cannot be assumed that
a person’s name corresponds with state borders. Names are inﬂuenced by
culture, personal preferences, religious beliefs, by changes in popularity
etc.. There are no binding rules that forbid to name a child with, for
example, a German na,onality, “Anthony” or any name other than “Horst”.
Even if the data base contained more names, the problem of complex social
dynamics at play s,ll remain. During the interview, no (known) cases could
be conﬁrmed where the system’s results had inﬂuenced asylum decisions
(Ibid.).
The automa,c dialect recogni,on makes reference to a region of origin
based on a biometric speech sample of asylum applicants (BAMF, 2017a:
Sprachbiometrie, Übersicht). To provide results, recorded speech is
compared to exis,ng data models of the system - which is comprised of
8.000 validated speech samples (German Bundestag, 2018a: 15). These
samples are based on recordings of speakers from varying gender and age
groups (German Bundestag, 2017b: 9). According to the government, more
than 25 languages and dialects are stored, however, the system is applied
only to Arabic dialects: Gulf, Iraqi, Maghrebi, Egyp,an, and Levan,ne
(BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.2; German Bundestag, 2018a: 10; BAMF, 2018b).
Between September 2017 and November 2018, it was applied 6.284 ,mes
(German Bundestag, 2018a: 5). Performance results, however, were only
recorded in 2.333 cases (Ibid.: 12). The government (Ibid.) added that the
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diﬀerence was due to the ,me lag between the genera,on of the speech
report prior to the hearing and the later manual entry of the results. Of
these recorded cases, the outcomes were congruent with statements of
asylum applicants on 1.906 occasions (82 percent), whereas in 427 cases
(18 percent) they were not (Ibid.). The average success rate reaches about
85 percent across all dialects, for Arabic-Levan,ne it is over 90 percent
(Ibid.:13). Common issues are short net speaking dura,ons of applicants
during the recording and the low number of underlying speech models
(German Bundestag, 2018d: 8). Poten,al eﬀects of linguis,c disabili,es,
such as stuBering and lisping, are taken into account only during the
hearing procedure (Ibid. 9). According to the government, the
implementa,on of the system is considered a success not least because it
promoted the digitalisa,on of public administra,ons (German Bundestag,
2018a: 15). The e-government award and requests by the Federal Oﬃce’s
partner organisa,ons underline this statement of success, as the
government argued (Ibid.).
While the success rate might appear high from a technical perspec,ve, its
signiﬁcance is not reliable as only an average for the performance of all
dialects is provided. Individual rates, especially the lowest, are not
men,oned. From a human rights perspec,ve, an average success rate of 85
percent s,ll means that in 15 percent of the cases individuals concerned
may face problems in asylum proceedings. Asylum decisions require special
diligence due to the severity of consequences and possibly life threatening
dangers that individuals face, if their asylum claims are wrongfully rejected.
In this regard, the ques,on is why an average error rate of 15 percent
seems to be poli,cally accepted and whether the same rate would sa,sfy
expecta,ons in other workﬂows and circumstances within public
administra,ons. The interviews conﬁrmed that results of the system can be
inaccurate and inﬂuence asylum decisions in a nega,ve way. In one case,
the system’s results suggested that individuals from Afghanistan were
German na,ve speakers - which was not the case (Biselli, 2020: Appendix
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C). While this is a rather obvious mistake, other instances were more
complex. Biselli (Ibid.) referred to a person whose asylum claim was rejected
shortly aner the automa,c dialect recogni,on was applied. The system’s
results suggested that the person spoke Turkish with a 63 percent and
Hebrew with a 22 percent likelihood (case details were changed to ensure
anonymity). In fact, the individual was from Irak and spoke the Kurdish
dialect Sorani that was not detected (Biselli, 2018; cf. Biselli 2017b). Results
implying a high degree of conformity with one dialect do not necessarily
correspond with the actual dialect spoken by an asylum applicant. Because
the algorithmic func,oning of the system is unknown, and so is the
distribu,on of test samples across languages, it cannot be conclusively
determined how accurate and reliable the ﬁnal results are. In comparison, a
scien,ﬁc study which inves,gated diﬀerent approaches for automa,c
dialect iden,ﬁca,on in Arabic broadcast speech concluded that for the ﬁve
most widely used dialects - Egyp,an, Gulf, Levan,ne, North African and
Modern Standard Arabic - the accuracy was only about 59 percent (Ali,
Dehak, Cardinal, Khurana, Yella, Glass, Bell and Renals, 2016). This is almost
comparable with a coin toss, as Biselli (2020: Appendix C) adds. There are
more issues that are not suﬃciently considered by the Federal Oﬃce when
u,lising the results of the automa,c dialect recogni,on. For example,
dialects do not automa,cally correspond with state boarders. Even if a
region of origin is assessed, this indica,on cannot be associated with
na,onality. Languages and especially dialects, are dynamic and subject to
rapid changes. It is unlikely that technical systems are able to grasp the full
phone,c diversity of one language let alone of ﬁve (Biselli, 2020: Appendix
C). Moreover, individuals to whom the system is applied are asylum seekers
and refugees - persons whose language and dialect are further shaped by
their experiences during their journey. The way how a person speaks and
possibly adopts a na,ve dialect in accordance with the given situa,on,
especially when facing authori,es, may be inﬂuenced by experiences of
discrimina,on. If individuals belong to minority groups who could be
dis,nguished by their language and were therefore subject to abuse, it
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seems natural to alter speech as a means of self-protec,on. The Federal
Oﬃce seems to acknowledge to some extent the existence of cri,cal views
among linguists about the accuracy of language analyses and dialect
recogni,ons, nevertheless, it is stated: “There are (...) pronounced
diﬀerences between the various trends in linguis,c research. We took a
diﬀerent approach and worked primarily with algorithm experts. (…) Experts
helped us to convert phone,cs into codes.”18
Finally, the analysis of data devices aims at verifying the claims of an asylum
applicant based on the processing of personal data found on mobile
devices (BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobile Datenträgern, Übersicht).
While recent sta,s,cs for the other two systems date back to December
2018, the latest informa,on about the analysis of mobile devices includes
its performance un,l the end of 2019. Between January and December
2019, 10.116 devices were read out from ﬁrst applicants without passports
or passport replacements aged 14 years and above (German Bundestag,
2020f: 33). In 4.582 (about 45 percent) cases, decision-makers requested
the ﬁnal report of the analysis, of which 3.436 (about 75 percent) were
granted by fully qualiﬁed lawyers employed at the Federal Oﬃce (Ibid.: 34).
Compared to the total number of read-outs, this means that about 34
percent were considered as part of the asylum decision. In about 40
percent (966 reports) of these considered cases iden,ty claims of asylum
applicants were conﬁrmed, whereas in about two percent (52 reports) they
were refuted. In the majority of all considered reports - about 58 percent
(1.381 reports) - no usable results could be determined (Ibid.: 35).

Own transla,on. Original text: “Es gibt (…) ausgeprägte Diﬀerenzen zwischen den
verschiedenen Strömungen der Sprachforschung. Wir haben einen anderen Ansatz
gewählt und primär mit Experten für Algorithmen zusammengearbeitet. (…) Experten
haben uns dabei geholfen, Phone,k in Codes umzuwandeln” (Richter, as cited in Frank,
2018: 22).
18
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The analysis showed that more devices were read out than were actually
considered for the evalua,on of an applicant’s claim. At the same ,me,
these sta,s,cs suggest that the analysis of data devices is not suitable to
provide any substan,al let alone reliable references to the na,onality or
iden,ty of a person concerned. According to Beckmann (2020: Appendix
C), the connec,on between data derived from mobile devices and
statements of iden,ty or na,onality are par,cularly weak in regard to the
aﬀected group. Even if data suppose to provide only leads into the claims,
the analysis is based on extremely poor indicators. For example, country
and domain codes of websites (which are used for analysis) have no direct
connec,on to the na,onality of a person. During their journey, asylum
seekers pass through various countries and are likely to seek informa,on on
the loca,ons they are passing through. Diﬃcul,es during their journey
might cause them to stay longer in countries not of their origin before they
can con,nue travelling. In ,mes of war and rapidly changing regional
conﬂicts, it is likely that families are geographically dispersed and that, for
example, area codes of their phone numbers diﬀer from their country of
origin (Ibid.). Moreover, results strongly depend on how a person is using
the device, for what purpose, in what circumstances and for how long. That
these aspects are poorly considered before the measure is applied was
conﬁrmed during the interviews. Beckmann (Ibid.) referred to a case where
the mobile device of an individual who resided lawfully in Germany for six
years was analysed during review procedures.19 Considering the place of
this person’s residence (e.g. Germany) and the life cycle of a mobile phone
which is about three to four years, it is unrealis,c that contained data could
provide any valuable insights in accordance with the overall purpose of the
measure (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C).

These procedures are carried out by the Federal Oﬃce to assess whether the
circumstances for asylum or refugee protec,on s,ll exist. If the situa,on in the country of
origin improves, then the protec,on status might be revoked under certain condi,ons
(BAMF, 2019h).
19
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It is unclear whether and to what extent IDM-S was subject to scien,ﬁc,
independent evalua,ons, despite the fact that the three systems were
applied to thousands of asylum cases (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C). Regarding
the automa,c dialect recogni,on, an evalua,on was implied in 2017
(German Bundestag, 2017b: 9). However, several follow-up enquiries and a
recent freedom of informa,on request revealed no progress as of May
2020 (BAMF, 2020i: 4; German Bundestag, 2018a: 14). Sta,s,cs for IDMS are by large fragmented as the performance was not tracked consistently
and throughly (German Bundestag, 2018c: 31; German Bundestag, 2018a:
12; German Bundestag, 2019a: 28-29). Only marginal indicators are used
that refer to basic documenta,ons in asylum ﬁles about whether references
to the country of origin made by the three systems support the statements
of the individual concerned, whether there was no reference or whether
the reference could not be veriﬁed (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.2 - 3.4; BAMF,
2017a). In terms of quality control and monitoring, no informa,on is
available. Furthermore, it is not assessed if results of the systems nega,vely
inﬂuence asylum decisions (German Bundestag, 2018a: 13-26; German
Bundestag, 2018d: 7; German Bundestag, 2019b: 14; German Bundestag,
2020f: 35). Thus, experiences and (un)intended eﬀects of IDM-S on asylum
seekers are en,rely ignored. The analysis indicates that IDM-S performs
poorly in rela,on to its aim of making useful indica,ons to the na,onality or
origin of a person concerned. The most expensive measure, the analysis of
mobile data devices, provides no useful results in the majority of cases, yet
it is s,ll applied. The Federal Oﬃce stated recently: “The read-out of mobile
data devices is currently the most important instrument for iden,ty
veriﬁca,ons.”20

Own transla,on. Original text: “Das Auslesen mobiler Datenträger stellt momentan das
wich,gste Instrument zur Iden,tätsüberprüfung dar” (BAMF, 2020j: 2).
20
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This measure’s legal background was not assessed either. Bartolucci (2020:
Appendix C) underlined that asylum legisla,ons generally lack assessments
of their eﬀec,veness despite the government’s high ambi,on to introduce
ever more restric,ve measures. Na,onality references made by the name
translitera,on and analysis are vague, while the average success rates of
the automa,c dialect recogni,on are not reliable from a human rights
perspec,ve. In all cases, the IDM-S indica,ons to iden,ty and na,onality
are based on simpliﬁed assump,ons about social reality as well as the
informa,ve value of the underlying and processed data. Thus, the overall
performance does not sa,sfy the ra,onality and accuracy criteria that
should be reﬂected in eﬀec,veness and eﬃciency considera,ons of state
prac,ces.

4.3.4 Rights-based issues: Asylum seekers’ right to
privacy
The rule of law is a necessary basis of legi,mate state prac,ces. Hence, this
sec,on focuses on issues related to asylum seekers’ right to privacy. The
analysed documents contain ﬁrst and foremost basic technical and
opera,onal guidelines applicable in iden,ty determina,on procedures at
the Federal Oﬃce whereas explicit and detailed elabora,ons on asylum
seekers’ right to privacy do not exist in regard to IDM-S.
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4.3.4.1 Lawfulness, fairness, transparency and consent
The ﬁrst principle of privacy and data protec,on requires that the collec,on
and processing of data is carried out by fair and lawful means, including
through transparent policies (UN General Assembly, 2018: para. 29). If data
is collected and processed in breach of any statutory provision, then the
ac,on is considered unlawful. Both TraLitA and DIAS have a legal foo,ng as
the previous analysis outlined. Regarding the analysis of data devices,
diﬀerent interpreta,ons as to the lawfulness of the underlying provisions
are possible. The majority of statements put forward the view that its legal
founda,on is uncons,tu,onal and should be rejected (Beckmann, 2020:
Appendix C; German Bar Associa,on, 2017; Voßhoﬀ, 2017; PRO ASYL,
2017a). Other legal opinions might conclude that exis,ng provisions need
to be narrowed down to achieve conformity with cons,tu,onally
guaranteed rights (“in verfassungskonformer Auslegung”), as Beckmann
(2020: Appendix C) points out. In both cases, the main issue pertains to the
circumstance that the right to privacy is not suﬃciently respected. Rather,
the exis,ng legisla,on is adopted very broadly in prac,ce (Ibid.). This
ﬁnding can be underpinned with several examples. While the Federal Oﬃce
repeatedly underlines that the analysis of data devices is only carried out if
individuals are unable to provide a passport or passport replacement,
internal documents indicate non-compliance with this statements. Even
though aﬀected individuals are able to present a passport upon registra,on,
they s,ll may be subject to the said measure if the authen,city of their
documents cannot be veriﬁed conclusively on the spot (BAMF, 2019c: PTU,
4; Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C). At this ﬁrst
stage of the physical-technical examina,on, machine-readable documents
from all countries of origin are scanned and examined visually. Papers are
accepted from Syria, Iraq, Iran, Eritrea, Ukraine, Afghanistan and the Russian
Federa,on (BAMF, 2019c: PTU, 4). Documents from other countries and
those that are not machine-readable are send to a specialised examina,on
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oﬃce for the second-stage PTU (Ibid.: PTU, 5-6). If this is the case, then it
is assumed that the individual’s iden,ty could not be established and,
therefore, it is seen as valid to read out the devices (BAMF, 2018c: chapter
3.1.1). Same prac,ces occur in situa,ons where an available passport
cannot be submiBed immediately because other authori,es are in
possession of the individuals’ documents (BAMF, 2018k: chapter 1). The
following illustra,on depicts the PTU stages (“1./2. Prüfebene”) and
indicates that devices are read-out if documents are send to the second
stage of PTU (“Dokumentenechtheit nicht nachweisbar, Auslesen”):

Illustra,on 2: PTU stages and the read-out of mobile devices (Source: BAMF,
2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern, Nutzung)
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There are several implica,ons to these ﬁndings that diverge from the
requirements of the principles of fairness and transparency. Reasons and
situa,ons for which individuals are not themselves responsible are
construed to their disadvantage even if passports are available. The
measure is applied primarily to the advantage of the Federal Oﬃce: Devices
are read out as early as possible in the process to ensure that personal
informa,on is available to authori,es. The transparency of the policy can
be contested because the communica,on of the Federal Oﬃce suggests a
more narrow interpreta,on of the law which is not congruent with its
prac,ce. It can be disputed whether this applica,on is covered by the
wording of the law that permits the interference with privacy only in cases
where a passport cannot be provided (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15,
subsec,on 2, number 6; Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). This means that
the interests of asylum seekers are not considered which results in the
viola,on of the principle of fairness. According to Beckmann (2020:
Appendix C), a privacy-intrusive measure such as the analysis of data
devices is to date exclusively employed in law enforcement and only to
cases with concrete suspicions of a crime in combina,on with a judicial
reserva,on. This means that asylum seekers are the only groups - despite
their vulnerable status - targeted by this surveillance-like measure in
Germany which stresses the underlying discrimina,ve nature of the
prac,ce, emana,ng directly from the state (Ibid.).
Furthermore, this ﬁrst principle requires that data collec,on and processing
is based on freely given, speciﬁc, informed and unambiguous consent (UN
General Assembly, 2018: para. 29). For asylum seekers both the
registra,on and iden,ty determina,on procedures are mandatory, meaning
that individuals have to provide personal informa,on about themselves to
be protected by the host state and to be able to access crucial services.
Due to their vulnerable, precarious situa,on, it seems that they have no
other choice than to abide by demands put forward. While it is
understandable that governments need to request informa,on to process
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applica,ons, the way how such procedures are carried out is essen,al and
concerning the prac,ces of the Federal Oﬃce far from ideal.
Regarding the analysis of mobile data, upon request, individuals must
submit their devices to employees of the Federal Oﬃce for the gathering
and processing of personal data. This prac,ce is not based on (freely given)
consent but instead rests on a legal norm and duty introduced by the Act to
Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on to Leave the Country
(Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). If individuals refuse to hand over their
devices, instruc,ons are given to address both the legal duty to cooperate
and the possibility that the asylum applica,on in ques,on may be
considered withdrawn as a consequence of non-compliance (BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 3.1.1). Although guidelines at the Federal Oﬃce state that the
ministry has no op,on to use coercion to obtain devices, in fact asylum
seekers are forced or, in other words, persuaded to provide their data under
such pressure and thread (Ibid.; BAMF, 2020k). In any way, the legal duty to
hand over the mobile devices does not exempt the Federal Oﬃce from its
transparency obliga,ons. The ministry has to inform aﬀected persons about
the gathering and processing of data to achieve the openness required. In
prac,ce, the Federal Oﬃce requests an informed consent protocol signed
by the individual concerned (Ibid). Such records, however, only indicate
whether devices were handed over or not, in addi,on to a conﬁrma,on
that instruc,ons on the legal obliga,on to cooperate were given (BAMF,
2019i: D1705). Neither wriBen nor verbal informa,on is provided in detail
as conﬁrmed by the interviews, meaning the necessary criteria of informed,
unambiguous consent is not sa,sﬁed. Biselli (2020: Appendix C), who
spoke to several asylum seekers about their experiences, stated that in this
situa,on individuals onen did not understand what was happening and why
as the procedure was not explained to them. Aﬀected asylum seekers also
worried about their rela,ves and friends whose informa,on was accessible
on their devices (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). It is this moment of fear when persons hand over their phones expec,ng that all data can be
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accessed by authori,es - which intensiﬁes the fundamental rights and
privacy viola,on. As Beckmann (Ibid.) explained further, such acts can
ul,mately alter a persons behaviour, trigger anxiety and lead to a loss of
conﬁdence - all decisive factors for asylum procedures that require
individuals to recite their deeply personal histories of persecu,on.
Bartolucci (2020: Appendix C) underlined this aspect that results in the
severe erosion of trust in the rela,onship between authori,es and asylum
seekers very early on in the asylum proceedings which makes it especially
diﬃcult for aﬀected individuals to speak freely and openly. The prac,ces of
the Federal Oﬃce were not yet evaluated by the supervising authority for
data protec,on concerning their compliance with necessary informa,on
requirements, for example, as outlined in the GDPR, Art 12 and 13 because
the latest review was undertaken before the GDPR entered into force in
May 2018 (BfDI, 2020: Appendix D.2, 2; cf. European Union, 2016: L119,
GDPR, 39-41).
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Similar issues are encountered in regard to the other two analysed IDM-S
systems. For the name translitera,on, no informa,on is provided to asylum
applicants before the measure is applied, as the Federal Oﬃce’s response
to a freedom of informa,on request indicates (BAMF, 2020l). Thus, it can
be assumed that individuals are not aware that their names are being
automa,cally analysed. Regarding the biometric dialect recogni,on,
applicants receive a separate document where they indicate - with their
signature - that they were informed about the reasons and procedure of
this measure. However, this document does not contain detailed
informa,on on, for example, how their data is analysed and on what legal
basis this measure is based on. Instead, it outlines that individuals were not
able to prove their origin and, therefore, an automa,c dialect analysis of
two to three minutes can help to determine that informa,on (BAMF,
2020m). Similar to the analysis of data devices, it seems that “consent” is
implied or, rather, considered as an administra,ve necessity while no actual
eﬀorts are put into providing suﬃcient informa,on and ensuring that
individuals are informed about the procedure and systems aﬀec,ng them
directly (BAMF, 2020l). Ini,al instruc,ons (“Erstbelehrung”), that individuals
receive upon issuing their asylum applica,on, provide some informa,on on
data collec,on and processing, however, they relate to the en,re asylum
procedure and contain general claims, such as that data are shared among
various authori,es (which are not speciﬁed), that data are processed in
iden,ty determina,ons, and that complaints can be made to the BfDI
(BAMF, 2020k). However, the rela,onship between the Federal Oﬃce and
the BfDI is not clariﬁed. Throughout the document, the obliga,on to
provide data is men,oned in combina,on with the threat that noncompliance may lead to the termina,on of asylum procedures (Ibid.: 7).
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4.3.4.2 Purpose speciﬁca+on and limita+on
For privacy interferences to be in accordance with ICCPR, this principle
requires that data is gathered and processed for an explicit, speciﬁc and
limited purpose (UN General Assembly, 2018: para. 29). Where there is
imbalance of power, this rule ensures that individuals keep some control
over their personal informa,on that cannot be re-purposed in ways that
they do not expect. Regarding the analysis of data devices, the law states
that the measure is permiBed to determine the iden,ty and na,onality of
the person concerned (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on 15a, subsec,on
1). The legal basis for both the name translitera,on and analysis system as
well as the automa,c dialect recogni,on outlines the purpose of
documen,ng, establishing and verifying iden,ty (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act,
sec,on 16; BAMF, 2018l). According to Beckmann (2020: Appendix C), the
term “iden,ty” has to be interpreted in the context of the law. It refers to
the na,onality of individuals and to informa,on that can be found on their
passports (Ibid.).
The possibility to collect and process vast amounts of data has undoubtedly
awaken new poli,cal desires. In rela,on to privacy, signs of func,on creep a process described as the gradual widening of the use of technical systems
beyond their original purpose - can be evidenced (EDPS, 2012: 7).
Regarding the analysis of mobile devices, past discussions about the
recording of travel routes indicate these new possible direc,ons. As
geographical data is already collected, it would be easy to extend the
original purpose (Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 103). The
fact that the Federal Oﬃce broadly applies exis,ng legal provisions causes
concerns. JuBa Cordt (as cited in Seibert, 2017: 3), then president of the
Federal Oﬃce, argued that an extension of the legal basis to cover content
analysis of pictures would be desirable. In 2018, the government conﬁrmed
that an evalua,on of the technical and legal opportuni,es for the extension
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of the analysis of data devices was under review (German Bundestag,
2018a: 22). Furthermore, the Federal Oﬃce is ac,vely promo,ng IDM-S
on the European level with the aim to deploy these systems elsewhere
(German Bundestag, 2017b: 5; BAMF, 2018b). This observa,on applies to
the name translitera,on and analysis system as well as to the automa,c
dialect recogni,on (Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 24; BAMF, 2019a: 42).
For example, Richter (as cited in Frank, 2018: 24) stated in an interview
that DIAS could be beneﬁcial throughout the en,re refugee management,
including EU’s border control and other migra,on and refugee related
contact points administered by governments.

4.3.4.3 Minimisa+on
Excessive data collec,ons and processing pose signiﬁcant risks from an
individual’s rights and an informa,on security perspec,ve (Privacy
Interna,onal, 2018: 41-42). Therefore, the third key principle is concerned
with the limita,on of the amount, type and reten,on period of data being
collected from individuals (UN General Assembly, 2018: para. 29). In the
case of the name translitera,on and analysis as well as the automa,c
dialect recogni,on, the type and amount of data is limited to the applicant’s
name, a speech sample and personal indica,ons of origin. Data is deleted
ten years aner the enforceable comple,on of the asylum procedure (BMJV,
2016: Asylum Act, sec,on 16, subsec,on 6; BAMF, 2018l).
Regarding the analysis of data devices, the Federal Oﬃce (BAMF, 2018a:
chapter 3.1) stated that on the basis of reconcilia,ons with the BMI and
the BfDI “predeﬁned data points” (“vordeﬁnierte Datenpunkte”) are read
out. Richter claimed: “It is about accessing - once, in a sta,c, retrospec,ve
manner - a very limited ﬁeld of data that does not depict the content of
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communica,on or the content of images, but rather the so-called metadata
which provide informa,on about iden,ty and the country of origin.”21
Contrary to what the Federal Oﬃce appears to imply, this measure violates
against the principle of minimisa,on. Considering the references spread
across policy documents, the following is collected: metadata of pictures,
contact informa,on, messages, telephone lists (BAMF, 2018m);
geographical informa,on of pictures, apps, login-informa,on to social
networks (Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 103); informa,on
on spoken languages found, for example, in browser history, e-mails and
chats (Ibid.); contact informa,on on the SIM card used, calls, calendar,
MMS, e-mails, ﬁles on the device and the memory card (BAMF, 2017a:
Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern, SchriB 9 - Daten auslesen). Because
the data collec,on technically depends on the device and opera,ng
system, the type and amount of gathered informa,on varies on a case by
case basis (Ibid.). Nevertheless, the prevailing idea is that all informa,on
from these iden,ﬁed sources is made accessible to authori,es. While the
training manual indicates that deleted informa,on cannot be used, the
government refused to state publicly for reasons of conﬁden,ality if
encrypted data were accessed (German Bundestag, 2018a: 22). No
exhaus,ve list of all types of accessed data is provided by the Federal
Oﬃce.
Based on these collected data, a ﬁnal report is automa,cally generated
which contains the following informa,on:

Own transla,on. Original text: “Es geht darum, einmal sta,sch rückwirkend auf ein ganz
begrenztes Datenfeld zuzugreifen, das nicht den Inhalt von Kommunika,on oder den
Inhalt von Bildern abbildet, sondern eben die sogenannten Metadaten, die Auskunn zu
Iden,tät und Herkunnsland darstellen” (Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a:
39).
21
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Categories

Data processed in the ﬁnal report
Time of extrac,on, data on asylum procedure, personal

1 General informa,on data of the asylum applicant, details on the fully qualiﬁed
lawyer in charge, device informa,on
2 Origin
Diagrams depic,ng the distribu,on of incoming and
2.1

Evalua,ons of

outgoing calls along the iden,ﬁed top-ﬁve countries;

calls

tables containing the country, dura,on and number of
calls with percentage ra,ngs
Diagrams depic,ng the distribu,on of incoming and

Evalua,ons of
2.2 messages and
chats

outgoing messages along the iden,ﬁed top-ﬁve countries;
tables containing the country and number of messages
with percentage ra,ngs; evalua,ons of languages used
and their frequencies for both incoming and outgoing
messages

Dialect analysis
2.3 of messages
and chats
2.4

Address book
and contacts

If Arabic languages are detected, then a dialect analysis is
carried out addi,onally.
Contact informa,on saved in the address book is
evaluated by quan,ty of contacts and by iden,ﬁed
country with percentages
Evalua,ons of accessed websites displayed according to

2.5

Browser and

their respec,ve country domains, loca,on data derived

loca,on data

from all apps are depicted separately by country in form
of a table and a map

3 Iden,ty
3.1

Informa,on on Names, account names, birthdays, and e-mail addresses
the device

derived from the device, including apps

Table 5: Analysis of mobile devices: Content of the cumula,ve report
(Source: Following BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern,
Ergebnisbericht)
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Data which is gathered during the read-out of devices is immediately
deleted as soon as the report is compiled (BMJV, 2020: Asylum Act, sec,on
15a, subsec,on 1, seen in conjunc,on with BMJV, 2017a: Residence Act,
sec,on 48, subsec,on 3a). If the fully qualiﬁed lawyer provides access to
the report, then it is stored for ten years as part of the corresponding
asylum ﬁle. If access is denied, the report is also deleted. In cases where
the decision-maker decides that the report is not necessary for iden,ty
determina,on, then it is likewise deleted immediately (Beckmann, 2020:
Appendix C; Biselli, 2020: Appendix C; BMJV, 2016: Asylum Act, sec,on
16, subsec,on 6). The dele,on and its reasons are recorded (BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 3.1.4).
The Federal Oﬃce jus,ﬁes this prac,ce by repea,ng that only metadata is
collected and that an evalua,on of the content itself does not take place
(Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 103; Ibid.: 20; BAMF,
2018c: chapter 3.1). Yet in result, content is being analysed, as Biselli
(2020: Appendix C) concludes. Biselli and Beckmann, who examined asylum
ﬁles as part of their work, conﬁrmed that login-informa,on to social
networks - in these concrete cases to googlemail and facebook - were
depicted under clear registra,on names. This means that authori,es knew
the e-mail address and facebook name of the applicant (Biselli, 2020:
Appendix C; Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). As the staﬀ training manual of
the Federal Oﬃce cites booking.com and da,ng apps as further examples,
it cannot be ruled out that informa,on found on these applica,ons is also
collected (BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern,
Ergebnisbericht, Umgang mit den Ergebnissen und Aussagekran des
Reports 4/4). At the same ,me, the ministry refuses to disclose a full list of
apps that it evaluates (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C). Undeniably, gathering
such informa,on does not only intrude into the core area of private life but
exposes the aﬀected person to even more risks and harms. Informa,on
derived from da,ng apps, for example, may give insights into a person’s
sexuality - details that are par,cular sensi,ve considering that such data
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might also intersect with causes of persecu,on in the country of origin
(Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). Furthermore, data collec,ons can directly
inﬂuence the asylum decision by proving incen,ves to u,lise this
informa,on. Biselli (2020: Appendix C) described one case where an
employee used the applicant’s facebook name to research the person on
the said plavorm and to check whether the informa,on found there could
corroborate the applicant’s claims: “[I]n the asylum ﬁle the evalua,on of this
facebook account could be traced where the person responsible at the
BAMF said: 'Here, look, you liked the soccer club from country X but then
said you are from [X], and this somehow does not quite ﬁt in.’”22 Eﬀec,vely,
this employee made a content analysis based on data derived from the
read-out (Ibid.).
Whereas the Federal Oﬃce claims that the “storage of data generated by
the BAMF for iden,ty determina,ons of applicants is not a maBer of data
acquisi,on 'in stock' but rather a regula,on with a clear and limited purpose
of iden,ty assurance. The storage of data (...) is, therefore, harmless in
accordance with sec,on 15a, subsec,on 1, sentence 2, Asylum Act seen in
conjunc,on with sec,on 48 subsec,on 3a of the Residence Act”23, this
assessment not only demonstrates the various types of data collected but,
at the same ,me, suggests that in each of these categories a high amount

Own transla,on. Original text: “[I]n der Asylakte war dann die Auswertung dieses
Facebook-Accounts zu sehen, wo der Bearbeiter des BAMF gesagt hat: ‘Hier, guck mal, du
hast da den Fußballclub aus dem Land X geliked, aber hast dann gesagt, du kommst dann
da her und das passt ja irgendwie nicht zusammen.’” (Ibid.).
22

Own transla,on. Original text: “Bei der Speicherung der durch das BAMF generierten
Daten zu Iden,tätssicherung von Antragstellern handelt es sich nicht um eine
Datengewinnung ‘auf Vorrat’, sondern um eine Regelung mit klarer und eingegrenzter
Zweckbes,mmung der Iden,tätssicherung. Die Sicherung von Daten (…) ist daher
unbedenklich nach § 15a Abs. 1 Satz 2 AsylG i.V.m. § 48 Abs. 3a AufenthG” (BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 3.1).
23
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of data is gathered and analysed. It is important to emphasise that through
such advanced forensic data collec,on and analysis techniques, the Federal
Oﬃce is gaining access to metadata and informa,on that even the aﬀected
persons themselves cannot access by regular means (e.g. as a mobile phone
user). Hence, individuals cannot an,cipate what conclusions about their
lives and iden,,es can be drawn from the analysed amount of data.
Especially without technical exper,se, it is impossible to presume what kind
of insights such technical interven,ons can pick up on. These factors not
only add to the severity of the privacy intrusion but also put the persons in
an even greater disadvantaged posi,on when they are interrogated about
the system’s results and asked to verify or explain connec,ons found in
data. Overall, the analysis of mobile data devices contributes to crea,ng
what PRO ASYL coined as the “transparent refugee” (“gläserner Flüchtling”)
(Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C). It remains unclear how these types and
amount of personal data conclusively relate to the na,onality of a person. It
seems that this aspect is assumed by the Federal Oﬃce while no speciﬁc
thoughts were given as to whether all data are necessary for the purpose.

4.3.4.4 Accuracy
The forth principle of privacy and data protec,on requires that collected
personal informa,on is accurate throughout the data lifecycle (UN General
Assembly, 2018: para. 29). As shown in the previous analysis, the collected
and processed data are not well-suited in rela,on to the desired aim
because of ﬂawed assump,ons about complex social seangs. Inaccuracy
can further arise during the interpreta,on of data and results. In general,
decision-makers are responsible for the usage and weigh,ng of the
system’s reports. However, the assessment shows that guidance on how to
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interpret results of the three systems were insuﬃciently covered in the
training manual and internal instruc,ons. In 2017, IDM-S was introduced to
regular and mandatory courses. For exis,ng staﬀ members a one-day
seminar was included to the training porvolio (German Bundestag, 2017b:
7). This seminar was divided into several sec,ons to cover all systems: 30
minutes each were spend on TraLitA and DIAS whereas 4,5 hours were
allocated for the introduc,on to the analysis of data devices (BAMF, 2017a:
Videoschulung). The course addressed both technical basics and prac,cal
applica,ons of IDM-S (German Bundestag, 2018d: 5).
Regarding TraLitA, no in-depth indica,ons on the calcula,on of results or
their limita,ons are given (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.4). Interpreta,ons for
the automa,c dialect recogni,on include only marginal informa,on.
Technical details, such as the Log Likelihood Ra,o - a scien,ﬁc measure to
indicate how well a dialect is recognised - are not explained. The signal-tonoise ra,o, which compares the level of background noise with that of the
desired speech, is marked as “not relevant” (“nicht relevant”) (BAMF, 2017a:
Sprachbiometrie, Ablauf). While probability distribu,ons across diﬀerent
dialects are presented, it is not explained how meaningful these values are
and what they mean in prac,ce (Ibid.). If decision-makers ﬁnd themselves in
stressful situa,ons, have to consider various asylum cases in a short period
of ,me, and do not know how to interpret these numbers, they might be
tempted to believe the system’s results (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C).
Contrary to the implica,ons that decisions are not based solely on these
reports, a small request revealed that “the spoken dialect is onen - in
addi,on to the informa,on provided by applicants - the only indica,on of
their origin.”24

Own transla,on. Original text: “(…) der gesprochene Dialekt [stellt] neben den Angaben
der Antragsteller häuﬁg das einzige Indiz für deren Herkunn [dar]” (German Bundestag,
2018a: 15).
24
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Regarding the analysis of mobile devices, the training manual lists four
circumstances to be considered in order to assess the signiﬁcance of the
informa,on contained in the ﬁnal reports. These include: how data is stored
on the device (smartphones contain more informa,on than feature phones),
how it was used and for how long, in addi,on to what type of data was
read-out (BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern, Ergebnisreport). Considering the use cases presented in the manual, it seems that
simpliﬁed claims were made to break down complexity. For example, it is
men,oned that the longer the device was in use, the more meaningful the
report is. Another case suggests that the more data is gathered, the more
valid the report will be (Ibid.). However, the signiﬁcance of the data in
rela,on to its general aim, namely to indicate a person’s iden,ty and origin,
is not reﬂected upon. The highest validity of a report is given to cases
where a high variety of applica,ons was read out. It remains unclear which
apps have higher or lower validity compared to others. In these cases,
instruc,ons are given to inves,gate diﬀerent iden,,es used in various
,meframes (Ibid.). It is not clariﬁed how these inves,ga,ons are carried out
and what boundaries exist.
At the ,me of wri,ng, it could not be determined whether the quality of
trainings has improved over the last two years (Biselli, 2020: Appendix C).
Nevertheless, these few examples indicate that insuﬃcient training
measures can cause addi,onal inaccuracies in the decision-making process.
In this regard, the Federal Oﬃce states that if discrepancies between the
individual’s claims and the system’s results occur, the persons aﬀected get
the opportunity in the personal hearing procedure to prove that their
claims are true (BAMF, 2018k: chapter 1). In general, the issue with
poten,al correc,ons is that decision-makers are not obliged to make
references to results of the reports. In other words, they can but don’t have
to - this depends on the individual delibera,on of the person in charge
(Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). In cases where discrepancies in reports are
explicitly or implicitly addressed, it is not guaranteed that aﬀected
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individuals fully understand the reason or source of doubt - especially
because they are not properly informed about the IDM-S proceedings
beforehand. As a general rule, asylum applicants are not allowed to see the
generated reports - unless they are accompanied by their lawyers which is
not the case for the majority of asylum seekers (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix
C; BAMF, 2018k: chapter 2; BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1.5).

4.3.4.5 Security measures
The vulnerability of informa,on that asylum seekers hand over for
processing require the provision of suﬃcient security measures and
safeguards (UN General Assembly, 2018: para. 29). Such safeguards might
include physical (e.g. locked doors), organisa,onal measures (e.g. access
control, implementa,on of data protec,on), and technical precau,ons (e.g.
encryp,on, anonymisa,on, pseudonymisa,on) to ensure adequate
protec,on (Privacy Interna,onal, 2018: 45).
The available documents provide marginal details on exis,ng security
measures. For the analysis of data devices instruc,ons are given to lock
doors of the relevant (server) rooms. The administrator’s laptop has to be
placed in a lockable cabinet (BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen
Datenträgern, Nutzung). For all three systems, the Federal Oﬃce seems to
use pseudonymisa,on to replace individuals’ names when data is collected
(BAMF, 2017a: Namenstranskrip,on, Nutzung; BAMF, 2017a: Sprachbiometrie, Nutzung; BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern,
Ablauf der Datenextrak,on). Personal informa,on of asylum applicants is
stored in the main MARiS ﬁle system at the Federal Oﬃce (BMJV, 2016:
Asylum Act, sec,on 16, subsec,on. 1). The latest report of the BfDI (2019:
75) which evaluated MARiS from a data protec,on and privacy perspec,ve
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indicated several ﬂaws. However, recommenda,ons were adopted
promptly in that access management was improved, more sophis,cated
access restric,ons were implemented and addi,onal security measures
were installed to ensure protec,on of especially sensi,ve data. At the end
of 2018, these implementa,on were in their ﬁnal stages (Ibid.).
While reports of the name translitera,on and analysis system as well as the
automa,c dialect recogni,on are directly transferred to MARiS, those of
the analysis of mobile devices are ﬁrst stored in the so-called “data
safe” (“Datentresor”) (BAMF, 2017a: Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern,
Nutzung). According to internal instruc,ons, these reports are protected
from access by third par,es. Further speciﬁca,ons are not provided (BAMF,
2018c: chapter 3.1). In general, access to this safe is managed by
administrators (German Bundestag, 2018a: 23). Lawyers eligible for judicial
oﬃce who approve the reports for decision-makers get access aner
providing proof of their qualiﬁca,ons (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1.3). Upon
receiving formal access requests from decision-makers, the said lawyers
carry out a “necessity and propor,onality” (“Erforderlichkeit und Verhältnismäßigkeit”) assessment and record their resul,ng decisions (BAMF, 2019i:
D1706; BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1.3). A nega,ve decision leads to the
denial of access. In case of a posi,ve assessment, the report is transferred
to MARiS and made available to the decision-maker in ques,on (BAMF,
2018c: chapter 3.1.3). Reports temporary stored in the “data safe” are
deleted in both cases - if access is denied and if reports are transferred to
the main ﬁle system (Ibid.). By using the formalised request procedure and a
,cke,ng system, the dele,on of data is recorded. Dele,on can be
requested by lawyers and those decision-makers who conclude that they
do not need the report in the ﬁrst place (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1.4).
While the role of the fully-qualiﬁed lawyers is intended as a control and
security measure to safeguard sensi,ve informa,on of asylum seekers,
prac,ce shows that this already low degree of protec,on can be en,rely
bypassed, namely if decision makers are themselves lawyers (BAMF, 2018c:
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chapter 3.1.3). Beckmann (2020: Appendix C) conﬁrmed in the interview
that she encountered a case where the person in charge for asylum
decisions unlocked the protected report for him or herself. This eﬀec,vely
means that in such cases no addi,onal safeguards apply.

4.3.4.6 Accountability
The ﬁnal principle of privacy and data protec,on requires that those who
collect and process personal data are accountable for their compliance with
exis,ng legal frameworks, principles and obliga,ons (UN General Assembly,
2018: para. 29). Actors “must be able to explain, show, and prove that they
respect people’s privacy” (Privacy Interna,onal, 2018: 46).
On the one hand, the previous ﬁndings demonstrated that the Federal
Oﬃce’s way to communicate, explain and prove compliance with privacy
regula,ons concerning the use of IDM-S was neither open nor proac,ve.
At the ,me of wri,ng, in-depth informa,on about the digital iden,ﬁca,on
systems was not available, for example, on the ministry’s website. IDM-S is
men,oned primarily in rela,on to press statements (event-based) and the
digitalisa,on agenda, emphasising in-house technical innova,ons (BAMF,
2017d; BAMF, 2019a; BAMF, 2020n). The lack of transparency directly
aﬀects accountability: The Federal Oﬃce seems to be unwilling to engage
meaningfully with the public forum concerning its prac,ces. On the other
hand, it remains diﬃcult for aﬀected persons to hold authori,es
accountable. Counselling sessions organised by the Federal Oﬃce are not
independent and referrals to lawyers specialised in asylum legisla,ons are
not provided (Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C). The analysis showed that
asylum seekers are unlikely to ﬁle complaints against authori,es who
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violate their right to privacy. A request to the BfDI (2020: Appendix D.2, 1)
demonstrates that not a single complaint was issued by asylum seekers
since the analysis of mobile devices was implemented in 2017 (Beckmann,
2020: Appendix C). Due to fear of poten,al consequences in regard to
asylum decisions, it can be assumed that individuals do not want to put
themselves at addi,onal risks by being vocal about their experiences or
poten,al injus,ces that they encountered during asylum procedures. In
uncertain circumstances related to asylum status, it seems reasonable that
asylum seekers are primarily concerned with the outcome of their asylum
applica,on (Bartolucci, 2020: Appendix C). For the prepara,on of the law
suit against the Federal Oﬃce’s analysis of mobile data devices, it took a
long ,me to ﬁnd suitable cases and individuals willing to go through the
lengthy process (Ibid.; Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C). Even in a successful
scenario, Beckmann (2020: Appendix C) es,mated that it might take more
than six years to clarify this issue and hold the Federal Oﬃce accountable which is why the government has a special responsibility for ensuring
fundamental rights protec,on during the legisla,ve process.
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4.3.4.7 Alterna+ve and less intrusive measures
Under the ICCPR, privacy-interfering measures must be the least intrusive
op,ons available to comply with the principles of propor,onality (UN
General Assembly, 2018: para. 10; UNHCR, 2010). Regarding IDM-S, no
public informa,on is available on whether an analysis of alterna,ve
measures was carried out prior to the development of the digital systems. It
is also unclear whether exis,ng mechanisms were evaluated to understand
how they could be improved to beBer serve the purpose of determining
and verifying iden,ty and na,onality of individuals seeking asylum.
According to Bartolucci (2020: Appendix C), such alterna,ves could include
the use of diﬀerent ques,oning techniques to beBer assess the country of
origin during the personal hearing. Instead of handing over their mobile
phones, applicants could be asked to provide speciﬁc pieces of informa,on
stored on their device (Ibid.). As IDM-S is intended to collect informa,on
which is used in prepara,on for the hearing procedure, the hearing itself is
not considered a less intrusive op,on of iden,ty determina,ons (BAMF,
2018c: chapter 3.1).
While the legal founda,on of the analysis of data devices provides that the
measure should only be used if less intrusive op,ons were exhausted,
prac,ce shows that these lenient means were not thought out. Internal
instruc,ons clearly outline that all three IDM-S systems are applied in
parallel and independently (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1). BAMF clariﬁes
therein: “Eventually, only those documents that can prove the iden,ty by
means of a photograph and that can be examined for their authen,city by
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the Federal Oﬃce can be considered as lenient means.”25 As the previous
analysis showed, documents need to pass the ﬁrst stage of PTU - only then
mobile devices are not read out (Beckmann, 2020: Appendix C; Biselli,
2020: Appendix C). This eﬀec,vely means that - apart from the passport
which is the standardised procedure - there are no less-intrusive measures
that the Federal Oﬃce actually resorts to. Similar rules apply in regard to
the automa,c dialect recogni,on: According to internal instruc,ons it is
used unless a passports or passport replacement - which is considered a
lenient op,on - can be checked and conﬁrmed as valid without doubts
(BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.2; BAMF, 2017a: Sprachbiometrie, Ablauf; BAMF,
2018i).
Apart from this digital recogni,on to determine the spoken dialect of
asylum applicants, the Federal Oﬃce can also commission language experts
to carry out a scien,ﬁc speech and text analysis (S-T-A, “Sprach- und
Textanalyse”) in cases of doubt (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 4). The process
requires a speech recording of about 30 minutes (German Bundestag
2017d: 7). Compared to results of the automa,c dialect recogni,on, these
expert reports are legally binding and can be used as evidence in the court
of law (German Bundestag 2017d: 7). When asked to jus,fy this new digital
approach to speech assessments, the government (Ibid.) argued that the
automa,c analysis represents an “independent, objec,ve and scalable
method” (“unabhängige, objek,ve und skalierbare Methode”) to determine
the origin of an aﬀected person “by easy means” (“mit einfachen MiBeln”).
The diﬀerence between two and 30 minutes speech recordings stems from
the circumstance that during S-T-As several speakers are recorded (e.g. the

Own transla,on. Original text: “Als mildere MiBel kommen letztendlich nur Dokumente
in Betracht, die durch ein Lichtbild die Iden,tät belegen können und vom Bundesamt auf
ihre Echtheit überprün werden können” (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 3.1).
25
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asylum applicant, interpreter, decision-maker). Therefore, as claimed by
authori,es, speech recordings require special expert evalua,ons (Ibid.). In
general, S-T-As are more established in iden,ty determina,on proceedings
than their digital counterparts. As this method relies on the availability of
experts and causes substan,al costs, internal instruc,ons at the Federal
Oﬃce indicate that its use should only be limited to a few excep,onal
cases (BAMF, 2018c: chapter 4; BAMF and BFM, 2017: 4). Contrary to
what the Federal Oﬃce seems to imply, its internal communica,on suggest
that DIAS was used to replace S-T-As. Applicants, whose language
assessments were s,ll due, were subjected to the automa,c dialect
recogni,on instead (BAMF, 2018n; cf. Appendix E; Biselli, 2020: Appendix
C). In regard to the use of the automa,c dialect recogni,on, the
government indicated: “In many cases, the use of the tool prevented more
complex and expensive language assessments to be commissioned.”26

Own transla,on. Original text: “Durch den Einsatz des Tools konnte in vielen Fällen
verhindert werden, dass wesentlich aufwändigere und teurere Sprachgutachten in Aunrag
gegeben werden mussten” (German Bundestag, 2018a: 15).
26
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The assessment of available documents, internal instruc,ons and expert
interviews by means of the qualita,ve content analysis and the data jus,ce
framework provided valuable insights into the main research ques,on: How
does the Federal Oﬃce legi,mise the policy and use of the digital
iden,ﬁca,on system “IDM-S” as part of a new direc,on of governance in
the context of asylum? To answer this ques,on, this sec,on summarises
the main jus,ﬁca,ons for policy decisions in rela,on to state ac,ons to
account for word-deed tensions in the studied poli,cal seang. These
ﬁndings are structured according to the main iden,ﬁed paBerns of
(il)legi,macy and interpreted by referring to the theore,cal frameworks.

5.1 Referring to the rule of law and public interests
The ﬁrst iden,ﬁed paBern refers to the features of poli,cal legi,macy,
most notably to legal references on the input level. According to the
theore,cal concept, decisions laid down in policies are legi,mate, if they
are recognised as lawful, just and righvul (Morris, 2008). Legi,mate
decisions are those that are based on the rule of law, jus,ﬁed by references
to common interests and beliefs, and conﬁrmed by the public through the
expression of consent (Beetham, 1991: 20).
The introduc,on of the analysis of mobile data devices as part of the Act to
Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on to Leave the Country was
cri,cised the most in the media and among legal experts. Therefore, the
Federal Oﬃce was more eager to jus,fy the compliance of this new
measure with the rule of law. Because the legisla,ve procedures provide
for well-deﬁned steps that have to be followed to introduce new
legisla,ons, the analysis of mobile devices needed to be nego,ated in the
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parliament - a process that made jus,ﬁca,ons and legal references
par,cularly visible. For example, the wriBen statement of the Federal Oﬃce
included a “legal assessment” (“rechtliche Bewertung”) (Richter, as cited in
German Bundestag, 2017a: 103). It emphasised the right of the legislator
to react to situa,on where asylum was not only “requested in
bulk” (“massenhan beantragt”) but was “unjus,ﬁably desired”- (“ungerechtfer,gt begehrt”) in order to obtain residence rights (Ibid.). While this
assessment did not go into (eviden,al) details and did not depict the legal
obliga,ons of the state towards asylum seekers, further arguments included
the reference to permiBed, legal interferences with the right to privacy. It
was repeatedly argued that the new measure was lawful because it is
applied only if other lenient means are exhausted (“als äußerstes MiBel”)
and only to individual cases of doubt (“Einzelfälle”) (Ibid.: 20; Ibid.: 30;
German Bundestag, 2020f: 35). For representa,ves of the Federal Oﬃce, it
was important to emphasise that the read-out and analysis would only refer
to “metadata” (“Metadaten”) and not to the content (Richter, as cited in
German Bundestag, 2017a: 39). These arguments imply that the domain of
correspondence, protected under Art 17 ICCPR, as well as the integrity and
conﬁden,ality of its various means of communica,on are not aﬀected by
the interference on the content-level. Addi,onally, the Federal Oﬃce tried
to legi,mise the analysis of data devices by making references to na,onal
security laid out as a public interest. This measure was promoted as an
instrument that would increase safety through the preven,on of fraud early
on in the asylum process - that is at the level of iden,ty determina,ons
(Ibid.: 104). Such references were not only made during the legisla,ve
process. Moreover, it was argued that all three measures of IDM-S
combined would contribute to fraud preven,on and, hence, to public safety
(BAMF and BFM, 2017: 3; BAMF, 2020g; BAMF, 2019d; BAMF, 2017b;
BAMF, 2020n).
Furthermore, it was argued that the governance approach rela,ng to IDMS was not only lawful per se but that procedures and norms were de facto
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followed correctly, indica,ng compliance with exis,ng rules during the
implementa,on. Regarding possible applica,on errors concerning the
automa,c dialect recogni,on addressed in small requests, the government
emphasised that it had no knowledge that established rules were not
followed correctly (German Bundestag, 2018d: 6). Internal instruc,ons on
the analysis of mobile devices underlined that the “storage of data
generated by the BAMF for iden,ty determina,ons of applicants is not a
maBer of data acquisi,on 'in stock' but rather a regula,on with a clear and
limited purpose of iden,ty assurance. The storage of data (...) is, therefore,
harmless in accordance with sec,on 15a, subs. 1, sentence 2, Asylum Act
seen in conjunc,on with sec,on 48 subs. 3a of the Residence Act.”27 These
repeated references to the legal founda,on and the wording can be
perceived as a reac,on to public cri,cism that certainly had de-legi,mising
eﬀects. Relevant groups raised well-founded cri,cism, including the BfDI as
the federal supervisory authority for data protec,on, legal scholars, civil
society organisa,ons and the media. The ﬁled lawsuit against the prac,ce
of the Federal Oﬃce headed by the GFF can be interpreted as a form of
disobedience, the withdrawal of consent and general refusal to accept the
prac,ce which was deemed uncons,tu,onal and non-compliant with
fundamental rights (Biselli and Beckmann, 2020; DW, 2020). These
examples clearly indicate the importance of legality concerning state
conduct that was communicated most dominantly in the legisla,ve process
but also in internal documents. However, it seems that once the new law
passed, the Federal Oﬃce did not see further need to publicly and

Own transla,on. Original text: “Bei der Speicherung der durch das BAMF generierten
Daten zu Iden,tätssicherung von Antragstellern handelt es sich nicht um eine
Datengewinnung ‘auf Vorrat’, sondern um eine Regelung mit klarer und eingegrenzter
Zweckbes,mmung der Iden,tätssicherung. Die Sicherung von Daten (…) ist daher
unbedenklich nach § 15a Abs. 1 Satz 2 AsylG i.V.m. § 48 Abs. 3a AufenthG” (BAMF, 2018c:
chapter 3.1).
27
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proac.vely demonstrate the lawful applica,on of the measures - aner all,
the iden,ﬁed references in regard to the implementa,on were made
internally and only if speciﬁcally addressed in small requests. Indeed, the
analysis showed severe discrepancies between words that seem to depict
the desired state of aﬀair (e.g. legal compliance) and deeds that indicate
how the policy was enacted on the ground.
As the studied IDM-S systems are deployed to collect and process
personal, unique physical and behavioural characteris,cs depicted in
metadata, the underlying measures cause an interference with the right to
privacy protected by Art 17 ICCPR. At this point, it makes no diﬀerence
whether the interference is carried out by a human being or a machine
because of similar results: The persons lose control over their informa,on
that puts their privacy at risk. Because metadata can give insights into
individuals’ behaviours, personal preferences and social rela,onships, using
it is not as harmless as the Federal Oﬃce suggests. Although with varying
degrees, compliance issues are present in regard to all six key principles that
outline the minimum requirements of data and privacy protec,on. The use
of all three IDM-S systems demonstrates issues rela,ng to consent. To be
protected by the host state and to access crucial services, individuals must
provide their personal informa,on upon request. Such ac,ons are not

Because metadata can give insights into individuals’
behaviours, personal preferences and social
rela,onships, using it is not as harmless as the Federal
Oﬃce suggests. Although with varying degrees,
compliance issues are present in regard to all six key
principles that outline the minimum requirements of
data and privacy protec,on.
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based on (freely given) consent but pertain to the legal norm to cooperate
that was expanded to include the submission of mobile devices for readout and analysis. At the same ,me, the Federal Oﬃce does not adhere to
its transparency obliga,ons as aﬀected individuals are not adequately
informed about the three IDM-S systems even at a basic level concerning
the type of personal data collected, how it is processed and used in
decisions. Informed consent requirements amount to empty administra,ve
acts in regard to the analysis of data devices and the automa,c dialect
recogni,on, where addi,onal detailed informa,on is neither given in
wriBen nor in verbal form but is reduced to a signature that implies that
explana,ons were given. In the case of the name translitera,on and
analysis no informa,on is provided, leading to the well-founded concern
that asylum applicants are not aware about the analysis of their names in
rela,on to their origin. Furthermore, it remains unclear how the types of
data collected and processed by all three systems conclusively, scien,ﬁcally
and ra,onally relate to the na,onality and origin of a person. Given the lack
of accuracy and eﬀec,veness - meaning that gathered data provide rather
vague and more ﬂawed than reliable indica,ons of origin - the overall
usefulness of IDM-S’ func,ons related to the determina,on and
veriﬁca,on of na,onality has to be fundamentally ques,oned.
Findings outline that the analysis of mobile data devices is the most
privacy-intrusive system of the three IDM-S components. They reveal that
this measure is applied too broadly in prac,ce, including to individuals who
are in possession of a passport but cannot immediately present it or whose
documents cannot be authen,cated by available means early on in the
asylum process. In eﬀect, reasons and situa,ons for which asylum
applicants are not themselves responsible are construed to their
disadvantage. The measure greatly violates further against the principle of
minimisa,on because not only various types of data are collected but also a
high amount of informa,on in each iden,ﬁed category is gathered. The
prevailing idea seems to be that all data from the iden,ﬁed sources on
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mobile devices are made accessible to authori,es. At the same ,me,
informa,on extracted from apps - such as user names - provide incen,ves
to conduct unlawful, content-based analysis. The inves,ga,on of an asylum
applicant’s personal facebook account by a staﬀ member of the Federal
Oﬃce clearly demonstrates the existence of factual risks of misconduct
once sensible, personal informa,on - even in the form of metadata - is
accessible. Addi,onally, the assessments of the fully-qualiﬁed lawyer,
whose role is intended as a security measure to prevent breaches of
privacy, does not amount to a reliable, independent, and impar,al en,ty to
ensure procedural safeguards. The analysis shows that this already low
degree of protec,on can be easily bypassed if lawyers are themselves
decision-makers. Overall, such intense privacy-interferences based on the
analysis of data devices are carried out unlawfully as they are un-necessary
in this extent, un-propor,onate to their aim, and do not take into account
other less-intrusive op,ons to determine and verify the iden,ty of
individuals.
While Germany is generally considered a country with strong privacyrelated awareness and protec,on, the state prac,ces prove that much
lower standards for respec,ng the core area of private life are applied
concerning asylum seekers. Eﬀec,vely, they are the only group subjected
to such measures without demonstra,ng evidence for fraud and ensuring
proper safeguards in the form of independent, judicial evalua,ons. It causes
great concerns that the Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees does not
seem to act impar,ally but rather seeks to promote a poli,cal agenda.
Inten,ons became apparent in par,cular by no,cing aspects that were not
men,oned, such as the state obliga,on to protect asylum seekers’ rights.
One could argue that the Federal Oﬃce only applies the laws that were put
in place by the legislator. However, this seems to be a rather bureaucra,c
jus,ﬁca,on that seeks to morally relieve those in power from their
responsibili,es under interna,onal law and the cons,tu,on. The analysis
shows that the Federal Oﬃce a) did take part in the legisla,ve proceedings,
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While Germany is generally considered a country with
strong privacy-related awareness and protec,on, the
state prac,ces prove that much lower standards for
respec,ng the core area of private life are applied
concerning asylum seekers.

b) did inﬂuence them by the choice of statements and arguments made,
and generally c) has a certain margin of discre,on in regard to the
interpreta,on of laws. Considering these circumstances, the Federal Oﬃce
is (likewise) responsible for any rights viola,ons that result from its ac,ons
and opera,onal priori,es. At this point it is valuable to refer back to
Rothstein (2008: 15) who argued that life-threatening ac,ons magnify the
erosion of legi,macy. While the introduc,on of laws and the formal
adherence to legisla,ve proceedings provide an important basis for
legi,mate state prac,ces if they are in line with interna,onal laws and
fundamental rights, what further maBers is how governmental ins,tu,ons
exercise their powers. Compared to the input side, less emphasis was put
on ensuring procedural quali,es in regard to throughput and output
legi,macy.
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5.2 Non-disclosing delegi+mising informa+on and
limi+ng accountability
The second iden,ﬁed paBern refers to the non-disclosure of informa,on
that could poten,ally delegi,mise the use of IDM-S. Poli,cal decisions are
perceived as legi,mate, if certain quali,es in governance processes are
respected by powerful actors. In regard to throughput legi,macy, these
quali,es pertain, among others, to transparency and the free ﬂow of
informa,on. Legi,macy is enhanced through dialogue and trust-building by
providing enough informa,on in a proac,ve and accessible manner
(Schmidt, as cited in Schmidt and Wood, 2019: 729-730). In this regard, the
performance of the Federal Oﬃce was insuﬃcient. The lack of
transparency remains a major issue that also aﬀects accountability, as the
ﬁndings of the analysis portray.
While the Federal Oﬃce repeatedly emphasised how it values and fosters
transparency (Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 20-21;
Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 22), the analysis shows that the
implementa,on of the three IDM-S systems is seen exclusively as an
internal aﬀair. Transparency relates ﬁrst and foremost to the internal ﬂow of
informa,on between departments and chosen partners (e.g. EU member
states, commercial en,,es). In contrast, the exchange with the public was
strictly controlled: Communica,on was hesitant, restric,ve and shaped by
the general unwillingness to provide comprehensive answers to both public
and press enquiries. Compared to other governmental ins,tu,ons, the
Federal Oﬃce was less willing to provide informa,on for cri,cal up-to-date
repor,ng, crea,ng barriers for journalis,c work. Likewise, freedom of
informa,on requests on the func,oning of IDM-S were not answered in
full, either delayed or rejected (BAMF, 2018i; BAMF, 2020i; BAMF, 2019e;
BAMF, 2019f; BAMF, 2019g). More in-depth explana,ons revealing some
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aspects of decision-making processes were by large provided as part of
small requests to which the government has the obliga,on to reply. In
these cases, ques,ons were answered in a shortened form that
complicated further enquiries into the subject maBer (BMI, 2018b; German
Bundestag, 2017b). Addi,onally, certain informa,on was misleading and
evasive as the Federal Oﬃce and the government tried to conceal
commercial partners to avoid public scru,ny. Authori,es also sought to
create the impression that IDM-S was subject to scien,ﬁc evalua,ons by
referring to coopera,ons with the University of Pennsylvania which
revealed solely a commercial transac,on (German Bundestag, 2017b: 5;
German Bundestag, 2018a: 14; BMI, 2018b). Contradic,ons of statements
occurred in rela,on to the systems’ impact on asylum decisions. While it
was emphasised that IDM-S only supports decision-making, a small request
demonstrated that results of the automa,c dialect recogni,on are onen the
only indica,on of origin apart from asylum applicant’s claims (German
Bundestag, 2018a: 15). At the same ,me, proac,ve communica,on by the
Federal Oﬃce as part of press releases and interviews, for example, was
shaped by an overwhelmingly posi,ve tonality regarding IDM-S governance
(BAMF, 2017b; BAMF, 2017d; BAMF, 2017c; BAMF, 2018j). This strong
contrast between cri,cal public repor,ng and the Federal Oﬃce’s posi,ve
way of communica,on indicate the ministry’s aspired poli,cal gains:
Communica,on is used primarily for own beneﬁts (e.g. demonstra,ng the
self-image of a vigorous authority) instead of engaging in the meaningful
dialogue over policy decisions. Considering that the Federal Oﬃce was the
focus of public cri,cism for poorly handling asylum applica,ons, it seems
that the deliberate approach was to rely on the secrecy of informa,on in
order to avoid the disclosure of inconsistencies in the Federal Oﬃce’s
prac,ces, cri,cal repor,ng and public debate, especially, before the
parliamentary elec,ons. The lack of transparency limits external valida,ons
of prac,ces around IDM-S and the traceability of the systems’ actual
impacts and harms on aﬀected individuals.
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Jus,ﬁca,ons for the non-disclosure of informa,on referred mostly to
reasons of conﬁden,ality and na,onal security, among others (BAMF,
2020i; BAMF, 2019e; BAMF, 2019f; BAMF, 2019g). Yet, it seems that
these jus,ﬁca,ons are applied too broadly. While the ques,on whether the
invoking of na,onal security grounds is jus,ﬁed deserves separate
inves,ga,on, the ﬁndings indicate that an overwhelming amount of
informa,on on the IDM-S policy and prac,ce was not disclosed, ranging
throughout various areas of public interests, such as sta,s,cs, algorithmic
func,oning, privacy risks, cost-beneﬁts, evidence-based and independent
evalua,ons. Even if na,onal security grounds apply, states must respect the
public’s right to informa,on, especially, if the disclosure of informa,on
concerns the viola,on of human rights and the exposure of wrongdoing or
abuse of state power - as, for example, the Global Principles on Na,onal
Security and the Right to Informa,on outline (Open Society Founda,ons,
2013: 11-13). The over-invoca,on of na,onal security concerns can
seriously undermine the rule of law, press freedom, accountability, privacy
and related human rights (Ibid.: 6).

Findings indicate that an overwhelming amount of
informa,on on the IDM-S policy and prac,ce was not
disclosed, ranging throughout various areas of public
interests, such as sta,s,cs, algorithmic func,oning,
privacy risks, cost-beneﬁts, evidence-based and
independent evalua,ons.

Eventually, the analysis demonstrates that only marginal, fragmented
sta,s,cs and a limited amount of indicators were used to monitor and
document the implementa,on of IDM-S (e.g. how onen the systems were
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applied, if results matched the applicants’ claims). Hence, these numbers do
not provide meaningful, cri,cal insights into the eﬀects of the systems, in
par,cular, on experiences and (un)intended impacts of asylum applicants
who undergo the iden,ty determina,on procedure. Notably, it is not
assessed if the systems’ results nega,vely inﬂuence asylum decisions
(German Bundestag, 2018a: 13; German Bundestag, 2018d: 7; German
Bundestag, 2019b: 14; German Bundestag, 2020f: 35). This perspec,ve is
ignored, despite publicly known cases that conﬁrm such inﬂuence, leading
to unjust asylum decisions. It seems that the Federal Oﬃce and the
government turn a blind eye on the cases that do not ﬁt the overall success
narra,ve which is emphasised in rela,on to IDM-S. Authori,es seem to
assume that if informa,on is not collected in the ﬁrst place, it cannot be
shared and, thus, it cannot be used to discredit the policy and prac,ce.
These examples show that decisions about how programs are measured,
evaluated and assessed are inherently poli,cal - and in this case they are
used to bypass accountability towards the public and asylum seekers who
are required to reveal their en,re “digital household” while the public
administra,on does not adhere to the most basic transparency and
accountability standards expected in democra,c socie,es.

Decisions about how programs are measured, evaluated
and assessed are inherently poli,cal - and in this case
they are used to bypass accountability towards the
public and asylum seekers who are required to reveal
their en,re “digital household” while the public
administra,on does not adhere to the most basic
transparency and accountability standards expected in
democra,c socie,es.
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5.3 Implying performance eﬃciency and IDM-S’ high
level of innova+on
The third iden,ﬁed paBern indicates that the Federal Oﬃce was seeking to
legi,mise its approach by referring to the advantages of IDM-S primarily for
internal processes and the administra,on’s performance, most notably
eﬃciency. Poli,cal decisions about policies and prac,ces gain legi,macy, if
they are able to produce outputs and outcomes that remedy collec,ve
problems. On the level of output legi,macy, the usefulness of IDM-S in
regard to its aims was highlighted. As the Federal Oﬃce was seeking to
establish itself as a tech-savvy administra,on - a self-proclaimed “leader in
technology” (“Technologieführer”) (BAMF, 2018b) - jus,ﬁca,ons referred to
the systems’ eﬃcient results because of its high level of innova,on.
Even if seang aside the inconsistent and fragmented performance
sta,s,cs, the evalua,on of the three IDM-S systems showcases unreliable
and poor results in regard to their aim, which holds true for the name
translitera,on and analysis as well as the analysis of mobile data devices.
Because references to the applicants’ origin based on TraLitA were vague
and in the majority of results not veriﬁable, the success narra,ve focused
rather on its translitera,on func,on (Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 24;
German Bundestag, 2018a: 26). The analysis of mobile data devices - as
the most cost-intensive measure in the IDM-S porvolio - is likewise ﬂawed
as the majority of all considered reports produced no usable results
(German Bundestag, 2018a: 20; German Bundestag, 2020f: 34-35). Yet,
the Federal Oﬃce holds on to these methods. No conclusions are drawn
from the systems’ de facto ineﬀec,veness. Instead, the analysis of data
devices is seen as a “fast and straighvorward” (“schnell und unkompliziert”)
(Richter, as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 103) instrument compared
to other, more established methods like S-T-As that are considered as
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complex, cost-intensive and associated with long processing ,mes. This line
of reasoning points to the assumed usefulness of IDM-S in iden,ty
veriﬁca,ons by referring to ﬁnancial savings, the systems’ easy applica,on,
and the reduc,on of workload. The Federal Oﬃce claims: “The read-out of
mobile data devices is currently the most important instrument for iden,ty
veriﬁca,ons.”28 On the one hand, facts and insuﬃciencies in regard to the
systems’ performance are ignored. On the other hand, cri,cism is brushed
aside by underlining that the three digital systems only support the
decision-making processes but do not make the ﬁnal asylum decision which
is done by decision-makers who have the upper hand (German Bundestag,
2018a: 26; BAMF and BFM, 2017; BAMF, 2018c). By implying that human
beings control the results of “the machine” seemingly without inﬂuence, it is
not seen as a legi,macy problem in itself that the systems are by large
ineﬀec,ve and de facto able to unjustly inﬂuence asylum decisions.
To promote the performance success of IDM-S as an innova,ve approach
to governance problems, the Federal Oﬃce primarily referred to the
automa,c dialect recogni,on as an example - most likely because it

By implying that human beings control the results of
“the machine” seemingly without inﬂuence, it is not
seen as a legi,macy problem in itself that the systems
are by large ineﬀec,ve and de facto able to unjustly
inﬂuence asylum decisions.

Own transla,on. Original text: “Das Auslesen mobiler Datenträger stellt momentan das
wich,gste Instrument zur Iden,tätsüberprüfung dar” (BAMF, 2020j: 2).
28
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produces the highest (average) success scores of all three IDM-S
components from a technical perspec,ve. Nevertheless, in regard to the
severity of poten,al consequences that wrongful asylum decisions cause, it
has to be ques,oned why an (average) error rate of 15 percent is poli,cally
accepted in this context. A notable factor that the analysis revealed
pertains to seangs that are considered a success in rela,on to the
automa,c dialect recogni,on, including being the ﬁrst public administra,on
worldwide to use such an innova,ve system, having developed the
approach within only six months, having used agile development methods
and having fostered digitalisa,on in public administra,ons (German
Bundestag, 2017b: 2; German Bundestag, 2018a: 15; BAMF, 2018j;
Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 24). While these results are promoted by
the Federal Oﬃce by means of self-aBribu,ons, eﬀorts are made to
legi,mise this approach by seeking out external acceptance. The winning of
the e-government award in the category “Best Digitalisa,on Project
2018” (“Bestes Digitalisierungsprojekt 2018”) (BAMF, 2018j) for the
automa,c dialect recogni,on is used as an example of public conﬁrma,on
for the Federal Oﬃce’s prac,ces and so are requests from interested
authori,es of other countries which are, however, not further speciﬁed
(German Bundestag, 2018a: 15; Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 22; BAMF,
2019a: 32). According to Beetham (1991: 18), ac,ons that provide
evidence for consent make contribu,ons to legi,macy through their
“publicly symbolic or declaratory force”. Receiving the award enables
authori,es to demonstrate the conﬁrma,on of their ac,ons to third par,es
(e.g. the public at large). What seems to be important to consider at this
point is that ac,ons of the Federal Oﬃce are legi,mised as valid by
commercial en,,es with economic interests who proﬁt from the public
sector’s use of ICTs through not least the provision of technical
infrastructure. Therefore, the extent of this legi,mised ac,on conﬁrmed
through the award needs to be ques,oned.
The strong emphasis on innova,on, agility and eﬃciency is congruent with
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the framework of new public management, more speciﬁcally with no,ons
of an “entrepreneurial government” (Osborne, 1993: 352) which adopts the
ra,onale of the need for private sector management methods and market
mindset in public administra,ons. In this studied governance case, business
terms en vogue are adopted seemingly without cri,cal delibera,ons and
without suﬃciently recognising the own role in the governance
arrangement, including priori,sing state obliga,ons in regard to the
protec,on of asylum seekers’ (privacy) rights and the acknowledgement of
their vulnerable status in ins,tu,onalised processes of decision-making.
The ﬁndings suggest that with the focus on “innova,on” and “agility” has
come a tendency to take over the logic of business - that is emphasising
product-development and accep,ng a risk-taking culture. The problem with
this trial-and-error-driven approach for the sake of “innova,on” is that
asylum seekers are onen those bearing the actual costs and consequences
when failure occur - in worse cases they pay with their lives. Fostered by
the sense of urgency that without doubt put intense pressure to act on the
Federal Oﬃce since 2015, it seems that IDM-S was implemented as a
development shortcut, solving big problems faster without being grounded
in established theore,cal and scien,ﬁc evalua,ons. However, “eﬃciency” no maBer if ,me-, process-, or ﬁnance-related - cannot be regarded as a
stand-alone value but has to be linked to the progressive realisa,on of

With the focus on “innova,on” and “agility” has come a
tendency to take over the logic of business - that is
emphasising product-development and accep,ng a risktaking culture. The problem with this trial-and-errordriven approach for the sake of “innova,on” is that
asylum seekers are onen,mes those bearing the actual
costs and consequences when failure occur.
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democra,c governance principles, such as transparency, par,cipa,on and
accountability - which was not the case both in regard to the legisla,ve
proceedings and even less so in implementa,on as demonstrated in the
analysis. Addi,onally, inten,ons to simplify internal processes and to
reduce work load do not jus,fy encroachments of fundamental rights and
the deployment of privacy-invasive systems as was pointed out by the BfDI
(2017: 102). Glorifying digital systems as “the” solu,on fails to recognise
that persistent, socio-poli,cal problems may not need innova,ve, technical
solu,ons but rather require “commiBed long-term engagement that enables
steady and less risky progress” (Seelos and Mair, 2012: 47). Likewise, it is
ignored that high produc,vity is onen based on careful evalua,ons of
exis,ng prac,ces that enable improvements and learning over long(er)
periods of ,me (Ibid.). Jus,ﬁca,ons of the Federal Oﬃce reveal the
misleading assump,on that innova,on can only lead to successful
outcomes: Accep,ng the failures and stepping away from the use of IDM-S
seems not to be an op,on - because it is not congruent with adopted ideas
and narra,ves of success. Instead, the systems are being developed further
driven by poli,cal desires that come with new possibili,es of data
collec,on and processing, showing ﬁrst sings of func,on creep. While the
evalua,on for the legal and technical extension of the analysis of data
devices is under review, TraLitA and DIAS are promoted to European states
for the purposes of refugee management and border control (German
Bundestag, 2017b: 5; BAMF, 2018b; German Bundestag, 2018a: 22;
Richter, as cited in Frank, 2018: 24). Such eﬀorts indicate not only that
asylum seekers’ privacy rights are ignored domes,cally by the use of IDM-S
but that they are accepted elsewhere through the regional promo,on.
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5.4 Implying objec+ve opera+ons by means of a
mathema+cal-technical approach
The ﬁnal iden,ﬁed paBern is closely intertwined with references to
performance eﬃciency as well as innova,on and relates both to throughput
and output legi,macy. According to good governance and legi,macy
theory, administra,ve structures and procedures follow scien,ﬁc standards
and operate logically as well as ra,onally in order to construc,vely address
collec,ve problems (Keping, 2017: 6; Graham, Amos and Plumptre, 2003:
3; Kioe Sheng, 2009; Schmidt, as cited in Schmidt and Wood, 2019:
729-730). To increase poli,cal legi,macy, IDM-S was promoted to
reproduce the impression of ra,onal and scien,ﬁcally robust opera,ons despite the lack of profound evidence and independent, scien,ﬁc proof not
only for the eﬀec,veness of IDM-S but, especially, for the underlying
assump,ons and hypothesis that guided the development and
implementa,on of the programme in the ﬁrst place. Internally towards its
staﬀ and externally towards the public, jus,ﬁca,ons of the Federal Oﬃce
suggested that the systems’ results were precise and objec,ve because of
the advanced mathema,cal formulae and technical precision used to arrive
at conclusions. Findings underline that the deployment of IDM-S was
shaped by prevailing fallacies common in the public sector’s use of ICTs,
including the belief that digital systems provide objec,ve results, that
mathema,cal aBributes and programming code can adequately depict the
complexity of the real world and that digital systems can be applied
universally as the primary solu,on to remedy governance problems related
to asylum and migra,on.
From the perspec,ve of state authori,es, the automa,c dialect recogni,on
represents an “independent, objec,ve and scalable method” (“unabhängige,
objek,ve und skalierbare Methode”) (German Bundestag 2017d: 7) to
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determine the origin of an aﬀected person. This reference to a seemingly
independent and objec,ve approach blurs the fact that the government is
the most powerful actor in the stakeholder ecosystem who deliberately
chose to apply IDM-S based on beliefs and interests that serve poli,cal
ends. While these inten,ons were not always immediately visible, all three
systems follow the same ques,onable logic, namely to determine the
iden,ty and na,onality of individuals without passports based on
automated, rather vague alloca,ons of collected data. The poli,cal agenda
rela,ng to IDM-S was seen most vividly in debates about the Act to
Improve the Enforcement of the Obliga,on to Leave the Country which
aimed at enhancing possibili,es of repatria,ons. The iden,ﬁed barriers put
on asylum seekers, such as extending the legal obliga,on to cooperate and
being suspected of misleading authori,es in iden,ty determina,on
procedures to receive residence status, corroborate these ﬁndings (Richter,
as cited in German Bundestag, 2017a: 104).
Given suﬃcient data and informa,on, it is assumed from a technocra,c
perspec,ve that every problem can be controlled, modelled and es,mated
by means of data analysis and standardisa,on in order to reveal “poten,als
of misuse” (BAMF, 2018b). In this regard, the Federal Oﬃce repeatedly
argued that the new systems provide “addi,onal data points” (BAMF,
2017a: Sprachbiometrie, Übersicht) and “technical leads” (BAMF and BFM,
2017: 6) to support decision-makers in reaching more solid and beBer
conclusions in asylum cases. However, the analysis showed that the highest
ﬁnancial investment was made into the technical development of IDM-S, its
infrastructure, maintenance and support. On the contrary, training of
decision-makers rela,ng to the interpreta,on of the systems’ reports was
insuﬃcient and fragmented. The actual decision-making process in light of
the systems’ results is len to the discre,on of individual employees whose
considera,ons cannot be traced. If decision-makers are ill-equipped to
understand the processes of data collec,on and processing including the
systems’ limita,ons and ﬂaws - especially when frequency sta,s,cs and
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probabili,es contained in the systems’ reports imply reliability and accuracy
- it seems reasonable to believe that they will less likely ques,on the
automa,cally generated results that appear objec,ve and are
communicated as such.
The strong belief in mathema,cal precision and the possibility to depict
complex social seangs in precise programming code leads to leaving
important aspects of reality en,rely outside of the systems’ design (Green
and Viljoen, 2020: 22). While the Federal Oﬃce acknowledges, for
example, that linguists and researchers cri,cise the accuracy of language
alloca,ons in regard to the automa,c dialect recogni,on, it is explained:
“There are (...) pronounced diﬀerences between the various trends in
linguis,c research. We took a diﬀerent approach and worked primarily with
algorithm experts. (…) Experts helped us to convert phone,cs into codes.”29
It is faded out that the more inaccurate data is gathered and analysed
through likewise ﬂawed digital systems, the more problems occur in the
ﬁnal asylum decisions. Combined with the Federal Oﬃce’s focus on process
eﬃciency, this inevitably results in accelera,ng error-making at scale
nurtured by digital means. At the same ,me, this “language of
algorithms” (Green and Viljoen, 2020: 22) is imposed onto social domains at
the expense of other values, such as the focus on quality of asylum
decisions, protec,ng fundamental rights and building a trus,ng rela,onship
between authori,es at the Federal Oﬃce and asylum seekers. The systems
were developed based on simpliﬁed assump,on about social reali,es,
including that recorded speech samples of two minutes, the names of

Own transla,on. Original text: “Es gibt (…) ausgeprägte Diﬀerenzen zwischen den
verschiedenen Strömungen der Sprachforschung. Wir haben einen anderen Ansatz
gewählt und primär mit Experten für Algorithmen zusammengearbeitet. (…) Experten
haben uns dabei geholfen, Phone,k in Codes umzuwandeln” (Richter, as cited in Frank,
2018: 22).
29
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applicants and data found on their mobile devices can be linked to
(somewhat) valid na,onality and iden,ty assessments. Because of this
ﬂawed founda,on, poten,al technical improvements of IDM-S’
insuﬃciencies through feedback loops and programming code will not
address the overall issue but likely intensify exis,ng problems. Instead, it is
necessary to explore alterna,ve measures for suppor,ng iden,ty
determina,ons and veriﬁca,ons, in par,cular, those that do not focus on
contested digital systems but put human beings at the centre of procedures
- especially when dealing with severe life-changing decisions and vulnerable
groups of society.

The systems were developed based on simpliﬁed
assump,on about social reali,es, including that
recorded speech samples of two minutes, the names of
applicants and data found on their mobile devices can
be linked to (somewhat) valid na,onality and iden,ty
assessments. Because of this ﬂawed founda,on,
poten,al technical improvements of IDM-S’
insuﬃciencies through feedback loops and
programming code will not address the overall issue but
likely intensify exis,ng problems.
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A strong technological state capacity and the use of new technologies are
onen perceived to account for beBer decision-making processes in the ﬁeld
of governance. Under the umbrella of the “Integrated Iden,ty Management:
plausibility, data quality and security aspects (IDM-S)” programme, the
German Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees developed a set of
digital systems that aimed at suppor,ng the determina,on and veriﬁca,on
of those asylum applicants’ iden,ty claims who could not present their
passports. This research set out to inves,gate how the Federal Oﬃce
legi,mised the policy and use of the digital iden,ﬁca,on system “IDM-S” as
part of its expanding porvolio of digital ini,a,ves that indicate a new
direc,on of governance.
The study is grounded in legi,macy theory - considered a core virtue of just
ins,tu,ons and their exercise of public authority, hence, power over
individuals. Legi,macy is understood as a jus,ﬁcatory concept seen in
conjunc,on with (good) governance, the processes of making and
implemen,ng decisions by considering human rights frameworks - in this
par,cular case the right to privacy as protected under Art 17 ICCPR. While
the chosen theore,cal concepts could have been used independently as
they each are based on a rather broad founda,on of norms recognised as
valid within public administra,ons and as necessary for democra,c state
prac,ces, this research drew on the overlapping eﬀects of these theories.
Through this combina,on it was possible to analyse the Federal Oﬃce’s
jus,ﬁca,ons and prac,ces as well as their de jure and de facto quali,es
comprehensively in the poli,cal context. The qualita,ve content analysis
proved to be a valuable method to ﬁnd paBerns and (in)consistencies in the
studied documents. Although subject to adjustments and academic
discussions, the data jus,ce framework complemented this approach by
providing a helpful structure that reﬂected the understanding that digital
systems are embedded in exis,ng (power) structures and should be studied
along diﬀerent dimensions instead of focussing on mere technical
components.
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The results of the analysis revealed four main paBerns: The references to
the rule of law and shared beliefs implied that both policy and prac,ce
followed legal standards perceived as necessary to protect society from
security threats. Informa,on that could poten,ally delegi,mise state
conduct was not disclosed whereas proac,ve communica,on was largely
posi,ve to demonstrate successful opera,ons. The emphasis on eﬃciency
and IDM-S’ high level of innova,on implied the usefulness of the digital
systems stemming from their easy applica,on, cost and ,me eﬃciency, as
well as the ability to produce fast results. Innova,on and agility underlined
the self-proclaimed image of a modern, tech-savvy administra,on - an
“entrepreneurial government” (Osborne, 1993: 352). The last paBern
portrayed eﬀorts to uphold the impression of ra,onal and objec,ve
opera,ons based on the mathema,cal-technical approach used to generate
the systems’ results. These paBerns imply to the outside world that the
Federal Oﬃce is capable to meet the needs and sa,sfy expecta,ons of
democra,c socie,es and just state prac,ces. However, it can be concluded
that references alone do not aﬃrm legi,macy per se, rather they indicate
jus,ﬁca,ons, poli,cal inten,ons and tac,cs to maintain the image of a
righvul state conduct. On the contrary, the ﬁndings outlined word-deed
tensions, the insuﬃcient adherence to fundamental privacy rights and state
obliga,ons of eﬀec,vely protec,ng vulnerable popula,ons as well as the
lack of compliance to qualita,ve values in governance, including
par,cipa,on, transparency, accountability, impar,ality and scien,ﬁc
soundness.
The turn to data-driven systems and automa,sa,on oﬀered a supposedly
easy way out of the complexity in regard to the challenges the Federal
Oﬃce faced since 2015: the ﬂaws in iden,ty determina,ons, insuﬃcient
staﬀ trainings and the high number of unprocessed asylum claims.
Underpinned by the perceived “crisis” that strengthened the rhetorics of
na,onal security, stricter border control and poli,cs of repatria,ons, IDM-S
embodied the current trend of poli,cal data accumula,on and business-like
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“innova,ons” in public administra,ons in terms of its development,
implementa,on and execu,on. Yet, so much of this “crisis” is not a crisis of
numbers but a crisis of poli,cs (BeBs, 2015). The research has shown that
the overall IDM-S governance approach is shaped by a technocra,c
worldview and deeply contested assump,ons not only about asylum but
about the poten,als and limits of digital systems in regard to their problemsolving capacity in complex, social seangs. In this researched case, the use
of the systems strengthened exis,ng inequali,es, violated fundamental
privacy rights, contributed to power imbalances and distrust in the
rela,onship between the government and asylum seekers. To fully
understand the implica,ons of rights viola,ons, future studies could focus
on the experiences of asylum seekers subjected to IDM-S procedures.
Based on the interviews, this research iden,ﬁed some individual cases that
prove the Federal Oﬃce’s de facto non-compliance with privacy rights.
Because the three studied IDM-S systems were applied to thousands of
cases, it gives reason to believe that many more individuals might have
been unjustly aﬀected by the systems’ use. Furthermore, the amount of
available material across the three systems was unevenly distributed. Less
informa,on was provided on TraLitA than on the other two systems. Thus,
future research could focus on inves,ga,ng these knowledge gaps. Lastly,
researchers and prac,,oners alike should scru,nise digital “AI” (Ar,ﬁcial
Intelligence) systems (BAMF, 2019a) developed by the Federal Oﬃce (and
elsewhere in public administra,ons) with the aim to iden,fy governance
issues and to push for alterna,ve reforms that are carried out with due
diligence, account for nuances and complexity, and put human being at the
centre of decision-making processes. With the view to posi,vely aﬀect
future policies in the context of asylum from a strong human rights-based
perspec,ve, it is necessary to engage in more fundamental ques,ons about
the “raison d’être” of such systems and look past the onen proposed
techno-ﬁxes. The illegi,mate development and implementa,on of harmful
digital systems in state ins,tu,ons is not inevitable - decisions not to
implement have to become a real op,on.
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A Coding system
This table provides an overview of the applied coding system, including the
code categories, descrip,ons, main codes and examples. These codes are
listed alphabe,cally and do not follow a hierarchical order.

Code category

Code
Alterna,ve measures

Example
“kann im Einzelfall geprün werden, ob
eine S-T-A durchgeführt werden kann”
“Somit wird nicht nur die Transparenz

Beneﬁts

gesteigert, sondern auch die
Sicherheit im Asylprozess”

Automa,c dialect
recogni,on (DIAS)

Func,onality
descrip,ons

“Die Antragsteller beschreiben dazu
ein oder mehrere detailreiche Bilder in
freier, nicht unterbrochener Sprache”

Descrip,on:

“Der Austausch mit Vertretungen von

Informa,on, claims,

Migra,onsbehörden anderer Länder

statements,

Future scenarios

zeigt interessante Ansatzpunkte zur

assessments, facts,

Zusammenarbeit auf, insbesondere im

descrip,ons that

Bereich der Sprachbiometrie”

refer directly to
how DIAS is

“Sie wird vom markvührenden

applied in prac,ce. Involved par,es and
stakeholders

Unternehmen Nuance Inc. angeboten,
mit dessen MuBergesellschan Atos SE
ein Rahmenvertrag besteht.”
“Die Sprachaufnahmen der
Antragstellenden müssen deutlich und

Issues

ausreichend lang sein, um
aufschlussreiche Ergebnisse zu
erzielen”
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Code category

Code

Example
“Grundlage für den Einsatz der

Legal reference

Sonware ist § 16 Absatz 1 Satz 3 ﬀ.
des Asylgesetzes (AsylG).”

Performance and
sta,s,cs

Scien,ﬁc, ra,onal
opera,ons

“Angaben hierzu können nicht
gemacht werden. Eine sta,s,sche
Erfassung erfolgt nicht.”
“Die Evalua,onsergebnisse werden
voraussichtlich im zweiten Quartal
2018 vorliegen.”

“Die Sprach-/Dialekterkennung basiert
Sonware and data

auf einem Sonwareprodukt, welches

used

ein Sprachmodell mit über 25
Sprachen und Dialekten beinhaltet.”
“Die Bundesregierung bewertet den
Nutzen der Sprachbiometrie als sehr

Statements of

posi,v, da der gesprochene Dialekt

success/ failure

neben den Angaben der Antragsteller
häuﬁg das einzige Indiz für deren
Herkunn darstellt.”
“ausgeprägte Diﬀerenzen zwischen

Common fallacies

Legible criteria and
trade-oﬀs

Descrip,on:

common fallacies
in regard to the use

Wir haben einen anderen Ansatz
gewählt und primär mit Experten für
Algorithmen zusammengearbeitet.”

Indica,ons, signs
and examples of

den Strömungen der Sprachforschung.

Objec,vity and

“stellt eine unabhängige, objek,ve und

neutrality

massentaugliche Methode dar”

of IDM-S.

“Eine zweiminü,ge Aufzeichnung ist
Universalism

daher ausreichend, um die Herkunn
eingrenzen zu können”
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Code category

Code
Accuracy and
precision
BAMF’s selfdescrip,ons

Implementa,on

Easy applica,on

process of IDM-S jus,ﬁca,ons
Descrip,on:
Jus,ﬁca,ons that
are used frequently

usefulness of IDM-S.

“unkompliziert einzusetzendes
Zusatzinstrument”
Preises und interessierte Anfragen von

and conﬁrma,on

Partnerbehörden des BAMF aus aller
Welt bestä,gen den Erfolg”

Innova,on

“weltweit einzigar,g”
“lediglich eine unterstützende

“Only support”

Zusatzinforma,on für den
Entscheider”

eﬃciency

“schneller zu plausibilisieren”

Technocra,c

“primär mit Experten für Algorithmen

perspec,ves

zusammengearbeitet”

Access to
informa,on,
communica,on of
informa,on

process of IDMS -

“Die entsprechenden Informa,onen
zur Funk,onsweise unterliegen der
internen Verwendung”
“Antragsteller, die keinen gül,gen

quali,es
Descrip,on:

“Technologieführer”

External valida,on

Performance

Implementa,on

“zusätzliche Datenpunkte”

“der Gewinn eines E-Government-

and repeatedly to
argue for the

Example

Pass, Passersatz oder ein anderes
Aﬀected groups

Iden,tätspapier (siehe hierzu
vergleichend DA Asyl AbschniB

Informa,on that

Urkundenprüfung) vorlegen können”

refers to the
implementa,on

“Im Jahr 2017 sind für

quali,es of IDM-S.

Qualiﬁzierungsmaßnahmen zur
Costs

Einführung der IDM-S IT-Tools nicht
haushaltswirksame Kosten von 168
628 Euro entstanden.”
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Code category

Code
Facts, dates and

Example
“Die Testphase erfolgte im AZ

development stages Bamberg”
“Die Bundesregierung hat keine
Kenntnis über anhängige
Informa,on that is
not assessed

Gerichtsverfahren im Sinne der
Fragestellung. Sta,s,sche Daten zu
dem jeweiligen Verfahrensgegenstand
im Sinne der Fragestellung werden
nicht erfasst. ”
“lediglich eine für IT-Projekte typische
agile Vorgehensweise beschrieben, in

Par,cipa,on

der sich die beteiligten Fachbereiche
in einem dynamischen Prozess
kon,nuierliche Rückmeldung zu
einzelnen Ideen geben”

Reasons for non-

“Gefährdung der öﬀentlichen

disclosure

Sicherheit”
“Transparenz im Umgang mit dem

Transparency

Ergebnis unserer Entwicklung ist uns
wich,g.”

Legisla,ve

“Es ist so, dass, wenn wir uns

proceedings -

anschauen, welche Personen

jus,ﬁca,ons of AmD
Descrip,on:
Aims, explana,ons

Adressaten sind, wir in der Tat
AmD aﬀected

zunächst einmal die Zielgruppe als

groups

absolute Maximumgröße von 60
Prozent der Asylbewerber sehen, die

and jus,ﬁca,ons put

kein Iden,tätsausweispapier

forward by

mitbringen”

authori,es (BAMF,
BMI as draning/

“es geht darum, in einer bes,mmten

jus,fy the

Asylantrages zu erleichtern.”

supervising body) to AmD aims
introduc,on of the
analysis of mobile
devices (AmD).
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Code category

Code

Example
“aus meiner Sicht so, dass die

AmD beneﬁts

Prak,kabilität erhöht wird. Es ist so,
dass wir eine Beschleunigung der
Asylverfahren feststellen”
“Es gibt bereits eine Norm. Das ist
jetzt nicht etwas kompleB Neues, was

AmD legality

der Gesetzgeber hier vorhat, sondern
§48 Absatz 3a Aufenthaltsgesetz ist
bereits im gleichen Wortlaut existent.”
“Daten auszulesen, die die Iden,tät

AmD necessity

und das Herkunnsland iden,ﬁzieren
oder die dabei unterstützen.”
“wird als ein letztes mögliches
Instrument betrachtet und nur in

AmD permissible

Einzelfällen in einem engen

interferences

gesetzlichen Rahmen angewendet, wie
beispielsweise bei Personen ohne
gül,gen Ausweis”
“Der Gesetzentwurf verbessert die

Legisla,ve
proceedings jus,ﬁca,ons of law

Aim

Möglichkeiten der Iden,tätsklärung
und Rückführung ausreisepﬂich,ger
Ausländer”

Descrip,on:

“Ausreisepﬂicht –selbstverständlich

Aims, arguments,

Enforcing rule of law unter Beachtung rechtstaatlicher

explana,ons and

Vorgaben”

jus,ﬁca,ons put
forward by
authori,es (BAMF,
BMI as draning/

“aufenthaltsbeendende Maßnahmen
Enhancing

gegenüber Iden,tätstäuschern und

repatria,ons

Personen ohne Bleibeperspek,ve zu
erleichtern.”

supervising body) to

“wird mit teils oberﬂächlichen

jus,fy the
introduc,on of the
new law.

Evidence presented

Argumenten han,ert oder mit Zahlen,
die nicht ausreichend evaluiert
wurden”
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Code category

Code

Example

Faster asylum

“ausreisepﬂich,ge Migranten schneller

decisions

und konsequenter abzuschieben”
“Schwer vermiBelbar ist auch, warum
der Gesetzgeber weiterhin mit der
Duldung die Rechtstellung derjenigen

Misleading

ausreisepﬂich,gen Ausländer

authori,es in

verbessert, die ihre Ausreisepﬂicht

iden,ty

durch Iden,tätstäuschung und

determina,ons

Mitwirkungsverweigerung –on im
kollusiven Zusammenwirken mit dem
Botschanspersonal des Heimatstaates
–ak,v hintertreiben.”

“Misusing” asylum

“Wer unter dem Deckmantel des
Asylrechts nach Deutschland kommt”
“unter den illegal Einreisenden auch
Personen sind, die mit terroris,schen

Na,onal security

Organisa,onen sympathisieren und

and public safety

diese sogar ak,v unterstützen. Ich
erinnere an die furchtbaren Anschläge
in Würzburg, Ansbach und Berlin.”
“Gemeinsamen Geschänsordnung der
Bundesministerien heißt es, dass die

Legisla,ve
proceedings quali,es
Descrip,on:

Adherence to
established
procedures and
rules

Zivilgesellschan bzw. Fachverbände
und Organisa,onen rechtzei,g zu
beteiligen sind, ihnen damit auch
frühzei,g eine Gesetzesvorlage
zuzuleiten ist (§ 47 Abs. 1 und Abs. 3

Statements and

GGO). Und all das ist in den letzten

assessments that

Jahren nicht geschehen.”

refer to the quali,es

“obwohl wir im Asyl- und

of the legisla,ve
proceedings.

Evalua,on of legal
measures

Aufenthaltsrecht die ganze Zeit mit
neuen Gesetzen konfron,ert werden.
Und überhaupt keine Zeit genommen
wurde, um zu evaluieren”
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Code category

Code

Example
“Und das in ein einhalb Tagen
ausreichend qualiﬁziert zu bewerten,
ist wirklich eine enorme

Par,cipa,on

Herausforderung. Es kann eigentlich
nicht im Interesse eines
Bundesministeriums sein, dass man
den Fachverbänden nur so wenig Zeit
gibt.”
“Reiseweg aus der Begründung
gestrichen wurde - ohne Erklärung, ob

Responsiveness,

das jetzt auch heißt, dass man das

openness to input

nicht erheben darf oder ob man das
gerade nicht öﬀentlich thema,sieren
will.”
“Die Namenstranskrip,on wird

Alterna,ve

unabhängig davon durchgeführt, ob

measures

ein gül,ger Pass oder Passersatz
vorliegt.”

Name translitera,on
and analysis (TraLitA)

“Schwächen in der Datenaktualität
Beneﬁts

und -validität in der Aktenhaltung
iden,ﬁziert und bereinigt werden”

Descrip,on:

“transkribiert Namen in lateinische

Informa,on, claims,

Func,onality

Schreibweise und stellt außerdem eine

statements,

descrip,ons

abgeleitete Herkunnslandprognos,k

assessments, facts,

zur Verfügung”

descrip,ons that

“Wir würden es begrüßen, wenn

refer directly to how
TraLitA is applied in
prac,ce.

beispielsweise unser Assistenzsystem
Future scenarios

zur Namenstranslitera,on auch von
anderen genutzt würde. Dafür suchen
wir Partner im In- und Ausland.”

Involved par,es and
stakeholders

“Individuallösung der Firma SVA (SVA
bindet Produkte und Leistungen der
Firma IBM ein)”
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Code category

Code

Example
“Die Erfolgsquote eines

Issues

Herkunnshinweises ist abhängig vom
Herkunnsland”

Performance and
sta,s,cs

“Bei den Maghreb-Staaten wird
dagegen nur eine Erfolgsquote von ca.
35 Prozent gemessen”
“In das Modell des verwendeten

Sonware and data

Sonwareprodukts sind ca. eine

used

Milliarde Namen aus aller Welt
eingeﬂossen”
“könnte mit der historisch

Statements of

entstandenen Vermischung mit der

success/ failure

französischen und italienischen
Sprache zusammenhängen”
“Als mildere MiBel kommen
letztendlich nur Dokumente in

Alterna,ve

Betracht, die durch ein Lichtbild die

measures

Iden,tät belegen können und vom

Read-out and

Bundesamt auf ihre Echtheit überprün

analysis of mobile

werden können.”

data devices (AmD)
Beneﬁts
Descrip,on:

“Bereitstellung zusätzlicher Daten mit
Hinweisen zur Iden,tät und Herkunn”
“Die mobilen Datenträger

Informa,on, claims,
statements,

Func,onality

(Mobiltelefon/Smartphone/Tablet)

assessments, facts,

descrip,ons

müssen durch den Antragsteller

descrip,ons that

entsperrt werden.”

refer directly to how

“Derzeit ﬁndet eine Püfung zu den

AmD is applied in

technischen und rechtlichen

prac,ce.

Möglichkeiten einer etwaigen
Future scenarios

Ausweitung der Handyauswertung
staB. Die Prüfung ist zum
gegenwär,gen Zeitpunkt noch nicht
abgeschlossen.”
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Code category

Code

Example
“Individuallösungen der Firma Atos

Involved par,es and (Atos bindet Produkte und Leistungen
stakeholders

der Firmen MSAB und T3F-Forensics
ein)”
“Es ist auch objek,v nicht ersichtlich,
ob das Handy überhaupt ein MiBel ist,

Issues

das zur Iden,tätsfeststellung oder
Staatsangehörigkeitsfeststellung
dienen kann.”
“Bei der Speicherung der durch das
BAMF generierten Daten zur
Iden,tätssicherung von Antragstellern

Legal reference

handelt es sich nicht um eine
Datengewinnung “auf Vorrat”, sondern
um eine Regelung mit klarer und
eingegrenzter Zweckbindung der
Iden,tätssicherung.”
“wurden insgesamt

Performance and

9 710 Datenträger von

sta,s,cs

Erstantragstellern ohne Pass/
Passersatz ab 14 Jahren ausgelesen.”
“basierend auf z.B. Geodaten von
aufgenommenen Fotos, aus Apps oder

Sonware and data

aus Login-Informa,onen sozialer

used

Netzwerke können Rückschlüsse über
die Staatsangehörigkeit gezogen
werden.”
“Das Auslesen mobiler Datenträger

Statements of

stellt momentan das wich,gste

success/ failure

Instrument zur Iden,tätsüberprüfung
dar”
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Code category

Code
Accountability

Accuracy (incl. staﬀ
training)
Amount, type,
reten,on period of
data

Example
“Es sind keine entsprechenden
Beschwerden bekannt.”
“Interpreta,onshilfen zur Analyse der
Ergebnisberichte sind Bestandteil der
Schulungsunterlagen.”
“in welchen Ländern wurden Browser
aufgerufen”
“Nach vollständig abgeschlossener

Right to privacy

Aktenanlage einschl. Aushändigung
Consent

Descrip,on:

der Belehrungen und Einholung aller
erforderlichen Unterschrinen, wird der
Antragsteller auf die gesetzliche

Informa,on that

Verpﬂichtung zur Mitwirkung”

addresses the state
obliga,ons,

“Wenn der Antragsteller angibt, einen

principles and

Pass/ Passersatzdokument erst zu

dimensions of

einem späteren Zeitpunkt vorlegen zu

privacy as outlined

Lawfulness, fairness, können - beispielsweise, weil dieser

under Art 17 ICCPR. transparency

bei einer anderen innerdeutschen
Behörde abgegeben wurde - so kann
der mobile Datenträger ausgelesen
werden.”

Purpose
speciﬁca,on and
limita,on

“Feststellung der Iden,tät und
Herkunn”
“Erst nach Freigabe eines

Security measures

Ergebnisreports durch einen

and safeguards

Volljuristen kann der zuständige
Entscheider diesen auswerten”

Table 6: Coding system
(Source: Own tabular summary)
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B Lists of coded and analysed documents
These lists depict the coded and analysed documents. Full details on these
materials are provided in the bibliography.

B.1 Federal Oﬃce for Migra+on and Refugees
BAMF. 2017a. Integriertes Iden,tätsmanagement - Plausibilisieren,
Datenqualität und Sicherheitsaspekte. Einführung in die neuen ITTools. Schulung AVS-Mitarbeiter, Entscheider und Volljuristen.
[Training material] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/foliensatze-undinterpreta,onshilfen-zu-sprachanalyse/110994/anhang/
schulung_idms_bamf.pdf>.

BAMF. 2017b. Moderne Technik in Asylverfahren: Vorsitzender der
Innenministerkonferenz informiert sich über neue technische
Assistenzsysteme. [Press release] <hBps://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/
Meldungen/DE/2017/20170726-am-vorstellung-modellprojektbamberg.html?nn=282388>.

BAMF. 2017c. Tool-tes,ng in Bamberg, July 2017. [Facebook post] <hBps://
www.facebook.com/bamf.socialmedia/posts/wir-haben-gestern-inb a m b e rg - n e u e - a s s i s t e n z t o o l s - v o rg e s t e l l t - d i e - b e i - d e r- i d e n , t /
1298844053561819/>.

BAMF. 2017d. Auszeichnung für digitale Transforma,on und Pioniergeist.
[Press release] < hBps://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Meldungen/DE/
2017/20170703-digital-leader-award.html?nn=282388>.
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BAMF. 2018a. Digitalisa,on Agenda 2020: Success stories and future
digital projects at the Federal Oﬃce for Migra,on and Refugees
(BAMF). Third updated edi,on. [Digitalisa,on agenda] <hBp://
www.wir-sind-bund.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/EN_nvam/Publika,onen/
Broschueren/broschuere-digitalisierungsagenda-2020.pdf?
__blob=publica,onFileY>.

BAMF. 2018b. Sprachbiometrisches Assistenzsystem: Unterstützung der
Feststellung von Herkunn und Iden,tät im Asylverfahren.
[ P re s e n t a , o n] < h B p s : // w w w . e g o v e r n m e n t - w e B b e w e r b . d e /
praesenta,onen/2018/Kat_Digitalisierung_BAMF_Sprachbiometrie.pdf>.

BAMF. 2018c. Dienstanweisung Asylverfahren: Iden,tätsfeststellung.
[ I n t e r n a l i n s t r u c , o n s ] < h B p s : // f r a g d e n s t a a t . d e /a n f r a g e /
dienstanweisungen-zum-umgang-mit-der-handyauswertung/110992/
anhang/dienstanweisung_iden,taetsfeststellung.pdf>.

B A M F. 2 0 1 8 d . I n t e g r i e r t e s I d e n , t ä t s m a n a g e m e n t I D M - S .
Benutzerhandbuch “Namenstranskrip,on” (TraLitA). [User manual]
<hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/foliensatze-und-interpreta,onshilfen-zusprachanalyse/110994/anhang/idms_namenstranskrip,on.pdf>.

B A M F. 2 0 1 8 e . I n t e g r i e r t e s I d e n , t ä t s m a n a g e m e n t I D M - S .
Benutzerhandbuch “Sprachbiometrie” (DIAS). [User manual] <hBps://
fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/foliensatze-und-interpreta,onshilfen-zusprachanalyse/110994/anhang/idms_sprachbiometrie.pdf>.

B A M F. 2 0 1 8 f . I n t e g r i e r t e s I d e n , t ä t s m a n a g e m e n t I D M - S .
Benutzerhandbuch “Auslesen mobiler Datenträger” (AmD). [User
m a n u a l ] < h B p s : // f r a g d e n s t a a t . d e /a n f r a g e / f o l i e n s a t z e - u n d interpreta,onshilfen-zu-sprachanalyse/110994/anhang/idms_amd.pdf>.
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BAMF. 2018g. Integriertes Iden,tätsmanagement - Plausibilisieren,
Datenqualität und Sicherheitsaspekte. Einführung in das IDM-S Tool
Auslesen von mobilen Datenträgern (AmD). Schulung AVSMitarbeiter. [Training material] < hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/
foliensatze-und-interpreta,onshilfen-zu-sprachanalyse/110994/anhang/
schulung_avs_kurz.pdf>.

BAMF. 2018i. Biometrische Sprachsonware zur Erkennung von Dialekten.
[Internal instruc,ons] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/biometrischesprachsonware-zur-erkennung-von-dialekten/>.

BAMF. 2018j. eGovernment Preisverleihung: 1. Platz. [Press release]
<hBps://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Meldungen/DE/2018/20180621-amegovernment.html?nn=282388>.

BAMF. 2018k. Dienstanweisung für das AVS. Auslesen von mobilen
Datenträgern. Verfahrensweise bei persönlicher Erstantragstellung.
[ I n t e r n a l i n s t r u c , o n s ] < h B p s : // f r a g d e n s t a a t . d e /a n f r a g e /
dienstanweisungen-zum-umgang-mit-der-handyauswertung/110992/
anhang/dienstanweisung_ams.pdf>.

BAMF. 2018l. Verfahrensverzeichnis: Sprachbiometrisches Assistenzsystem.
[Procedure index] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/verfahrensverzeichnis/
92175/anhang/SprachbiometrischesAssistenzsystem.pdf>.

BAMF. 2018m. Verfahrensverzeichnis: Auslesen mobiler Datenträger.
[Procedure index] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/verfahrensverzeichnis/
92175/anhang/AuslesenmobilerDatentrger.pdf>.

BAMF. 2018n. Weisung zum Umgang mit anhängigen STA-Verfahren.
Internal e-mail communica,on. [Internal instruc,ons] <hBps://
fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/dienstanweisung-vom-1-dezember/>.
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BAMF. 2019a. Digitalisierungsagenda 2020: Bisherige Erfolge und Ausblick
auf weitere digitale Projekte im Bundesamt für Migra,on und
Flüchtlinge. Fourth updated edi,on. [Digitalisa,on agenda] <hBps://
www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/DE/Digitalisierung/broschueredigitalisierungsagenda-2020.html>.

BAMF. 2019c. HKL-Anfragen zur Sachau‹lärung. Leivaden für AAAnfragen und für Gutachten. Dienstanweisung Asylverfahren:
Urkunden- und Dokumentenprüfung PTU. [Internal instruc,ons]
<hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/leivaden-aadienstanweisung-ptu/415590/
anhang/SPRN92119082708120.pdf>.

BAMF. 2019d. BAMF-Chef: Ein Asyl-Chaos wie 2015 wird sich nicht
wiederholen! [Interview Sommer] <hBps://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/
Interviews/DE/InterviewsFachar,kel/191105-interview-dr-sommerbams.html?nn=282388>.

BAMF. 2019e. Bilder für sprachbiometrische Tests. [No,ce] <hBps://
fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/bilder-fur-sprachbiometrische-tests-1/>.

BAMF. 2019f. Testergebnisse biometrischer Sprachsonware zur Erkennung
von Dialekten. [No,ce] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/testergebnissebiometrischer-sprachsonware-zur-erkennung-von-dialekten/353954/
anhang/2019_697_IFG_NAME_geschwaerzt.pdf>.

BAMF. 2019g. Datenschutz-Folgenabschätzung: Anfrage nach dem
Informa,onsfreiheits-gesetz (IFG). [No,ce] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/
a n f r a g e /d a t e n s c h u t z - f o l g e a b s c h a t z u n g e n / 3 5 3 9 5 2 / a n h a n g /
2019_689_IFG_Biselli_geschwaerzt.pdf>.

BAMF. 2019i. Überlassung und Auslesen eines Datenträgers (D1705),
Auswertung eines Datenträgers (D1706), Antrag auf Auswertung
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eines Datenträgers (D1735). [Internal forms] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/
anfrage/dokumentenvordrucke/415595/anhang/
SPRN92119082708280.pdf>.

BAMF. 2020g. Sicherheit im Kontext von Migra,on. [Website] <hBps://
www.bamf.de/DE/Themen/Sicherheit/sicherheit-node.html>.

BAMF. 2020i. Digitalisierungsagenda 2020 & IDM-S POC, Kosten-Nutzen,
Evalua,on, Feedback. [No,ce] < hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/
digitalisierungsagenda-2020-idm-s-poc-kosten-nutzen-evalua,on-feedback/
482915/anhang/SPRN90620050609180_geschwaerzt.pdf>.

BAMF. 2020j. Ihr Antrag nach dem Informa,onsfreiheitsgesetz (IFG).
Auslesen mobiler Datenträger: FAQ-Liste und Antworten. [No,ce]
<hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/auslesen-mobiler-datentrager-faq-listeund-antworten/510153/anhang/SPRN91220072208050.pdf>.

BAMF. 2020k. Wich,ge MiBeilung: Erstbelehrung. D0179. [Consent form]
< hBps://fragdenstaat.de/anfrage/belehrung-von-antragstellendensprachbiometrie-dias-namenstranskrip,on-tralita/503448/anhang/
D0179.pdf>.

BAMF. 2020l. Belehrung von Antragstellenden: Sprachbiometrie (DIAS),
Namenstranskrip,on (TraLitA). [Consent form] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/
anfrage/belehrung-von-antragstellenden-sprachbiometrie-diasnamenstranskrip,on-tralita/>.

BAMF. 2020m. Informa,on zur Abgabe einer Sprechprobe für die
Sprachbiometrie. D1728. [Consent form] <hBps://fragdenstaat.de/
anfrage/belehrung-von-antragstellenden-sprachbiometrie-diasnamenstranskrip,on-tralita/503448/anhang/D1728.pdf>.
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BAMF. 2020n. Iden,tätsmanagement. [Website] <hBps://www.bamf.de/DE/
Themen/Sicherheit/Iden,taetsmanagement/iden,taetsmanagementnode.html>.

BAMF; BFM. 2017. Integriertes Iden,tätsmanagement - Assistenzsysteme.
[Press release] <hBps://docplayer.org/108534301-Presseinforma,onintegriertes-iden,taetsmanagement-assistenzsysteme-1-integriertesiden,taetsmanagement-im-ueberblick.html>.

Frank, Dorothee. 2018. Digitale Unterstützer im Asylverfahren: Wie
Sprachbiometrie Asylentscheidungen auf eine noch breitere
Grundlage stellt. In: Cyber Security Report/ Sicherheitstechnischer
Report. 2018. MiBler Report Verlag GmbH. [Interview Richter]
Seibert, Evi. 2017. SWR2 Interview der Woche vom 11.11.2017. [Interview
Cordt] < hBps://www.swr.de/-/id=20383132/property=download/
nid=659202/3lstzu/swr2-interview-der-woche-20171111.pdf>.
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B.2 Legisla+ve proceedings
Becker, Kers,n. 2017. Stellungnahme des Paritä,schen Gesamtverbandes
zum Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung der
Ausreisepﬂicht vom 23.02.2017. (BR-Drucksache 179/17).
[SubmiBed statement] < hBps://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/
500018/6088152efe793c12973a8309cf74d627/18-4-825-B-data.pdf>.

BMI. 2017c. Referentenentwurf des Bundesministeriums des Innern.
Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung der
Ausreisepﬂicht. [Dran law] < hBps://www.proasyl.de/wp-content/
uploads/2015/12/2017-02-15-Referentenentwurf-Gesetz-zur-besserenDurchsetzung-der-Ausreisepﬂicht.pdf>.

Federal Council. 2017. Stellungnahme des Bundesrates: Entwurf eines
Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht. Drucksache
179/17. [SubmiBed statement] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/brd/
2017/0179-17B.pdf>.

Federal Government. 2017a. Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur besseren
Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht. BT-Drucksache 179/17. [Dran law]
<hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/brd/2017/0179-17.pdf>.
Federal Government. 2017b. Gesetzentwurf der Bundesregierung: Entwurf
eines Gesetztes zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht. BTDrucksache 18/11546. [Dran law] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/
btd/18/115/1811546.pdf>.

Federal Government. 2017c. Beschlussempfehlung und Bericht des
Innenausschusses zu dem Gesetzentwurf der Bundesregierung.
Drucksache 18/12415. [Dran law] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/
btd/18/124/1812415.pdf>.
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German Bar Associa,on 2017. Stellungnahme des Deutschen Anwaltverein
durch den Ausschuss Gefahrenabwehrrecht zum Entwurf eines
Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht (BT-Drs.
18/11546). [SubmiBed statement] < hBps://anwaltverein.de/de/
n e w s ro o m /s n - 3 9 - 1 7 - g e s e t z - z u r- b e s s e re n - d u rc h s e t z u n g - d e rausreisepﬂicht-60305>.

German Bundestag. 2017a. Wortprotokoll der 111. Sitzung.
Innenausschuss. Öﬀentliche Anhörung. Protokoll-Nr. 18/111. [Public
hearing protocol] <hBps://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/511642/
d4c03aa26137310cf5568fa7e9f179fc/Protokoll-111-Sitzung-data.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2017d. Stenograﬁscher Bericht. 225. Sitzung.
Plenarprotokoll 18/225. [Plenary protocol] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/
dip21/btp/18/18225.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2017e. Stenograﬁscher Bericht. 234. Sitzung.
Plenarprotokoll 18/234. [Plenary protocol] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/
dip21/btp/18/18234.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2020c. Gesetz zur besseren Durchsetzung der
Ausreisepﬂicht. Dokumenta,ons- und Informa,onssystem DIP. ID:
18-80058. [Legisla,ve procedure] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/extrakt/
ba/WP18/800/80058.html>.

PRO ASYL. 2017a. Sachverständigen Stellungnahme für die öﬀentliche
Anhörung am 27. März 2017 vor dem Innenausschuss des Deutschen
Bundestages zum Gesetzentwurf der Bundesregierung Entwurf eines
Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht. BTDrucksache 179/17. [SubmiBed statement] <hBps://www.proasyl.de/
wp-content/uploads/2015/12/2017-03-23-Sachverst%C3%A4ndigenStellungnahme-PRO-ASYL-Gesetzentwurf-zur-besseren-Durchsetzung-derAusreisepﬂicht.pdf>.
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Voßhoﬀ, Andrea. 2017. Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur besseren Durchsetzung
der Ausreisepﬂicht. Bundesbeaunragte für den Datenschutz und die
Informa,onsfreiheit. German Bundestag. Innenausschuss.
Ausschussdrucksache 18(4)831. [SubmiBed statement] <hBps://
www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/500024/
bf72784c6e0f00bc5d801ccd5aee690b/18-4-831-data.pdf>.
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B.3 Federal Government and BMI
BMI. 2017b. Von Herrn MdB Roland Claus erbetene Sachinforma,on.
[Response to opposi,on requests] <hBps://cdn.netzpoli,k.org/wpupload/2017/12/nuance.pdf>.

BMI. 2018b. Schrinliche Fragen des Abgeordneten Alexander Ullrich:
Monat Juni 2018. Arbeits-Nr. 6/225. [Response to opposi,on
requests] <hBps://andrej-hunko.de/start/download/dokumente/1186sonware-fuer-sprachbiometrie-forensik-handyauswertung-beim-bamf-mdbalexander-ulrich/ﬁle>.

German Bundestag. 2017b. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Dr. Petra SiBe, Anke Domscheit-Beim Dr.
André Hahn, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. BTDrucksache 19/190. [Response to small request] < hBps://
dipbt.bundestag.de/doc/btd/19/001/1900190.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2017g. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Frank Tempel, Sevim Dağdelen,
weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. BT-Drucksache
18/11262. [Response to small request] <hBps://www.ulla-jelpke.de/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/1811262-Asylsta,s,k-IV-2016-1.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2018a. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. Einsatz
von IT-Assistenzsystemen im Bundesamt für Migra,on und
Flüchtlinge. BT-Drucksache 19/6647. [Response to small request]
<hBps://dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/066/1906647.pdf>.
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German Bundestag. 2018b. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. BTDrucksache 19/1631. [Response to small request] < hBps://
dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/016/1901631.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2018c. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE.
Ergänzende Informa,onen zur Asylsta,s,k für das zweite Quartal des
Jahres 2018. BT-Drucksache 19/4961. [Response to small request]
<hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/049/1904961.pdf>.
German Bundestag. 2018d. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. Einsatz
von Spracherkennungssonware durch das Bundesamt für Migra,on
und Flüchtlinge. BT-Drucksache 19/1663. [Response to small
request] <hBps://dipbt.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/016/1901663.pdf>.
German Bundestag. 2019a. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE.
Ergänzende Informa,onen zur Asylsta,s,k für das Jahr 2018. BTDrucksache 19/8701. [Response to small request] < hBps://
dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/087/1908701.pdf>.

German Bundestag. 2019b. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE. BTDrucksache 19/13945. Available at: <hBps://dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/
btd/19/139/1913945.pdf>.
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German Bundestag. 2020f. Antwort der Bundesregierung auf die Kleine
Anfrage der Abgeordneten Ulla Jelpke, Dr. André Hahn, Gökay
Akbulut, weiterer Abgeordneter und der Frak,on DIE LINKE.
Ergänzende Informa,onen zur Asylsta,s,k für das Jahr 2019. BTDrucksache 19/18498. [Response to small request] <hBps://
dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/19/184/1918498.pdf>.

C Oral expert interviews
As part of this thesis, three oral expert interviews were carried out with the
following individuals, each between 60 - 90mins:

• Bellinda Bartolucci, at the ,me head of the legal policy department at
PRO ASYL;
• Lea Beckmann, lawyer and procedural coordinator at the Society for Civil
Rights (Gesellschan für Freiheitsrechte);
• Anna Biselli, journalist and computer scien,st.

With the experts’ consent, their interview statements, names and
references are used in this paper. The interview transcripts are excluded
from this publica,on due to their extensive length.
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D Wri^en expert interview with the Oﬃce of the BfDI
In addi,on to the oral expert recordings, a wriBen interview was conducted
to include the perspec,ves of the Oﬃce of the BfDI, the Federal
Commissioner for Data Protec,on and Freedom of Informa,on. The
following answers were provided by the responsible authority/ Press Oﬃce.
With the Oﬃce’s consent, the answers are included in this paper.

D.1 Response of 07 May 2020
In dem Tä.gkeitsbericht 2015 bis 2016 kri.siert die BfDI die kurzen Fristen zur
sachgerechten Prüfung (S. 101) der gesetzlichen Inhalte im Gesetzgebungsverfahren im Bereich Asyl.

1. Frage: Wie viel Zeit wurde dem BfDI vonseiten des Gesetzgebers
eingeräumt, um schrinlich Stellung zu nehmen und zielführend zu
prüfen? (Angabe biBe bezogen auf das Gesetz der besseren
Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht aus dem Tä,gkeitsbericht 2017/18, S.
66 und im Vergleich das Datenaustauschverbesserungsgesetz)

BfDI Oﬃce: Für eine Stellungnahme zum Entwurf des Gesetzes zur
besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepﬂicht haBe der BfDI etwa einen
Monat Zeit. Später hat der BfDI eine überarbeitete Fassung erhalten
und wurde gebeten, innerhalb von wenigen Tagen erneut eine
Stellungnahme zu verfassen. Beim Entwurf des Datenaustausch-
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verbesserungsgesetzes sollte der BfDI ebenfalls innerhalb einer kurzen
Frist von wenigen Tage eine Stellungnahme verfassen. Zusätzlich hat
uns das Bundesministerium des Innern kurzfris,g zu einer Besprechung
eingeladen, um seine Posi,on zu erläutern.

2. Frage: Wie viel Zeit ist für eine angemessene Gesetzprüfung aus Sicht
des BfDI adäquat und notwendig?

BfDI Oﬃce: Die Gemeinsame Geschänsordnung der Bundesministerien
sieht für die Beteiligung anderer Ressorts in der Regel eine Frist von vier
Wochen, bei umfangreichen oder rechtlich schwierigen Entwürfen sogar
von acht Wochen, vor. Diese Fristen halten wir für angemessen und
erforderlich.

Die BfDI kri.sierte die “Datenträgerauswertung” - u.a. als verfassungswidrig,
nicht erforderlich und unverhältnismäßig. Zusätzlich wurde angemerkt, dass die
gewonnenen Informa.onen keine Rückschlüsse auf die tatsächliche Herkun[
einer Person zulassen. (siehe u.a. S. 66, Tä.gkeitsbericht BfDI 2017/18)

3. Frage: Die u.a. vom BfDI genannten Kri,kpunkte wurden von dem
Gesetzgeber vor in Kran treten des Gesetzes (Entwurf) und bis zum
Tä,gkeitsbericht 2017/18 nicht umgesetzt. Gab es Verbesserungen seit
2018 vonseiten des BAMF? Welche?

BfDI Oﬃce: Das Bundesamt für Migra,on und Flüchtlinge hat die im
Gesetz vorgegebenen Aufgaben umzusetzen. Verbesserungen an
gesetzlichen Regelungen kann der Gesetzgeber nur selbst vornehmen.
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4. Frage: Wie bewertet der BfDI die Qualität des Dialogs mit dem
Gesetzgeber bzw. des Gesetzgebungsverfahren zum Gesetz zur
besseren D. der Ausreisepﬂicht?

BfDI Oﬃce: Wir haBen zu wenig Zeit für die erforderliche umfassende
Prüfung datenschutzrechtlicher Belange. Das haben wir gegenüber dem
Bundesministerium des Innern auch deutlich zum Ausdruck gebracht.

5. Frage: Welche Schlüsse für die prak,sche Beratung für Gesetzgebungsprozessen zieht der BfDI aus diesem Gesetzgebungsverfahren? Sind
bessere (Beratungs-)Abläufe geplant und wenn ja, welche?

BfDI Oﬃce: Seit dem Inkrantreten der Datenschutz-Grundverordnung
(DSGVO) besteht mit Art. 36 Abs. 4 eine Pﬂicht zur Konsulta,on der
Aufsichtsbehörde bei der Ausarbeitung von Gesetzgebungsvorhaben.
Leider enthält diese Regelung keine zeitlichen Vorgaben, so dass knappe
Fristsetzungen weiterhin nicht ausgeschlossen sind. Der BfDI kann sich
darüber hinaus jederzeit direkt an den Deutschen Bundestag wenden
und auf datenschutzrechtliche Probleme in Gesetzentwürfen hinweisen.
Dies sollte aber die Berücksich,gung der Posi,onen des BfDI bereits
vor der parlamentarischen Beratung nicht ausschließen.

6. Frage: Die Datenträgerauswertung ist seit 2017 in Kran und sollte in
der Form - folgt man der Kri,k - nicht geben. Welche Möglichkeit hat
der BfDI, um “Druck“ auf den Gesetzgeber auszuüben und um Teile des
Gesetzes ggf. wieder außer Kran zu setzen? Inwieweit wurde von den
Möglichkeiten Gebrauch gemacht? Gab es derar,ge Fälle im
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Amtsbereich des BfDI bzw. ist das theore,sch möglich (wenn Gesetze
derar,ge datenschutzrechtliche Mängel aufweisen)?

BfDI Oﬃce: Der BfDI hat die gesetzliche Aufgabe, den Gesetzgeber in
datenschutzrechtlichen Angelegenheiten zu beraten. Es gehört nicht zu
seinen Aufgaben und ist auch nicht sein Ziel „Druck auf den
Gesetzgeber“ auszuüben.

7. Frage: Welche Mechanismen stehen dem BfDI zu, um letztendlich die
Umsetzung datenschutzrechtlicher Aspekte in diesem Fall beim BAMF
zu bewirken? Welche zusätzlichen Befugnisse und Ermäch,gungen
sollte der BfDI rechtlich besitzen, um noch besser die Aufsicht und
Kontrolle v.a. über andere Behörden auszuüben?

BfDI Oﬃce: Dem BfDI stehen die in der DSGVO enthaltenen
Befugnisse zur Verfügung. Zum Beispiel können wir verwarnen,
bes,mmte Änderungen anweisen oder in letzter Konsequenz auch die
Datenverarbeitung verbieten.

8. Frage: Inwieweit stehen ausreichend ﬁnanzielle und personelle
Ressourcen dem BfDI zur Verfügung, um einen derar,gen Fall stärker
und kon,nuierlich über mehrere Jahre zu verfolgen, zu kri,sieren und
öﬀentlich bekannter zu machen?

BfDI Oﬃce: Seit der Selbständigkeit des BfDI am 1. Januar 2016 hat sich
die Personalsitua,on der Dienststelle deutlich verbessert. Bis zum Jahr
2019 konnte ein Stellenzuwachs auf insgesamt 253,5 Planstellen
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verzeichnet werden. Neben der Einrichtung der notwendigen Behördenstrukturen waren diese Stellen unter anderem für die Erledigung der
zusätzlich – insbesondere durch die DSGVO – übertragenen Aufgaben
(z. B. Jus,,ariat, Bußgeldstelle, Zentrale Anlaufstelle, Datenschutzaufsicht über die Finanzbehörden, kommunale Steuerämter und
Jobcenter) sowie als Reak,on auf geänderte Verfahrensweisen (z. B.
förmliches Beschwerdeverfahren, Vertretung im europäischen Datenschutzausschuss) notwendig. Für das Jahr 2020 hat der Haushaltsgesetzgeber weitere 67 Planstellen zugesprochen. Diese fortschreitende
posi,ve Entwicklung begrüßt der BfDI sehr, da dies die Möglichkeiten
zur Beratung der beaufsich,gten Stellen, des Bundestages und der
Öﬀentlichkeit stärkt, eine bessere Kontrolle gewährleistet und
Ressourcen für verstärkte interna,onale Koopera,on und damit
Harmonisierung beim Datenschutz scha“.

9. Frage: Kann der BfDI rechtliche SchriBe gegen andere Behörden
einlegen bei extremen Verstößen? Unter welchen Umständen? Wenn
nein: Wäre dies wünschenswert?

BfDI Oﬃce: Die DSGVO gibt uns bereits viele Möglichkeiten unsere
Rechtsauﬀassung durchzusetzen. Da es sich hierbei um Verwaltungsakte
handelt, können die Behörden dagegen klagen. Am Ende entscheiden die
Gerichte.

Der BfDI stellt im Tä.gkeitsbericht 2017/18 fest: “Wegen der unterschiedlichen
Auslegung der gesetzlichen Grundlagen zu den Voraussetzungen für die Nutzung
der ausgelesenen Daten stehe ich derzeit mit dem BAMF in Kontakt.” (S. 66)
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10. Frage: Welche “unterschiedlichen Auslegungen der gesetzlichen
Grundlagen” sind hier konkret gemeint?

BfDI Oﬃce: Zunächst bestand ein Dissens wegen der Voraussetzungen
für die Auswertung der ausgelesenen Daten. Das konnte miBlerweile
geklärt werden.

11. Frage: Wie wurde die Kontrolle des BAMF durch den BfDI von 2017
bis 2020 ausgeübt? Als wie eﬀek,v schätzt der BfDI die Maßnahmen
bislang ein? Wie gut geht das BAMF auf die Kri,k ein?

BfDI Oﬃce: Der BfDI tauscht sich unter anderem mit dem behördlichen
Datenschutzbeaunragten des BAMF aus. Außerdem kontrolliert er regelmäßig in der Zentrale und den Außenstellen des BAMF. Kri,sche
Anmerkungen nimmt das BAMF normalerweise umgehend auf und stellt
festgestellte Mängel ab.

12. Frage: Wie konkret laufen die Kontrollbesuche des BfDI beim BAMF
ab? Wer ist beteiligt und welche Abläufe werden überprün? Finden
vertrauliche Gespräche mit Mitarbeitenden staB? Wie viel Zeit wird pro
Besuch eingeplant? Wie werden Prioritäten gesetzt? In welcher Form
berichtet das BAMF an den BfDI außerhalb der Kontrollbesuche?

BfDI Oﬃce: Kontrollbesuche gliedern sich in der Regel und drei Phasen:
Vorbereitung, Durchführung, Nachbereitung. Im Rahmen der Vorbereitung werden ggf. für die Durchführung des Besuchs erforderliche
Unterlagen angefordert und ausgewertet. In Abs,mmung mit dem
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BAMF wird ein grober Zeitplan ausgearbeitet, der die zu kontrollierenden
Stellen und Aufgaben umfasst. Die Kontrolle vor Ort beginnt und endet
mit einem Gespräch mit der Behördenleitung, in welchem die
beabsich,gten PrüfschriBe bzw. die festgestellten Mängel aufgezeigt
werden. Der Ablauf einer Kontrolle richtet sich im Wesentlichen nach
den zu kontrollierenden Stellen und Aufgaben und kann von technischen
Erläuterungen, über Gespräche bis hin zu Arbeitsplatzbesich,gungen
reichen. Der zeitliche Rahmen einer Kontrolle richtet sich nach dem
Bedarf. In der Vergangenheit wurden stets mehrere Tage, bis zu knapp
einer Woche, für Kontroll- und Beratungsbesuche eingeplant. Im
Anschluss an den Vor-Ort-Termin wird ein Kontrollbericht erstellt, der
dem BAMF zur Stellungnahme zugeleitet wird. Hieran können sich ggf.
weiterer Schrinwechsel oder im äußersten Fall auch die o.g. Maßnahmen
nach Art. 58 Abs. 2 DSGVO anschließen. Wie bereits oben erläutert,
steht der BfDI mit dem BAMF in regelmäßigem Austausch. Darüber
hinaus meldet das BAMF z.B. Verstöße gegen datenschutzrechtliche
Bes,mmungen im Rahmen des Art. 33 DSGVO.

13. Frage: Inwieweit wird vom BAMF eine datenschutzrechtliche
Evalua,on und Begleitung der Datenträgerauswertung durchgeführt?
Seit wann? Mit welchem Ergebnis? Wurde vonseiten des BfDI darauf
oder zu ähnlichen Maßnahmen hingewiesen?

BfDI Oﬃce: Diese Fragen muss das BAMF beantworten.

14. Frage: Wie verbindlich sind die Hinweise des BfDI für Behörden - in
dem Fall das BAMF? Was passiert, wenn das BAMF die bekannten
Mängel im Bereich des Datenschutzes nicht einhält - welche Sank,onen
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kann der BfDI aussprechen und wie läun das Verfahren ab?

BfDI Oﬃce: Der BfDI kann verbindliche Entscheidungen im Rahmen
seiner Abhilfebefugnisse treﬀen. Vor Erlass einer solchen Maßnahme
werden die entsprechenden Stellen angehört. Zudem erhält die
zuständige Rechts- oder Fachaufsichtsbehörde Gelegenheit zur
Stellungnahme. Sofern die Mängel hiernach noch immer nicht abgestellt
sind, wird die entsprechende Maßnahme erlassen.

15. Frage: Inwieweit steht der BfDI in Kontakt mit dem Datenschutzbeauftragten des BAMF? In welchen Punkten s,mmt der Datenschutzbeaunragte des BAMF mit der Kri,k des BfDI überein und wie wird
jetzt ggf. gemeinsam vorgegangen?

BfDI Oﬃce: Der BfDI steht in regelmäßigem Kontakt mit dem
behördlichen Datenschutzbeaunragten (bDSB) des BAMF. Die
Bewertungen der datenschutzrechtlichen Fragestellungen durch den
bDSB des BAMF und des BfDI s,mmen in der Regel überein. Der bDSB
verfügt nicht über vergleichbare bereits o.g. gesetzliche Befugnisse wie
der BfDI. Dies schließt jedoch die übereins,mmende gemeinsame
Arbeit für einen wirksamen Schutz personenbezogener Daten nicht aus.
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D.2 Response of 20 May 2020
Betreﬀ: AW: Ihre Interviewanfrage an den BfDI
Von: Pressestelle Posvach <PRESSESTELLE@bfdi.bund.de>
Datum: 20.05.2020, 08:36
An: Helene Hahn

Sehr geehrte Frau Hahn,
gerne reichen wir Ihnen folgende Antworten nach:

1) Es sind keine entsprechenden Beschwerden bekannt.
2) Eine entsprechende Kontrolle der Datenträgerauswertung beim BAMF
wurde vor Inkrantreten der DSGVO durchgeführt, so dass aktuell keine
Erkenntnisse bezüglich der Umsetzung der Informa,onspﬂichten nach der
DSGVO vorliegen.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

*************************************************************************
Der Bundesbeaunragte für den Datenschutz und die Informa,onsfreiheit
Pressesprecher
Graurheindorfer Straße 153, 53117 Bonn
Fon: (0228) 9977995100
Fax: (0228) 991077995101
E-Mail: pressestelle@bfdi.bund.de
Internet: hBp://www.bfdi.bund.de
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-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht----Von: Helene Hahn
Gesendet: Samstag, 16. Mai 2020 16:08
An: Pressestelle Posvach <PRESSESTELLE@bfdi.bund.de>
Betreﬀ: Re: Ihre Interviewanfrage an den BfDI

Sehr geehrte Frau (…),
ich bedanke mich für die Antworten. Könnten Sie auf zwei kurze
Rückfragen noch eingehen?

1) Wie viele Beschwerden gegen die Datenträgerauswertungen beim
BAMF sind von Asylbewerber*innen bzw. geﬂüchteten Menschen seit
2017 beim BfDI eingegangen (wenn eine Übersicht vorliegt: im Vergleich zu
anderen Bevölkerungsgruppen)?

2) Inwieweit hat sich bei der Überprüfung des BAMF vonseiten des BfDI
bisher ergeben, dass betroﬀene Personen im Rahmen der Datenträgerauswertungen nach DSGVO Ar,kel 12 & 13 über ihre Rechte und die
Nutzung/Verarbeitung ihrer Daten informiert werden? Zu welchen
Schlüssel ist der BfDI gekommen?

Ich bedanke mich vielmals für die Mühen.
Viele Grüße
Helene Hahn
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E Federal Oﬃce’s internal communica+on on S-T-As
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